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Introduction

Assessment Purpose
1.1

The purpose of this study is to provide an assessment of the landscape and visual sensitivities
within defined assessment parcels around existing defined settlements and hamlets within
Gravesham Borough, and from this to make judgements regarding the capacity of the landscape
within the Borough to accommodate new built development.

1.2

The role of the study is not to address potential capacity in terms of the quantity of built
development, as this would be dependent on a much wider range of considerations other than
landscape and visual effects – such as highways impact, ecological effects, archaeological
constraints and other environmental and sustainability factors.

1.3

It is intended that the assessment will help to inform:

1.4

•

strategic decisions on the direction of future growth in the Borough;

•

the allocation of sites in the updated Strategic Land Availability Assessment;

•

the selection of sites for allocation in the forthcoming Local Plan Site Allocations and
Development Management Policies Document; and

•

future Development Management decisions.

In the absence of specific development proposals, this study can only highlight likely sensitivities,
and give a high-level indication as to the likelihood of significant adverse effects resulting from
development. The assessments note any major variations in landscape capacity within each
parcel, but any individual site would require a specific assessment of landscape and visual
impacts, alongside other potential environmental effects, on the basis of specific development
proposals.

Assessment Scope
1.5

Assessment parcels have been defined on the basis of a ‘range of search’ around existing
settlements and areas of development within and adjoining Gravesham Borough.

1.6

The search range for the purposes of this study is as follows:

1.7

1.8

•

1000m for urban areas of Gravesend/Northfleet and Strood.

•

500m from the boundary of the settlements inset from the Green Belt as defined on the Local
Plan Core Strategy Policies Map. Reference to the ‘defined settlement’ in the study text, or to
the ‘rural settlement’ or ‘urban area’ on the accompanying maps, refer to the boundaries as
shown on the Local Plan Core Strategy Policies Map.

•

500m from a central point for non-defined settlements (Harvel and Henley Street)

•

Those areas within 500m of the defined settlement boundaries of New Barn and Longfield Hill
that fall within Gravesham Borough.

The study will also assess the following defined areas:
•

Great Clane Marshes and Westcourt Marshes;

•

The Nuralite Industrial Site;

•

The Culverstone Valley Area.

Using the search radius as a guide, an outer edge for the assessment area around each
settlement has been defined using identifiable landscape features where practical. This zone has
5

then been subdivided into separate assessment parcels which reflect changes in landscape
character, or relationship with surrounding areas, again using distinct landscape elements – e.g.
roads or woodland blocks - as boundaries.
1.9

Table 1.1 below lists the settlements considered, and the number of parcels defined around each,
and Figure 1.1 illustrates the defined parcels. Where a parcel of land borders two separate
settlements it is assessed separately with respect to potential development extending out from
each of the settlement concerned.

1.10

Parcel assessments are contained in Section 4 of this report. The study only considers landscape
sensitivity and capacity within Gravesham Borough and has clipped the parcel edges to the
Borough boundary.
Table 1.1: Scope of Assessment
Settlement
Type

Settlement

Number
of Parcels

Search area / notes

Defined urban
area

Gravesend & Northfleet

11

1000m – includes assessment of
Westcourt & Great Clane Marshes,
which lies within the defined urban
area

Defined rural
settlements

Cobham

4

500m

Culverstone Green

4

500m

Hook Green

6

500m

Higham

6

500m

Istead Rise

5

500m

Lower Higham

3

500m

Lower Shorne

3

500m

Meopham Green

6

500m

Shorne

7

500m

Shorne Ridgeway

-

500m - included in the Shorne
assessment

Sole Street

4

500m

Three Crutches

2

500m

Vigo

5

500m

Harvel

4

500m

Henley Street

2

500m

Culverstone Valley

-

Assessed as a Culverstone Green
parcel, but in terms of development
considers anywhere within the parcel
rather than just extending out from
the defined settlement edge

Other rural
settlements

Other areas
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Nuralite Industrial Area

1

Assessed in terms of potential
redevelopment within existing area,
rather than outward expansion

Land adjacent to
Longfield Hill

2

500m – the ‘village boundary’
identified on Dartford’s Local Plan is
treated as the ‘defined settlement’

Land between New Barn
and Istead Rise

Included in the Istead Rise
Assessment

Land to the west of
Strood

Included in the Three Crutches
Assessment
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Methodology

Assessment Criteria
2.1

There is currently no published method for evaluating the sensitivity of different types of
landscape to development. However, the approach taken in this study builds on guidance
published by the Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage including the Landscape
Character Assessment Guidance 1 and Topic Paper 6 2 that accompanies the Guidance, as well as
LUC’s considerable experience from previous and ongoing studies of a similar nature.

2.2

Paragraph 4.2 of Topic Paper 6 states that:
‘Judging landscape character sensitivity requires professional judgement about the degree to
which the landscape in question is robust, in that it is able to accommodate change without
adverse impacts on character. This involves making decisions about whether or not significant
characteristic elements of the landscape will be liable to loss... and whether important aesthetic
aspects of character will be liable to change’.

2.3

Landscape and visual sensitivity for each defined parcel is assessed with reference to six criteria,
set out in Table 2.1 below. The subdivision into separate, though related, aspects of landscape
and visual character assists with the understanding of the way in which landscape and views can
be affected by development; LUC have employed a similar approach for around 15 years.

2.4

Text is provided for each of the six criteria, reflecting the value and qualities of a parcel’s
landscape and the extent to which development could affect these, and a judgement is made as
to what ‘key sensitivities’ are applicable to the parcel.

Map Information
2.5

2.6

Maps accompanying each assessment illustrate a range of landscape information and
environmental constraints. These include:
•

Defined urban area and rural settlement boundaries;

•

The Gravesham Borough boundary;

•

Public rights of way;

•

The Kent Downs AONB;

•

Cultural heritage information: conservation areas, register parks and gardens and listed
buildings;

•

Natural designations: ancient woodland, Special Protection Areas, Ramsar Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest and Local Wildlife Sites;

•

Hydrological designations: flood zone 2 and flood zone 3.

Some of the mapped constraints, whilst relevant to development potential, do not directly affect
landscape character or sensitivity, and therefore are not noted within the assessment text.
Reference is however made to any environmental designations or constraints which do influence
judgements. It is often the case that an environmentally constrained area, such as a designated
wildlife site, also has landscape sensitivities associated with landscape elements.

1

The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2002) Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland
CAX 84

2

The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2004) Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland
Topic Paper 6: Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity.
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Development Assumptions
2.7

Parcels are, with the several exceptions noted in Section 1 above, assessed with respect to
potential extensions to the settlements around which they are defined.

2.8

Parcels that adjoin two different settlements – shared parcels – are assessed separately for each
settlement involved. The descriptions and assessment text for these parcels will vary, reflecting
differences in the relationship between each of the settlements and the parcel landscape, and the
assessment outcomes may also differ.

10

Table 2.1: Landscape and Visual Sensitivity Assessment Criteria
Landscape and Visual Sensitivity Assessment Criteria
Physical and natural character
This addresses any sensitivity associated with landform, land cover and landscape elements. It considers the scale, coherence, condition and intactness of the
physical landscape, and the extent to which it is representative of typical landscape character, or a scarce landscape type, as identified in the Gravesham
Landscape Character Assessment.

Lower sensitivity
The landscape is degraded and
detracts from local landscape
character – e.g. land cover has
been largely lost and any
landscape features are
fragmented and/or in poor
condition. The landform itself is of
low sensitivity - i.e. simple,
smooth or flat landforms.

Higher sensitivity
The landscape has some limited
characteristics that contribute to
local landscape character – e.g. the
landscape has reasonable
hedgerow boundaries but is
undistinctive in terms of landform
or land cover. It may be a typical
example of a locally commonplace
landscape type.

The landscape makes a strong
contribution to local landscape
character – e.g. it has a distinctive
landform, an intact, natural
landscape with hedgerows, trees
and other features of interest, such
as ponds or watercourses. Strong
landform features such as slopes,
scarps and valleys are likely to be
more sensitive.

Settlement form and edge
The extent to which the assessment area relates to the form and pattern of existing adjacent settlement, with reference to the character of the settlement
edge and presence and role of boundary features in either separating an undeveloped area from a settled area or linking it to it.

Lower sensitivity
The landscape is strongly
associated with an existing
settlement and would not, if
developed, be perceived as an
extension of the settlement into
the countryside.

Higher sensitivity
Development would be perceived
as settlement advancement into
the countryside but would not
represent a step-change in
settlement form. It would not cross
a distinctive boundary feature.

An exposed settlement edge with
11

Development would have a poor
relationship with existing
settlement form, crossing a
boundary feature and/or extending
into an area with a distinctly
different landscape – e.g. the
extension of settlement beyond a

Landscape and Visual Sensitivity Assessment Criteria
no landscape features to
integrate the settlement/rural
fringe will be less sensitive and
may offer opportunities for
development to enhance the
settlement edge and integration.

ridge crest or into a valley.
A well-integrated settlement edge
by virtue of landscape structure or
landform variation will be more
sensitive.

Settlement setting
The extent to which an area contributes to the identity and distinctiveness of a settlement, by way of its character and/or its contribution to a perceived gap
between settlements (the loss of which would increase coalescence). Higher levels of sensitivity would typically apply to gaps between larger settlements than
gaps between a larger settlement and an outlying hamlet or farmstead.

Lower sensitivity
The landscape detracts from the
character of the settlement, and
does not contribute to the
separation of settlements either
because of distance or because
significant parts of the developed
area are already closer to the
neighbouring settlement.

Higher sensitivity
The landscape makes a limited
positive contribution to the
character of the settlement. It
either contributes to the gap
between large settlements, but not
to an extent where development
would have a strong effect on the
perception of separate settlements,
or it contributes to a gap between a
settlement and an outlying
farmstead or hamlet but
development would still leave some
sense of separation.

The landscape provides a
distinctive setting to one or more
settlement areas and/or is
important in the perception of a
gap between distinct, large
settlements.
The area plays an important role in
relation to the setting of the
settlement for views to key
features of the settlement (e.g.
church towers) or views from the
settlement.

Views
This will take into consideration the visual character of the site, including the extent of openness or enclosure, intervisibility (i.e. the extent to which different
areas are mutually visible), the importance of skylines, and the extent to which the landscape contributes to views from sensitive viewpoint locations, or to
which development in this area would intrude on sensitive views. Locations such as tourist attractions, promoted viewpoints and national trails will be more
12

Landscape and Visual Sensitivity Assessment Criteria
sensitive than local footpaths. Locations used for recreation, such as country parks or local public green space, will be more sensitive than passing views from
rights of way, and private views have less sensitivity than public viewpoints.

Lower sensitivity
The landscape is enclosed and
well screened from public or
private view and is not visually
prominent in the landscape.

Higher sensitivity
There is clear visibility from public
rights of way in the immediate
vicinity, to which the site makes a
limited positive contribution, but
little intrusion on public views from
the wider landscape.

There is clear visibility from
sensitive receptor locations where
the undeveloped character of the
landscape contributes to the quality
of the view. The area is visually
prominent in the wider landscape.

Perceptual qualities
Perceptual qualities include scenic value, sense of rurality, remoteness and tranquillity.

Lower sensitivity
An area with a disturbed
landscape, strongly influenced by
development/activity/ intrusion.

Higher sensitivity
A landscape with scenic qualities
and/or some sense of rurality,
separation or isolation, but with
some distinct intrusive elements –
e.g. road noise or an abandoned
character resulting from a lack of
management.

A highly tranquil and scenic
landscape, lacking intrusive
elements.

Cultural and historical associations
The extent to which the landscape has ‘time-depth’ – a sense of being a historic landscape – and/or has cultural associations – e.g. features in art or
literature, or is associated with an important historical figure. Ancient Woodland is considered to have historical value. Listed buildings may contribute to
historic landscape character and conservation area designations are likely to reflect a greater sensitivity. Reference has been made to the Kent Historical
Landscape Characterisation (HLC) dataset of field/land use types, but no specific reference is made to these within the assessment unless they have any
particular scarcity value.
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Landscape and Visual Sensitivity Assessment Criteria
Lower sensitivity
A landscape with no cultural or
historical influence or
associations, in which field forms
have no historic value.

Higher sensitivity
A landscape with visible historic
elements or cultural associations
which has some historic character
but which is not part of a wider
historic landscape; or a site with
little historic character but which
forms part of an area that does
have some historic character.
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A landscape with a strong, intrinsic
historic character, or associations
with important historic/cultural
persons or events, that is not
diminished by modern human
influence.

Sensitivity and Capacity Judgements
2.9

2.10

A rating for landscape sensitivity is provided. This is a judgement based on the consideration of
three things:
•

The number of assessment criteria for which sensitivities are identified;

•

The importance of any of these criteria;

•

The extent to which both of the above vary within the parcel of land in question.

Considered in combination, these factors give an indication as to the likelihood of significant
landscape or visual effects resulting from development, and definitions for levels of
sensitivity/capacity are given using this terminology in table 2.2 below.
Table 2.2: Sensitivity and Capacity Rating Definitions
Sensitivity

Capacity

Definition

High

Low

Development would be very likely to give rise to significant adverse
landscape and/or visual effects.

Medium-high

Medium-low

Development would be very likely to give rise to adverse landscape and/or
visual effects, and there is some potential for these to be significant.

Medium

Medium

Development would be likely to give rise to some adverse landscape and/or
visual effects but these will potentially be limited in extent.

Medium-low

Medium-high

Development may give rise to some minor adverse landscape and/or visual
effects but these would be unlikely to be significant.

Low

High

Development would be very unlikely to give rise to significant adverse
landscape and/or visual effects.

2.11

A parcel rated as having high sensitivity may do so because it has a relatively high sensitivity to a
number of different criteria but it may also do so because of a particularly high sensitivity to just
one criterion. At the other end of the scale, there would need to be an absence of any aspects of
landscape considered to be sensitive for a parcel to rate as low.

2.12

The definition of parcels has been carried out with the aim of minimising the extent to which
significant differences in sensitivity are likely to occur within one parcel, but in some cases a
gradual change in sensitivity can be identified across a parcel – for example a gradual increase in
sensitivity with distance from an existing urban edge. Limitations in terms of the resolution of the
assessment may also mean that a smaller area within a parcel is considered to rate differently to
the majority of the area. Variations will therefore be reflected in the sensitivity rating, so a parcel
which is largely very sensitive but which has some potential for limited development may score
medium-high rather than high; however the assessment text will make it clear that development
across most of the parcel would still be likely to have significant adverse landscape effects.

2.13

Each parcel’s capacity is assessed with respect to three ‘scales’ of development, as set out in table
2.3 below. These scales relate to the form of buildings rather than the quantity of development.

2.14

Where there is no significant scope for landscape mitigation within a parcel the capacity rating
given for each development typology will directly reflect its sensitivity rating, so a high sensitivity
will result in a low capacity for development. Where there is some scope for mitigation to reduce
adverse effects this will be noted, and may in some instances also be reflected in a higher
capacity rating. Any constraints to the extent and location of development will be noted in the
accompanying text.
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Table 2.3: Development Typologies
Development
scenario

Description

Two-storey residential dwellings – either terraced, semi-detached
or detached – with associated access roads, private gardens and
garaging. The density of housing will be approximately 40 dwellings
per hectare for any development adjacent to Gravesend, Northfleet
and Strood (the urban areas) and approximately 30 dwellings per
hectare for any development adjacent to rural settlements;

Small

Or
Individual or small groups of single-storey community buildings,
such as primary schools or libraries.
Three or four-storey residential development – e.g. blocks of flats,
care homes or hotels with associated access roads, parking and
communal open space;
Or

Medium

Small scale commercial/industrial use – maximum 2 storeys with
associated access roads, parking and open space – e.g. local
business park units;
Or
Larger single or two-storey community buildings/complexes, such
as secondary schools or leisure centres.
Large commercial/industrial units or hotels – e.g. warehouses or
office blocks, with large expanses of cladding or glass, access
roads, large car parks and associated landscaping.
Large
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3

Format of Outputs

Report Structure
3.1

The parcel assessments are grouped to reflect their relationship with specific settlements. A report
has been produced for the defined urban area (Gravesend and Northfleet), each of the defined
rural settlements (Lower Higham, Higham Upshire, Lower Shorne, Shorne Village , Shorne
Ridgeway, Three Crutches, Istead Rise, Hook Green, Sole Street, Cobham, Meopham Green,
Culverstone Green and Vigo) and each of the undefined settlements and areas set out in the
Project Brief (Harvel, Henley Street, land adjacent to the Culverstone Valley Area, Longfield Hill,
and the Nuralite Industrial Area). The reports for Istead Rise, Culverstone Green and Three
Crutches include assessments for land adjacent to New Barn, the Culverstone Valley Area and
land to the west of Strood respectively.

3.2

Each settlement report includes the following:

3.3

•

A map (on OS 1:25,000 base) showing all the defined parcels, together with designations that
reflect potential constraints on development (as listed in 2.3 above);

•

A brief description of the settlement, including reference to its location, form and any key
characteristics;

•

A brief summary of the findings from the Landscape Assessment of Kent and Gravesham
Landscape Character Assessment relevant to the study area;

•

An explanation of the parcelling for the settlement, including reference to any parcels ‘shared’
with other settlements and reference to the landscape features used to subdivide the search
zone into separate parcels;

•

A colour-coded summary of the capacity ratings given for each parcel;

•

The detailed assessment for each parcel surrounding the settlement.

The detailed assessment for each parcel includes:
•

A map (on OS 1:10,000 base) showing the parcel in question, designations (as per the whole
settlement area map) and locations of photo viewpoints;

•

Photographs (usually two in number) to illustrate the parcel;

•

A description of the parcel, making reference to terrain, land cover, land use, boundaries and
any other relevant landscape elements;

•

Assessment of landscape/visual sensitivity against the six criteria identified in the
methodology (table 2.1 above);

•

A summary of key landscape and visual sensitivities identified from the assessment;

•

A sensitivity rating, using a 5-point scale (see table 2.2 above);

•

Conclusions regarding potential for development, taking into consideration any identified
mitigation measures;

•

A rating for the capacity of the parcel for development of each of the three typologies (see
table 2.3 above).
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Summary of Findings
3.4

Assessment results are summarised in a tabular form, by settlement and parcel reference, using
colour-coding to highlight capacity conclusions. A separate table is provided for each of the three
defined development typologies.

3.5

Maps are provided to visualise the results of the assessment of landscape capacity in Gravesham
for each development typology. These are colour-coded to provide a simple overview of the
spatial pattern of development potential, in terms of landscape and visual sensitivities, around the
identified settlements and area within the Borough.

3.6

Where a parcel relates to two settlement edges, and the ratings for each settlement differ, a line
is drawn through the centre of the parcel and the two parts coloured accordingly to reflect the
difference in rating.
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4

Summary of Assessment Results

Summary of Landscape Capacity for Small-Scale Development
Settlement
Cobham

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

Culverstone Green

CG1

CG2

CG3

CG4

Gravesend & Northfleet

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

Harvel

HA1

HA2

HA3

HA4

Henley Street

HS1

HS2

Hook Green

HG1

HG2

HG3

Higham

HI1

HI2

Istead Rise

IR1

IR2

Longfield Hill

LO1

LO2

Lower Higham

LH1

LH2

LH3

Lower Shorne

LS1

LS2

LS3

Meopham Green

MP1

MP2

Nuralite Industrial Area

NI1

Shorne & Shorne
Ridgeway

SH1

Sole Street

GR5

GR6

HG4

HG5

HG6

HI3

HI4

HI5

HI6

IR3

IR4

IR5

MP3

MP4

MP5

MP6

SH2

SH3

SH4

SH5

SH6

SS1

SS2

SS3

SS4

Three Crutches

CR1

CR2

Vigo

VI1

VI2

VI3

VI4

Key:

=low

GR7

GR8

GR9

GR10

GR11

SH7

VI5

= medium-low

= medium
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= medium-high

= high

Summary of Landscape Capacity for Medium-Scale Development
Settlement
Cobham

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

Culverstone Green

CG1

CG2

CG3

CG4

Gravesend & Northfleet

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

Harvel

HA1

HA2

HA3

HA4

Henley Street

HS1

HS2

Hook Green

HG1

HG2

HG3

Higham

HI1

HI2

Istead Rise

IR1

IR2

Longfield Hill

LO1

LO2

Lower Higham

LH1

LH2

LH3

Lower Shorne

LS1

LS2

LS3

Meopham Green

MP1

MP2

Nuralite Industrial Area

NI1

Shorne & Shorne
Ridgeway

SH1

Sole Street

GR5

GR6

HG4

HG5

HG6

HI3

HI4

HI5

HI6

IR3

IR4

IR5

MP3

MP4

MP5

MP6

SH2

SH3

SH4

SH5

SH6

SS1

SS2

SS3

SS4

Three Crutches

CR1

CR2

Vigo

VI1

VI2

VI3

VI4

Key:

=low

GR7

GR8

GR9

GR10

GR11

SH7

VI5

= medium-low

= medium
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= medium-high

= high

Summary of Landscape Capacity for Large-Scale Development
Settlement
Cobham

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

Culverstone Green

CG1

CG2

CG3

CG4

Gravesend & Northfleet

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

Harvel

HA1

HA2

HA3

HA4

Henley Street

HS1

HS2

Hook Green

HG1

HG2

HG3

Higham

HI1

HI2

Istead Rise

IR1

IR2

Longfield Hill

LO1

LO2

Lower Higham

LH1

LH2

LH3

Lower Shorne

LS1

LS2

LS3

Meopham Green

MP1

MP2

Nuralite Industrial Area

NI1

Shorne & Shorne
Ridgeway

SH1

Sole Street

GR5

GR6

HG4

HG5

HG6

HI3

HI4

HI5

HI6

IR3

IR4

IR5

MP3

MP4

MP5

MP6

SH2

SH3

SH4

SH5

SH6

SS1

SS2

SS3

SS4

Three Crutches

CR1

CR2

Vigo

VI1

VI2

VI3

VI4

Key:

=low

GR7

GR8

GR9

GR10

GR11

SH7

VI5

= medium-low

= medium
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= medium-high

= high

5

Detailed Assessment Results

5.1

Parcel assessments are presented alphabetically by settlement over the following pages.
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COBHAM

Description
Cobham lies within the east of the borough, to the south of the A2, and is linear in form, following an
east-west ridge. It has a rural setting, surrounded by rolling arable downland, orchards, woodland, a
country park and historic parkland. The village is located on a high point of the chalk dip slope of the
North Downs and the village and almost all of the assessed land around it is within the Kent Downs
AONB.
The defined settlement is relatively compact, contained to the west by the boundary of St Marys
Magdalene church and 1 and 2 Crockers Place, and to the east by Halfpence Lane and Cobhambury
Road. Though there is development further to the west along The Street, it is lower in density, looser in
grain and typically well screened by vegetation. The entire village – including the defined settlement
area, the more dispersed settlement to the west and associated open spaces – is defined as a
Conservation Area.
The Grade I listed church occupies a high elevation within the centre of the village and is a dominant
architectural feature, and the adjacent Cobham College is also Grade I listed. There are a number of
listed buildings in the village, mostly located on the main street (The Street). There are three small
pockets of more modern development within the village, at Lawrence Drive in the east, New College of
Cobham adjacent to St Mary’s Church, and Sarsens Close in the west (outside the defined settlement).
Cobham Hall Registered Park and Garden (Grade II*) is located to the east of Cobhambury Road. The
Grade I listed Cobham Hall, which lies beyond the study area of this assessment, is currently a boarding
school for girls, set within ornamental and pleasure gardens.
Previous assessment findings
The Kent Landscape Assessment includes Cobham within the Cobham West Kent Down character area
which overall is assessed as being in good condition due to a coherent pattern of elements though some
detracting features and of moderate sensitivity. The Luddesdown West Kent Downs character area lies
immediately to the south of Cobham village, with the more open Southfleet Arable farmlands to the
west. The village is therefore sat at a landscape transition.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Cobham forms the key settlement within the small
Ashenbank and Cobham Parklands character area. The key characteristics of this character area
(which covers parcels CO1 and CO2) relate principally to the parkland and woodlands to the east and
north of the study area, but the village itself is identified as a “typical village centre typical of north Kent
landscape”. Mention is also made of the tree-lined avenue leading from the village to Cobham Hall.
To the south and west, the area is within the more open landscape of the Istead Arable Farmlands,
although a sharp transition is not evident on the ground since the topography of Winstead Hill, the land
cover of Jeskyns (which is assessed as parcel GR11) and areas of orchard create a more complex
landscape on the edge of Cobham. Key characteristics of this character area relevant to the study area
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gently undulating topography with open arable fields
Fields divided by tracks, roads and occasional hedgerows
Orchards to the east
Minor native woodland clumps
Few roads, which are open in character
Large pylons.

To the south-east the landscape forms part of the more open Luddesdown Downs. Key characteristics
of this character area relevant to the study area are:
•
•

Very undulating topography with farmland used as arable and pasture
Areas of native woodland

The condition of the Ashenbank and Cobham Parklands is assessed as good, strongly unified and
with a strong functional integrity. The sensitivity of the landscape is considered to be moderate due to
the historic and distinct character and low level of visibility within the area which would limit the impact
of change.
The condition of the Istead Arable Farmlands is assessed as poor, due to an incoherent pattern of
elements. Sensitivity is assessed as moderate, with an overall weak sense of place balanced against high

visibility resulting from the open character of the landscape.
The condition of the Luddesdown Downs character area is assessed as good - strongly unified and
with a distinct sense of place – and it has high sensitivity due to the integrity of its historic character, its
strong landform and high visibility along valleys. The transition into this character area on the edge of
the defined settlement is evident (in parcel CO3).
Assessment parcels
Four parcels have been defined around Cobham, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement
edge as a guideline for extent but with alterations to reflect landscape elements.
CO1 includes all of the village outside of the defined settlement, together with small fields that have a
close relationship with the settlement and the orchards and woodland (Ashenbank Wood) to the north.
Jeskyns Country Park – which is assessed separately as GR11 – forms the western boundary of CO1.
Parcel CO2 is that part of the Cobham Hall Park Registered Park and Garden that lies nearest to the
settlement, defined by Halfpence Lane to the west and Lodge Lane to the south. CO3, to the south-east
of Cobham, includes the ridge-top pastures and the south-facing arable slopes of a steep valley, and
CO4 includes some shallower arable slopes but is mostly orchard.
Parcel CO4 is also assessed, as SS2, with regard to the potential for development out from the edge of
Sole Street.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: CO1 – Cobham north west
Representative views

CO1b

CO1a

View CO1a: looking south-west from playing fields – the church is visible left of centre, and Meadow House to the
right

View CO1b: looking south-west from footpath NS177 in Jeskyns Community Woodland

Parcel description

Parcel area: 40ha

This area occupies land on either side of The Street, the road that runs from west to east through the
centre of Cobham roughly following the ridge-top. It includes many village dwellings, both along The
Street and on the adjoining Battle Street and Sarsens Close, but lies outside of the defined settlement.
This is reflected by the generally lower density and larger scale of houses, and the existence of pockets
of open space and strong tree cover.
Behind buildings at the eastern end of parcel, to the north of the defined settlement, are a number of
playing fields and paddocks, and to the north of these an area of orchard planting. Ashenbank Wood, a
large ancient woodland and SSSI, forms the northern part of the parcel.
Between Battle Street and Rookery Corner the landscape is mostly pasture fields set in well treed
surrounds, with only a few dwellings and the buildings of Parsonage Farm. At Rookery Corner a group of
historic buildings is centred on Owletts, a late 17th century manor house in the care of the National
Trust. The western half of the parcel is bounded to the north by the Forestry Commission’s Jeskyns
Country Park. To the south of The Street the parcel abuts a very extensive orchard, occupying all the
land between Cobham and Sole Street.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The landscape in this parcel is gently undulating, roughly following the ridge
top (The Street) dipping down towards Owlets. It is divided into smaller
enclosures associated with the settlement, including gardens and pasture
fields. There is a high level of mature tree cover, within gardens and on
property boundaries, providing enclosure.

Settlement form and
edge

Excepting the orchard and woodland areas in the north of the parcel, there is
no strong distinction between the defined settlement and land within the
parcel. Tree cover filters intervisibility between dwellings in the defined
settlement and the playing fields to the north, but the contained character
and small field scale of land within the parcel means that there is a stronger
distinction between the playing fields and the orchard to the north.
Development in this area would therefore relate to Cobham.
In the western part of the parcel there is an interwoven pattern of small,
enclosed fields and dwellings with an open character, but whilst there is a
distinction between the parcel and the surrounding landscape there is also a
greater separation from the defined settlement.

Settlement setting

The landscape is strongly associated with settlement both within and outside
of the defined settlement edge and is an intrinsic element of its setting. The
approach to Cobham from the west along The Street is through a verdant
wooded route – forming a ‘green tunnel’ in summer.

Views

There are views from roads and public rights of way within and around the
parcel, from the playing fields within the parcel and from the Jeskyns
Community Woodland to the north and west. Tree cover is a strong limiting
factor on the extent of visibility, although a weaker boundary along the
northern edge of the parcel adjacent to Jeskyns exposes this area to public
views in which built development adjacent to Battle Street and The Street is
screened.

Perceptual qualities

The parcel has a strong historic character resulting from its combination of
historic buildings, open spaces, an absence of intrusive modern development
and containment within a well treed landscape. There is a stronger sense of
rurality and isolation from the defined settlement in the western part of the
parcel.

Cultural or historical
value

The parcel is largely within the Cobham Conservation Area and includes a
Grade II* listed building at Owletts, which forms a gateway into Cobham
from the west, and another Grade II* building Meadow House. There are also

a number of Grade II listed buildings within the parcel at Owletts, Rookery
Farm, and along The Street. The parcel contributes to the historic setting of
the whole settlement, particularly the listed buildings along The Street and
the Grade I listed Church of St Mary Magdalene (situated in an elevated
position on the western edge of the defined settlement outside the parcel
boundary).
Ashenbank Wood is valued as an ancient woodland, within an AONB in which
such woodlands are a characteristic feature.
There is some sensitivity in cultural heritage terms associated with the use of
land for fruit growing, as this is a characteristic land use within the AONB and
particularly around Cobham, although the orchard in this parcel is not a
traditional one.
Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•

The setting to listed buildings; including the Church of St Mary Magdalene, Meadow House and
Owletts plus strong historic character in its own right;
A high quality landscape – designated as part of the Cobham Conservation Area and within the
Kent Downs AONB;
Secluded ‘verdant’ western approach to Cobham, and greater sense of rurality in this half of the
built-up part of the parcel;
Contribution of contained spaces to setting of settlement within and outside of the defined
settlement area;
Historic/cultural heritage value of Ashenbank ancient woodland and orchard land-use.
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Development
scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Small

Development and mitigation potential

•

•

•

Development in the orchard or ancient woodland areas
would be a significant adverse impact on characteristic
and values land uses in the Kent Downs AONB.
The extent of containment around Cobham reduces
sensitivity to development in that new buildings within
the area of existing open settlement, pastures and
amenity grassland would clearly be associated with the
settlement, and would have limited impact on the wider
rural landscape. However, the historic character and
perceptual qualities of the settlement are strong limiting
factors on the extent and style of development that
could take place.
There is some opportunity to allow for small scale
development within existing garden, pasture or
recreational areas, but this would need to be located so
as to relate to the defined settlement edge, in the
eastern part of the parcel. Wooded boundaries and
mature trees should be retained and additional areas of
screen planting undertaken to maintain the sense of
enclosure and screen views of any development. Any
development should be designed appropriately in
consideration of their location within the Cobham
Conservation Area, reflecting the local vernacular, scale
and density.

Low

•

Development of medium scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: CO2 – Cobham north east
Representative views

CO2a

CO2b

View CO2a: looking north-east from Lodge Lane into Cobham Park – The Avenue frames the view to the left

View CO2b: looking west from Lodge Lane towards the settlement edge along Halfpence Lane

Parcel description

Parcel area: 28ha

Halfpence Lane and Lodge Lane define the western and southern boundaries of the Cobham Hall
Registered Park and Garden (Grade II*), of which this parcel forms part. Open pasture and arable
farmland are bisected by a lime avenue, replanted in the late C20 on the historic alignment of a late 17th
century original, defining an access from the village to Cobham Hall.
The parcel forms only a small part of the Registered Park and Garden, which extends north and east to
cover over 330 hectares of grassland, woodland, farmland and a golf course. Woodland separates the
parcel from Cobham Hall, some 350m to the east of the outer boundary.
The parcel and its surroundings are contained entirely within the Kent Downs AONB.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The landform slopes gently slopes downhill to the north-east from the
settlement edge to the outer parcel edge, and is not significantly different to
the landform on which the defined settlement is sited. To the north-east of
this it rises again towards Cobham Hall.
There is no sensitivity associated with the land uses in the parcel, but the
avenue of trees is distinctive landscape element (see also the ‘Cultural or
historic value’ section below). There are also some isolated trees within the
parcel which are not of any great age but which are characteristic of their
parkland setting.

Settlement form and
edge

The parcel is adjacent to a short stretch of the defined settlement edge but is
separated from it by Halfpence Lane, the primary route out from the eastern
end of the village. Mature trees combine with the southern end of The Avenue
to form a dense block of vegetation along much of this edge, and further
north Halfpence Lane marks a clear distinction in land use, with orchards and
woodland to the west contrasting with open parkland to the east.

Settlement setting

Cobham Park is an historic landscape which makes an important contribution
to the character of the village. The Avenue in particular is a significant
feature, with gates and a small green at the settlement edge opposite The
Street marking the interface between the village and open parkland.

Views

The vegetation noted above blocks views between The Street and the parcel,
and views from the settlement edge on Halfpence Lane are restricted by The
Avenue. Rights of way along Lodge Lane and alongside Halfpence Lane
provide strong views into the open parkland. The Avenue itself provides a
glimpse of Cobham Hall from the entrance gates, and vice-versa, but along a
narrow, framed line of sight with no wider views of the parcel landscape.

Perceptual qualities

There are long distance rural views to the east from Halfpence Lane and there
is a strong historic resonance.

Cultural or historical
value

The parcel forms part of the Grade II* Registered Cobham Hall Park and
Garden, a landscape noted for the involvement of Humphrey Repton in its
redesign. The avenue of trees was one of five thought to have been planted
in the late 17th century by the Sixth Duke of Richmond, and the only one
recommended for retention by Repton when much of the formal landscape
was altered in the late 18th and early 19th century. Although replanted in the
20th century it represents a key element of the parkland landscape. The
eastern end of the Cobham Conservation Area incorporates the fringes of the
parkland where they abut the defined settlement edge, reflecting the
contribution this area makes to arrival to/departure from the village.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Historic character of the Grade II* Registered Park and Garden, a noted landscape within the
Kent Downs AONB, with particular reference to The Avenue.
Historic setting of the village, recognised by inclusion of the parkland edge within the Cobham
Conservation Area.
Clear separation between the village to the west of Halfpence Lane and parkland to the east.
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Development
scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

Any development in this historic parkland would damage
the integrity of the historic landscape and extend the
village into a distinctly separate landscape area, both to the
detriment of the AONB, and so would be likely to have
significant adverse landscape and visual impact.

Low

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: CO3 – Cobham south east
Representative views

CO3b

CO3a

View CO3a: looking north towards the defined settlement edge between the church (left) and Cobhambury Farm
(centre-right), with Lodge Farm and Home Farm Cottage visible to the right of the view

View CO3b: looking south-east from Lodge Lane towards Cobhambury Farm (centre) and houses backing onto on
Cobhambury Road (centre-right)

Parcel description

Parcel area: 54ha

The parcel consists of two large and open arable fields, one to each side of Batt’s Road, and one medium
scale arable field to the north/east of Cobhambury Road. These lie on ground which slopes up
moderately steeply towards Cobham from a shallow valley at the southern end of the parcel. Pylon lines
cross the parcel near the valley floor. The larger fields abut allotments and a burial ground, which in turn
abut the defined settlement edge. Cobhambury Farm and Cobhambury House sit on the crest of the
ridge to the east of the defined settlement edge, with associated horse pastures and small woodland
blocks.
The northern boundary of the parcel is formed by Lodge Lane (which also forms the southern boundary
to Cobham Park), the eastern boundary is defined by the orchards of parcel CO4 and the southern
boundary is formed by the railway line. A woodland belt, Middlefield Shaw, a field boundary hedgerow
and woodland between Cobhambury Farm and Lodge Farm form the eastern boundary.
The Cobham Conservation Area extends southwards into the parcel, encompassing the allotments and
burial ground, and eastwards to include Cobhambury Farm and House and the small pasture fields that
bound the farm to the north and the south.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The farmland in this parcel is very open, which emphasises its sloping
landform. The valley towards the southern edge is the upper part of a feature
which becomes steeper and deeper to the east as it merges with a stronger
dry valley which joins the Medway Valley at Cuxton. There is less sensitivity
associated with the northern edge of the parcel, which flattens out as it
reaches the ridge.

Settlement form and
edge

Cobham is a ridge-top settlement. The allotments and burial ground to the
south of the settlement edge have strong tree cover, accentuating the
distinction between the ridge-top settlement and the open, sloping farmland
beneath it.
To the west, hedgerows along Cobhambury Road combine with trees to the
north of Cobhambury House and within the defined settlement to form a
distinct edge, although in terms of landform there is no difference between
the land within and outside of the settlement edge.

Settlement setting

Cobham has a very contained immediate setting, in which trees and
hedgerows play a strong screening role, but its wider setting is for the most
part very rural. The open, sloping arable landscape to the south of the village
contributes significantly to this, adding to the sense of separation provided by
Cobham’s ridge-top setting. The pastures to the east of the village are less
physically distinct from the settlement, but nonetheless contribute to rural
character.
The parcel does not contribute greatly to the separation of settlements, with
Henley Street 1km to the south being separated by Cobhambury Hill.

Views

Batt’s Road, Cobhambury Road and footpaths NS185 and NS188 provide
open views across the slopes to the south of Cobham (see View CO3a). In its
elevated location parts of the settlement are clearly visible, notably the
church tower, but there is sufficient tree cover to break up the mass of built
structures and ensure that views retain a rural character. Looking south from
the northern fringes of the parcel (e.g. View CO3b from the Lodge Lane
byway) there are long views to wooded Kent Downs AONB high ground
around Coombe Hill and Hatch Hill, south of Luddesdown.
The fields on the ridge top the east of Cobham, adjacent to Lodge Lane, are
visually sensitive in that new buildings would be likely to be visible from the
Grade II* Registered Parkland to the north as well as across the farmland to
the south.

Perceptual qualities

A strong rural character prevails, with long scenic views across strong
landforms to wooded horizons within the Kent Downs AONB. The settlement
of Cobham, contained in its distinct wooded ridge-top setting, can be
considered to make a positive contribution to landscape character. The pylons
that cross the hillside are intrusive elements, but in the context of this
expansive landscape they do not dominate. The railway across the parcel
edge in a deep cutting, so trains are hidden from view, but there is some
limited noise intrusion.

Cultural or historical
value

The inclusion of the well-treed strip of allotments and burial ground within the
Cobham Conservation Area reflects their value in maintaining the contained
character of the settlement - a positive characteristic of which the
Conservation Area Appraisal makes particular note. The allotments were
formerly an orchard, but are thought to have historically been garden plots
associated with Cobham College or the workhouse which was formerly
located nearby; they can therefore be considered to have some historical
interest in their own right, and to represent some continuity of use.
The inclusion of Cobhambury House (Grade II listed), Cobhambury Farm (a
converted barn) and surrounding fields in the Conservation Area reflects the
historic separation of this farmstead from the village, and the Conservation
Area Appraisal notes its role as a historic ‘marker’ of the end of the
settlement.
A World war II Heavy anti-aircraft gun site 250m east of Cobhambury Farm,
to the south of Lodge Lane, is a Scheduled Monument.

Key sensitivities
•
•
•
•
•

Role of the historic Cobhambury Farm grouping, and open space around it, in defining the
eastern end of the settlement.
Open views across the Kent Downs AONB, to and from the wooded ridges to the south.
The containment of settlement on the ridge-top, within the allotment and wooded boundary to
the south.
Historic value of allotment area.
Potential impact of ridge-top development to the south of Lodge Lane on the setting of Cobham
Park.
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Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

•

Any development descending from the ridge-top to the
south of the containing belt of tree cover would mark a
significant change in settlement form, to the detriment of
the historic character of Cobham and to the rural
character of the AONB landscape within the parcel and
further south. A significant adverse landscape and visual
impact would therefore be likely.
Development within the allotment area that preserved a
strong wooded element would have less impact on
settlement form and setting, but would detract from the
historic character of the Conservation Area.
Development along the ridge-top to the east would have
less impact on settlement form and setting, but would
have negative impact on the character of the

conservation area, including the Cobhambury
House/Farm grouping, and on the setting of Cobham
Park. Therefore significant adverse landscape and visual
impacts would be likely.
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: CO4 – Cobham south west
Representative views

CO4b

CO4a

View CO4a: looking north over young fruit trees towards western end of defined settlement, near the church (the
tower is visible just to the left of the pylons)

View CO4b: looking north-west along wooded settlement edge; the background trees beyond the orchard are at The
Old Parsonage

Parcel description

Parcel area: 101ha

This parcel, occupying land between Cobham and Sole Street, is – aside from an area of pasture
adjacent to the Sole Street settlement edge – entirely in use as commercial orchards. Two lines of
pylons and
The parcel edges follow the orchard boundaries: the settlement edges of Cobham to the north east and
Sole Street to the south west, Jeskyns Country Park to the west, the railway line to the south, beyond
which the character changes to a more open arable landscape, and arable farmland to the east.
The majority of the area – all of the land to the east of the Sole Street road – is within the Kent Downs
AONB.
This parcel is also assessed as SS2 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Sole Street.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The topography is slightly undulating, gradually falling to the south towards
the railway line and Henley Street.
The orchards, very geometric in form and with distinct seasonal
characteristics, make a strong contribution to local landscape character.
These are not traditional orchards, but fruit growing is recognised as a
characteristic land use in the area. Local concentrations of orchards are noted
as an element which contributes to the farmed landscape being considered
one of the special characteristics/qualities of the Kent Downs AONB.

Settlement form and
edge

The parcel has no shared boundary with the defined settlement of Cobham.
Small woodland blocks at the western edge of the defined settlement,
adjacent to the church, college and old parsonage, form an irregular
boundary line which contains the settlement. To the north, the more
dispersed area of settlement along the western part of The Street is also well
contained by the wooded boundaries, including those around Parsonage
Farm.
The vast area of commercial orchards against the settlement edge can also
be considered to form a boundary feature in their own right, given their
impact on views (see Views section below).

Settlement setting

The landscape in the northern part of the parcel plays an important role in
maintaining a gap between Cobham and Sole Street, particularly as perceived
along the Sole Street road and by walkers on footpaths between the two
settlements.
Fruit growing makes a positive contribution to the character of the
settlement, representing continuity of an historic land use type in the area
and contributing to sense of place through its distinctive physical elements.

Views

The landscape is quite sheltered and enclosed due to the screening nature of
the rows of fruit trees and the larger pleached trees that edge the orchards
and lanes. Nevertheless, there are some long views out from the footpaths
that cross the orchards (NS185 and NS187), including southwards to the
rising slopes of the chalk downs.
There is no significant visibility of the orchards from within the defined
settlement, or vice-versa.

Perceptual qualities

From within the orchards there is a sense of tranquillity due to its enclosed
nature and limited association with settlement, although locally this is
affected by traffic noise (at peak times) and trains. Two lines of pylons cut
through the orchard and form detracting features in the landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

The closest part of the defined settlement to the parcel is also its historic
core, around Cobham Church and Cobham College (both Grade I listed).
The dispersed settlement along The Street adjacent to the parcel lies within
the Cobham Conservation Area, and undeveloped spaces between buildings

are recognised in the Conservation Area Appraisal as being important to local
character.
The orchards are of no historic value in themselves – they were planted in
the latter part of the 20th century on former arable land - but the fruit trees in
this area represent the largest area of orchard cultivation in the Borough.
Orchards have strong cultural association with the Kentish landscape, and
were until the post-war period commonplace in the immediate vicinity of
settlements such as Cobham (a number of the enclosed grassland spaces in
the dispersed village area outside of the defined settlement were once
orchards). They are also noted as a characteristic land use within the Kent
Downs AONB.
Key sensitivities
•
•
•
•
•

A rural and agricultural character, to which the orchards make a significant contribution, forming
the landscape setting of Cobham.
The importance of orchards in the context of local landscape character and as a characteristic
element of the farmed landscape in the Kent Downs AONB.
The rural separation between the settlements of Cobham and Sole Street, in which the orchards
play a key visual role.
Lack of relationship between the defined settlement area and the parcel, and juxtaposition of the
historic core of the settlement between the parcel and housing within the defined settlement.
Open, rural and historic character of the dispersed settlement adjacent to the parcel on The
Street.
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Development
scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

•

Low

Medium

Significant adverse landscape effects would be likely to
result from any development of areas in commercial use
as orchards, due to their contribution to local landscape
character and to the landscape character of the AONB.
The area to the west of Sole Street (road), to the north
of Round Street, lies outside of the AONB but is
sensitive in terms of it contribution to the gap between
Sole Street and Cobham.
Strong wooded boundary features mean that the parcel
lacks a relationship with development in the defined
settlement area, and any new development would be
likely to have an adverse impact on the character of
settlement and open spaces within the adjacent
conservation area.
Any development would therefore be likely to give rise
to significant adverse landscape impact.

• Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

Large

• Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Culverstone Green

Settlement description
Culverstone Green is the most southerly of three linear settlements within the parish of Meopham, located
along the A227 Wrotham Road. It is located on the plateau of the gently sloping chalk dip slope of the
North Downs with dry valleys to the west and east, including the distinct wooded and settled plotlands of
the Culverstone Valley to the east. The wooded character of the Culverstone Valley is important as part of
the setting to the settlement of Culverstone Green on the plateau.
The defined part of the settlement is to the east of the A227 Wrotham Road though there is some older
residential development plus a primary school west of the A227 and to the south of Bunkers Hill.
The housing in Culverstone Green is predominately post WWII although it includes some older properties
along the main A227 road and Whitepost Lane. Within the defined settlement it is mainly 1960 housing
estates developed in an ad hoc sporadic form. Some local amenities, including a shop and petrol station,
are located on the A227, although the village green has been lost. Culverstone Community Centre is
located on Whitepost Lane backing on to an extensive area of playing field.
Previous assessment findings
In the Landscape Assessment of Kent, Culverstone Green is within the Ash Downs character area, which
overall is assessed as being in good condition and of high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Culverstone Green is within the southern part of the
larger Meopham Downs character area. To the east Culverstone Valley is included within the Harvel
Wooded Downs character area.
The key characteristics of the Meopham Downs character area are relevant, notably:
•
•
•

Gently undulating topography with a mixture of arable and pasture farmland
Neat pattern of small square fields in the south
Three large settlements located along A227 running east and west

The condition of the Meopham Downs character area is assessed to be good, however the quality of the
landscape in the south is stated to be of a lower quality than that to the north. The sensitivity is stated to
be moderate, though the settlements of Meopham and Meopham Green have distinct village centres, the
other two remaining settlements (Culverstone Green and Sole Street) have more recent architecture that
is not in keeping with the local vernacular.
The Harvel Wooded Downs character area joins the eastern side of the settlement. Relevant key
characteristics are:
•
•
•

Varied topography with steep valley sides and plateaux
Ancient Woodland, chestnut coppice and small paddocks and pasture
Haphazard mosaic of residential plots and small holdings set within the woodland

The condition of the Harvel Wooded Downs character area is assessed to be moderate. The character
assessment states that the area of plot land (known as the Culverstone Valley Area) is a detracting and
dominant feature forming an incoherent landscape. Detractors listed include; fly tipping, derelict
buildings, caravans, overgrown gardens and poor fencing. The sensitivity is assessed as moderate, due
to a balance of the incoherence of the plot lands and landscape of higher quality including features such
as woodland, narrow lanes, traditional settlements and farmsteads.
Assessment parcels
Four assessment parcels have been defined around Culverstone Green, using a nominal 500m from the
defined settlement edge as a guideline for extent, but amended to follow land cover (woodland blocks)
local roads/rights of way.
To the east of the settlement the parcels are defined by the distinct landform of Culverstone Valley and
the plots within the woodlands (CG2) and to the west by the borough boundary to the west of the A227
(GG1).
To the south of Culverstone Green the boundary between CG3 and CG4 is defined by the concentration of
ancient woodland within CG3. These parcels also form edges in relation to the settlement of Vigo (VI1
and VI2).

Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: CG1 – Culverstone Green north
Representative views

CG1b

CG1a

View CG1a: View from public footpath NS271, on plateau top looking south east towards A227 and primary school,
which is screened by trees

View CG1b: View from access lane near Blackthorn Farm, east of A1227 across flat plateau field to the north of
Culverstone Green looking north towards Heron Lane

Description

Area: 46ha

The parcel joins the west and northern edge of Culverstone Green, on the plateau above the dry valley
extending to the west of the A227 and the borough boundary. To the north the boundary is defined by
South Street and Heron Hill Lane, with the eastern boundary formed where the topography drops away to
the wooded Culverstone Valley. To the west Lion Wood marks the edge of the plateau.
The northern boundary, at South Street, contains a line of residential development beyond the defined
settlement, set within small scale pasture fields bound by woodland and hedgerows which continue along
the A227. Across the main part of the plateau are larger scale fields bound by hedgerows but generally
forming a more open landscape.
Flat and large scale pasture fields to the west of Culverstone Green Primary School give rise to mid
distance open rural views to the west, in which Lion Wood forms a wooded horizon on the edge of a minor
dry valley.
Two Grade II listed buildings, Owls Castle, a 16th century timber framed hall with adjoining listed barn,
Owls Castle Barn, are located directly to the north of the primary school.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The landscape generally forms a flat plateau, sloping gently down to the east
and the west, to the wooded dry valleys that cut the dip slope. Predominantly
large scale grazed fields, with smaller scale paddocks and pasture close to the
settlement edges. The large scale plateau landscape is not inherently
sensitive, although the consequent openness means it has relatively high
visibility (see views below).

Settlement form and
edge

The edge of the settlement to the west is formed by the A227. Any housing
beyond this is not part of the defined settlement. Residential development to
the west of the A227 is generally of a larger scale and a lower density and
includes the primary school.
To the east, the settlement dips down to the wooded plotland area known as
Culverstone Valley, with the gardens of Willow Walk backing onto an area of
paddocks and scrub around Blackthorn Farm.

Settlement setting

There is a limited relationship between the settlement edge and the wider
landscape. The A227 forms a strong boundary to the west. The rural gaps
along the A227 are important in maintaining the sense of separation between
the extended settlements of Meopham Green and Culverstone, and the sense
of a rural landscape character. To the north of Willow Walk the landscape dips
down towards Culverstone Valley, with the woodland itself forming a strong
backdrop.

Views

Views across the relatively open plateau are available from footpaths NS271
and NS301 to the west of the A227, plus some views from the A227, though
these are frequently blocked by the houses and gardens that border the road.
Views into the wider rural area from the road are important to maintaining the
sense of a rural landscape.

Perceptual qualities

The smaller pasture fields to the east of the road are more closely associated
with the settlement. Elsewhere this area is important in creating a sense of
ruralness along a busy transport corridor.

Cultural or historical
value

Two listed buildings Owls Castle, a 16th century timber framed hall with
adjoining listed barn, Owls Castle Barn are located adjacent to the A227
directly to the north of the primary school.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Role in creating the rural gap and maintaining the sense of separation between Culverstone Green and
Meopham Green notably in views from the A227 travelling north –south through the Borough;
Plateau location with potential high visibility and exposure from the wider rural area;
The adjacent ancient woodland associated with the dry valleys that cut through the plateau which are
highly sensitive, and at Culverstone Valley create a wooded setting to Culverstone Green to the east.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium Low

Development and mitigation potential

East of A227
There is some capacity for development in this area to
the immediate north of the existing defined settlement
within the small scale fields north of Blackthorn Farm.
Any development here would be constrained by the steep
dry valley slopes and ancient woodland dropping away to
the east which forms an important backdrop and setting.
On the eastern side of A227 (within the area north of
Willow Walk and south of Heron Hill Lane) the eastern
slopes to the wooded valley are important to the
settlement setting and therefore highly sensitive to
development.

•

Small

•

West of A227
• This is a more open rural plateau landscape beyond the
settlement boundary, although with occasional houses
and the primary school along the A227. Generally, the
more open rural landscape to the west, separated from
Culverstone Green by the A227 is not suitable for
development. The key requirement is to maintain the
sense of a rural landscape from the A227, avoid
incremental linear development, respect the setting of
Listed Buildings and limit encroachment towards the
adjacent wooded valleys. Mitigation in the form of
hedgerow boundary restoration and establishment of
screening tree belts would be essential in relation to any
small scale development.

Low

•

Development of medium scale developments in this rural
landscape would be likely to have a significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: CG2– Culverstone Valley
Representative views

CG2b
CG2c

CG2a

View CG2a: View looking north-west from Harvel Road (to the north of Sparrowhaugh Farm) towards Peascod Shaw,
part of the wooded western boundary of the plot lands, showing how the wooded boundaries of the valley form an
important backdrop in views.

View CG2b: View within the plotlands showing the
wooded slopes and skyline

View CG2c: view within the plotands – houses against
wooded backdrop

Description

Area: 113ha

Culverstone Valley is a distinct wooded dry valley to the east of the plateau settlement. It has a unique
character, having been divided into plot lands in the 1930’s for holiday chalets. Many of these plots have
been subsequently redeveloped into substantial permanent homes although a number of wooded and
undeveloped plots remain as well as original chalets. The area has a haphazard, informal character with
un-adopted roads running through the valley and poor service provision. The existing woodland blocks
within the valley containing the development provide a valuable wooded backdrop and setting in the wider
landscape, particularly for the settlement of Culverstone Green, and include substantial areas of ancient
woodland.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A distinct steep sided dry valley which cuts through the dip slope, to the east
of the settlement of Culverstone Green on the plateau. Strong wooded edges
and substantial areas of interlinked ancient woodland fill the valley. The
landform and land cover together create a strong sense of enclosure and
relative seclusion which is sensitive.

Settlement form and
edge

The eastern edge of Culverstone Green descends into the valley at Willow Walk
and Conifer Drive – this encroachment of development potentially blurs the
distinction between the plateau top settlement and valley plotlands.

Settlement setting

The steeply sloping topography and wooded valley crests create a strong
setting and backdrop to Culverstone Green. The woodland areas provide an
important buffer between the plateau top settlement and informal plotland
development in the valley.

Views

The woodland on the valley crests is a prominent feature in views from the
wider landscape (see view GC2a). Within the valley extensive trees and
woodland create strong enclosure and screening which limits views.

Perceptual qualities

The woodland and dry valley landform combine to create an area of high
tranquillity and seclusion despite the presence of development, and it has a
strong sense of place.

Cultural or historical
value

Cultural and historical value relate to the extensive interlinked areas of ancient
woodland, plus more recent history of 1930’s plotlands.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

The distinct steep landform of the dry valley as the setting to Culverstone Green containing the
spread of development to the east from the plateau;
The extensive woodland, much of it of ancient origin with cultural, historic, biodiversity and
recreational value;
The role of the wooded crests in views as a back drop and setting to Culverstone Green and in
wider rural views;
The remnant secluded, tranquil character.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• The importance of the remaining woodland area in
providing the rural back drop and setting to Culverstone
Green and in views from the wider rural area means that
this area has very limited capacity for further
development, without giving rise to significant landscape
and visual impacts. Some redevelopment within existing
developed plots may be appropriate; the key requirement
being to maintain and enhance the existing extent of
woodland avoiding further tree loss, and to respect the
natural valley topography.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium -scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: CG3 – Culverstone Green south east
Representative views

CG3a

CG3b

View CG3a: Looking south-east from White Post Lane adjacent to Tiger’s Hall Farm access track

View CG3b: View showing enclosed wooded character of this area from footpath NS273

Description

Area: 30ha

The parcel lies to the south of the southern edge of Culverstone Green which fronts onto Whitepost Lane,
forming a relatively narrow rural area separating Culverstone Green from Vigo. It also includes an area
around Admers Wood, including the school and playing fields which extend across Harvel Road into Vigo.
The parcel contains large woodland blocks including Twelve Acre Wood, Fowler’s Stone Wood and Admers
Wood, much of which is ancient woodland. There are also more open areas of paddocks inset around
Tiger’s Hall Farm adjoining Whitepost Lane. It is on the immediate edge of, and includes a small part of
the Kent Downs AONB, which extends to the south, with the woodland here being a continuation of the
scarp top woodlands.
This parcel is also assessed as VI2 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Vigo.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A small scale undulating landform on the edge of the dry valley which runs to
the north. It is predominantly wooded with ancient woodland and chestnut
coppice forming large scale blocks enclosing the settlement of Vigo and some
smaller paddock fields extending to the south of Whitepost Lane. It is an
enclosed, contained landscape which is sensitive.

Settlement form and
edge

To the north a row of modern development fronts onto Whitepost Road –
within the southern extension of the defined settlement at Culverstone Green.
The area as a whole separates Culverstone Green from Vigo, a post war
settlement established south of Harvel Road. The two settlement edges are
very different; Culverstone Green fronting onto Whitepost Lane and Vigo
focussed inwards away from Harvel Road.

Settlement setting

A rural setting to Culverstone Green. The area plays an important role in
maintaining the wooded setting of Vigo and sense of separation from the
adjacent Culverstone Green. Despite their proximity, they are perceived as
distinct settlements. The area also forms the wooded backdrop to views from
the A227. The woodland also contributes to the qualities and setting of the
AONB and integrates Vigo within the landscape.

Views

An enclosed landscape with views limited by woodland blocks, although the
woodland itself is a valued feature in views. Visual receptors include viewers
from the A227, where this area forms a wooded backdrop. Visual receptors
also include people using local rights of way across the area. It is on the
immediate edge and partly within the AONB, but the wooded character means
that there are limited views to and from the designated area.

Perceptual qualities

The area has scenic value, by virtue of the interlocking blocks of woodland and
strong sense of enclosure, which also enhances perceived tranquillity, despite
the proximity of the adjacent settlements. The wooded character links to the
scarp top woodlands of the AONB and contributes to its special qualities.

Cultural or historical
value

Cultural and historic values relate to the areas of ancient woodland.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

The rural character of the area and role in providing separation from the extended edge
development at Culverstone Green along Whitepost Lane and the wooded settlement at Vigo;
The large blocks of woodland, some of which are ancient, provide containment and screen views
of the adjacent settlements creating the perception of a more rural landscape;
The essential wooded setting to Vigo and the AONB – notably creating the sense of a wooded
landscape extending across the scarp top.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Low

• Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

• Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Small

Development of small scale residential development in
this rural landscape would be likely to have significant
adverse landscape and visual impact. Development to the
south of Whitepost Lane would mark a step change in
adding to the already extended linear development at
Culverstone Green and would potentially lead to
amalgamation with the distinct wooded settlement at
Vigo. Any loss of woodland within this parcel could open
up views to the settlement of Vigo and impact on the
perceived rural, wooded character on the edge of the
AONB, as well as rural views from the A227.
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Landscape Parcel: CG4 – Culverstone Green south
Representative views

CG4a

CG4b

View CG4a: Within the Playing Fields to the west of the settlement, looking to the north east.

View CG4b: Settlement edge along southern boundary of Culverstone Green

Description

Area: 43ha

The parcel lies to the east of the A227 south of Culverstone Green extending to the edge of Vigo. It forms
an area of open rural land in views from the road. To the north it includes a large expanse of recreation
land/playing fields adjoining the edge of Culverstone Green, while to the south it contains an area of
mixed poor quality farmland including small stables/equestrian buildings, paddocks plus ad hoc temporary
and permanent development.
This parcel is also assessed as VI1 when considering sensitivity to potential development on the edge of
Vigo.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An area of relatively flat plateau land, extending northwards from the scarp.
In terms of land cover there is no particular sensitivity associated with the
large expanses of mown grass at the recreation ground and grassed paddocks,
sheds and storage to the south. Mature hedgerow trees, and the trees along
the A227 and at Twelve Acre Wood, provide visual interest and are of greater
sensitivity.

Settlement form and
edge

Some houses within Culverstone Green front onto Newlands Lane along the
northern boundary of the parcel. The remainder of the settlement edge is
formed by fenced back gardens onto the recreation ground.
To the south Vigo is well integrated into its woodland setting, south of Harvel
Road, and as such has no direct visual relationship with this area.

Settlement setting

The rural landscape, while not of especially high quality in its own right, is
important in providing a rural ‘gap’ when viewed from the A227 south of
Culverstone Green.
Vigo is within the AONB and Harvel Lane forms a boundary between the
wooded character of the AONB scarp top and the open farmland of the dip
slope to the north.

Views

This is a mixed area in terms of extent of openness and enclosure: on its own
it is relatively open but it is contained by the backdrop of woodland in adjacent
parcels on the edge of Vigo to the south. As noted above, visually it is
important in maintaining the rural view and sense of separation between
settlements in views from the A227. Visual receptors also include walkers on
the public footpaths that cross this area.

Perceptual qualities

The land is not a highly scenic or a high quality landscape, with any particular
sense of tranquillity although it does provide a rural gap/break in views from
the A227. The recreation area is a locally valued resource. It is on the
immediate edge of the AONB and Harvel Lane is an important boundary
between the wooded character of the AONB scarp and the open farmland
within this parcel.

Cultural or historical
value

No known historic, cultural values associated with this area

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•

The role of the parcel in providing a rural setting and maintaining separation between Culverstone
Green and Vigo particularly in views from the A227 - areas of open land such as this are important in
preventing a perception of continuous linear development;
Recreation ground and footpaths forming a local amenity resource for Culverstone Green;
The strong sense of separation from Vigo within its wooded setting south of Harvel Road;
Potential sensitivities relating to the AONB, but recognising that views in and out of the AONB are
largely screened by woodland.
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Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

There is potentially some capacity in the area to the
north adjoining Culverstone Green, which could be
integrated with existing built development. This would
necessitate loss of part of the area currently allocated as
playing fields. Development would require:
-

Medium-Low

•

There may be some capacity for limited medium scale
development, for example in proximity to the existing
community facilities on Whitepost Lane. The mitigation
opportunities outlined above all apply. This would
generally be development of no more than 2 storeys,
similar in height and bulk to the existing community
centre. It is important that the height/bulk of any
building does not create the impression of extensive
development along, or in views from the A227.

Low

•

Large scale development in this rural landscape would be
likely to have significant adverse landscape and visual
impact.

Medium

Large

Maintenance and enhancement of recreation function
within a smaller area;
Conservation and enhancement of existing rights of
way links;
New areas of woodland planting to help provide a
visual buffer to the A227 and maintain continuity of
rural gap between settlements when viewed from the
road;
Restoration and management of hedgerow
boundaries.

GRAVESEND

Settlement description
Gravesend is the largest town in Gravesham, located in the north western part of the District. The historic
core of the settlement – which is recorded in the Domesday Book, although there is evidence that
habitation here dates back much further – is located in the centre north of Gravesend, on the south bank
of the Thames. This core includes a number of Conservation Areas with a high number of listed buildings
also present, including the Grade II* listed Town Hall and Town Pier. 19th and 20th century development
has expanded out significantly from this area, so that there is no visual relationship between the historic
Thames-side core and surrounding countryside within Gravesham Borough. This development has also
resulted in earlier settlements at Milton and Chalk to east of the historic centre becoming part of the
Gravesend urban area. The A2 dual carriageway and the HS1 railway line run along the southern
boundary of Gravesend, alongside the route of important Roman road Watling Street. The open Thames
marshes form an important setting to the town to the east and west.
Previous assessment findings
In the Landscape Assessment of Kent the Southfleet Arable Lands character area runs along the southern
edge of Gravesend (parcels GR7, GR8, GR9, GR10 and most of GR11), and is principally comprised of flat,
arable land and is assessed as being in very poor condition and of moderate sensitivity.
The land to the east of Gravesham falls within the Hoo Peninsula character area (parcels GR3, GR4, GR5,
GR6), which is mainly arable farmland on mostly gently sloping ground and is assessed as being in poor
condition and of moderate sensitivity.
The land to the north east of Gravesham (parcels GR1 and GR2), falls into the Eastern Thames Marshes
character area, which is primarily low lying grazing marsh and marshland converted to arable production.
This character area is in moderate condition and is of very high sensitivity.
The eastern end of parcel GR11 falls within the Cobham – West Kent Downs character area, which is
mostly woodland and parkland and is assessed as being in good condition and of moderate sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, the Gravesend Southern Fringe character area
forms a narrow strip along the southern boundary of the settlement, extending northwards to encompass
open land within the defined urban area to either side of the A227 Wrotham Road. The key characteristics
of this area relevant to assessment parcels defined around Gravesend are:
•
Dominant settlement on urban edge of Gravesend
•
Landscape dominated by large roads, Channel Tunnel Rail Link and associated infrastructure.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Gravesham Southern Fringe
character area as poor due to fragmentation, inconsistent land use and prominent visual detractors in the
form of pylons, roads and railways. The landscape is assessed as being of moderate sensitivity, as a result
of a balance between an indistinct landscape dominated by large visual detractors which is highly visible
due to undulating topography and limited tree cover.
The Higham Arable Farmlands character area is found to the east of Gravesham, and the following key
characteristics identified in the Borough Landscape Character Assessment are relevant to assessment
parcels defined around Gravesend:
•
Very gently undulating topography
•
Open arable farmland
•
Views out to the marshes and the River Thames in the north
•
Isolated farmsteads and scattered materials and properties with locally distinct styles.
The condition of the landscape of the Higham Arable Farmlands character area is assessed as poor, due to
the fragmented land use and visual detractors including large pylons, rail siding and poly tunnels.
Sensitivity is assessed as moderate, due to a balance between locally distinctive houses/farms and
indistinct recent buildings with other landscape features such as hedgerows in poor condition.
The north east edge of Gravesham falls within the Shorne and Higham Marshes character area. The
following key characteristics are identified for this area, all of which are relevant to the parcels defined
adjacent to Gravesend:
•
Flat grazing marsh with a lack of vegetation
•
Sense of remoteness with extensive views across marshes

Network of ditches and meandering waterways divide the marshes in an irregular pattern leaving
parcels of land of a medium scale
No roads and limited development
Features of historic interest including Shornemead Fort
Extensive views across the River Thames and to higher ground to the south.

•
•
•
•

The condition of the landscape of the Shorne and Higham Marshes character area is assessed as good,
with sensitivity assessed as high. This is due to the intact landscape with few visual detractors and strong
ecological integrity, and the simple open landscape with traditional field patterns and lack of settlement.
The guidelines for this character area state that planning should ‘restrict development proposals that
encroach onto the marsh from the urban fringe surrounds, seeking opportunities to improve the
appearance of the urban edge.’
The eastern end of parcel GR7 falls within the Ashenbank and Cobham Parklands character area. Most
of the key characteristic defined for this area relate to the designated parkland further to the east, but two
relate to characteristics evident within or adjacent to GR7:
•
Slightly undulating topography with a strong presence of man-made landform
•
Two large areas of dense ancient woodland.
The condition of the landscape of Ashenbank and Cobham Parklands character area is assessed as good,
with sensitivity assessed as moderate. The comments attached to these judgements suggest that they
relate to the parklands rather than the A2 corridor.
Assessment parcels
Eleven parcels have been defined around Gravesend, using a range of 1km from the defined settlement
edge as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements, in order to
assess the capacity of the landscape to accommodate development extending out from the urban edge.
Parcels GR1 and GR2 are marshland areas close to the Thames – the former is part of the defined urban
area and the latter lies between the river and Lower Higham Road, which equates approximately to the
edge of the functional floodplain. GR3 is farmland between Lower Higham Road and the A226 Rochester
Road. GR4 is a combination of arable farmland and golf course (Southern Valley), with the course
boundary marking the interface with GR5, also mostly arable farmland extending down to the A2. GR6
consists of pastures surrounding the settlement of Thong, to the east of GR5 but only a short distance
from the urban edge; this parcel is assessed in terms of potential impact resulting from the expansion of
Gravesend, rather than any expansion of Thong itself. GR7 is the A2/HS1 transport corridor along the
southern edge of Gravesham. GR8-10 are arable farmlands to the south of the town, subdivided by Downs
Road (between GR8 and GR9) and the A227 Wrotham Road (between GR9 and GR10), and GR11 is
mostly occupied by the Jeskyns Country Park to the east of Henhurst Road.
Parcels GR8, GR9 and GR10 are also assessed separately with regard to potential development out from
the edge of Istead Rise, as part of the assessment for that settlement (see assessments for IR1, IR2 and
IR3).
Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: GR1 –Great Clane Marshes and Westcourt Marshes
Representative views

GR1a
GR1b

GR1c

GR1a: Edge of new high density residential development at Longmeade (off Dering Way) adjoining the marshes, with
the older post war residential edge at Lower Highham Road in background (just above the floodplain).

GR1b: shows West Court marshes adjacent to the development– a mix of horse grazing, caravan sites and scrub.

GR1c: View across flat improved agricultural fields on the eastern edge of Gravesend to development off Dering Way

Description

Area: 58ha

An area known as West Court/Great Clane Lane Marshes (flood zone 3), that falls within the urban area of
Gravesend. It is part of the Gravesend Riverside East and North East Gravesend Opportunity Area as
identified in the Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy. It adjoins the north eastern extent of the
Gravesend with developments including Comma Oil, Lions Business Park and part of the Gravesend
Wastewater Treatment Works to the west, while to the south the sloping land to the east of Dering Way
contains new high density residential development which extends down onto the floodplain. The parcel
itself is a fringe area of marsh, including a Local Wildlife Site at West Court Marshes and part of the more
extensive SSSI that extends to the east, rough horse grazed pasture on areas of former landfill, plus to
the east expansive flat improved agricultural fields to the south of Lower Higham Road. It is bounded by
the urban edge to the south and west, with the Thames and Medway Canal and North Kent railway to the
north. To the east it joins the more remote unimproved Filborough Marshes (GR2); the boundary marked
by a footpath and associated scrub vegetation. There are long views out over this flat landscape, with
views channelled by the lines of pylons. To the north industrial Thames side development (north bank of
the river) and buildings of the Police Training Centre are prominent, plus occasional glimpses of the bulk
container ships in the estuary.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A fringe area of flat open marshland. Land use varies from areas of marshland
crossed by a network of reed filled dykes, including part SSSI designated, to
poor horse grazed pasture, scrub and area of improved farmland, in addition to
the caravan site and part of the wastewater treatment works. The flat
improved agricultural landscape alone is less sensitive but as a whole the
marshland edge to Gravesend makes a strong contribution to local landscape
character.

Settlement form and
edge

The area lies within the urban area of Gravesend/Northfleet. The existing built
edge is varied. In the south west corner new residential development off
Dering Way extends down into the floodplain comprising high density 3 and 2
story buildings. To the west, the caravan site, industrial buildings and part of
the waste water treatment works create a harsher urban edge. To the south is
an area of post war development along Lower Higham Road where a single line
of houses sit on a slight elevation just above the floodplain with back gardens
backing onto the improved farmland.

Settlement setting

The marshes along the Thames, of which Westcourt and Great Clane Lane are
a part, form an important setting to Gravesend. Currently the management
and use of the marshes has created a poor setting in parts of this parcel and
there are opportunities to enhance the visual setting in tandem with planned
development.

Views

There is limited public access within the area, apart from the public footpath
which runs along the eastern boundary separating this area from parcel GR2

and providing long views westwards across this area. Key visual receptors are
residents in the new development at Dering Road and from residences along
Lower Higham Road, as well as people travelling along the North Kent rail line
who have views over the vast expanse of flat marsh in this location. It is an
open landscape with high visibility, with long views towards the Thames and
the rising hills inland, including the church at Chalk. There are also views
across from the recreational routes along the Thames and Medway canal on
the northern boundary, which from an important recreational link to
Gravesend.
Perceptual qualities

Despite the amount of built development within this parcel the area still
harbours a sense of remoteness and relative isolation in continuity with the
expanse of marshland landscape to the east, although this is filtered by views
to development and noise associated with the firing range to the north.

Cultural or historical
value

The Thames marshlands as a whole have a strong cultural resonance and
associations are of great archaeological interest. There are no designated
historic features within GR1.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

•

The role of the area as part of the wider Thames marshes as the setting of Gravesend and link to
the river;
Sense of remoteness and isolation that pervades across the wider area within which the parcel is
located;
Biodiversity value associated with West Court and Great Clane Lane grazing marshes and wider
biodiversity potential and role as part of and buffer to the South Thames Estuary and Marshes
SSSI/Ramsar;
Flood Zone 3.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Small

Development and mitigation potential

•

It is noted that this area lies within the urban area of
Gravesend/Northfleet and development has already
extended into the floodplain here. It contains fewer of
the key sensitive features than other parts of the
marshes e.g. GR2 due to the extent of development
already within the parcel and an element of landscape
degradation on the urban fringe. To this extent there
is some capacity for a small amount of additional
development along the existing built edges (Dering
Road) and the area away from the flood plain to the
north of Lower Higham Road. Key requirements are to:
-

-

-

-

maintain the sense of openness and marshland
character of the greater part of the area and the
link to Filborough Marshes beyond
protect and enhance biodiversity interest associated
with West Court and Great Clane Lane grazing
marsh;
respect the marshland character on the fringes of
the urban area, for example using appropriate
boundary material and hedging to create a more
subtle transition between urban and marsh;
retain landscape elements i.e. ditches and reeds in

-

Medium-Low

•

In most of this parcel, medium scale development
would have a significant landscape and visual impact
and would be imposing in the context of the flat
landscape of the relatively remote marshes. However,
there is some limited capacity for redevelopment of
existing ad hoc developed areas on the fringes of
Denton on the boundary of this area (e.g. small
industrial/ warehouse). The above guidance is
applicable, with the intention of creating an enhanced
urban-marsh interface edge and protecting valued
assets.

Low

•

Large scale development would have a significant
landscape and visual impact and would be imposing in
the context of the relatively remote isolated marshes.
There is very limited space where this type of
development would be appropriate, i.e. re-development
of existing fringe edge.

Medium

Large

the design of development;
seek to provide appropriate opportunities for access
and enjoyment while limiting access and
disturbance within the wider adjoining SSSI
designated marshes, other than via designated
routes.

Landscape Parcel: GR2 – Eastcourt Marshes and Filborough Marshes
Representative views

GR2b
GR2a

GR2a: View to the short adjoining residential edge with houses on the north side of Lower Higham Road

GR2b: View across the expansive open marshes, with Gravesend to the east and Thameside industrial development at
Tilbury

Description

Area: 191ha

A vast area of interconnected grazing marsh forming part of South Thames Estuary and Marshes SSSI
which is part of the larger area of the North Kent Marshes. It is characterised by a strong sense of
remoteness with the flat topography offering extensive open views towards the Thames to the north and
inland to the rising hills around Higham and Shorne west to Gravesend. The marshes are grazed by cattle
and sheep with some horses, with the pasture divided by a network of ditches.
Features of historic interest include (Napoleonic) Shornemead Fort on the Thames and the route of the
now disused Thames and Medway Canal. Part of the area north of the canal/North Kent rail line is used as
a Firing Range, associated with the Police Training College which is the main prominent built feature other
than the pylons visible within this parcel.
Boundaries are with GR1, representing the boundary of the urban area to the west, the Thames to the
north, Lower Higham Road to the south and extending eastwards to the edge of Shorne Marshes.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A flat open marshland landscape, with extensive views through and across it. It
is predominantly grazed pasture with a network of open and reed filled ditches.
The whole area has high biodiversity interest (SSSI/ Ramsar) and forms part of
the much more extensive North Kent Marshes.

Settlement form and
edge

The area representing the existing settlement boundary to the west (GR1) is
undeveloped although there is a marked change in land use with some large
improved fields as well as areas of marshland adjacent. The existing
developed edge is very short formed by a small part of Lower Higham Road.

Settlement setting

The marshes along the Thames (North Kent Marshes), of which this area is a
part form an important setting to Gravesend, with cultural, historic and
biodiversity values.

Views

The open landscape offers extensive views and is sensitive. Visual receptors
include people using the promoted recreation links along the Thames and
Medway Canal (NCR 1), the Saxon Shore Way National Trail and footpaths
cutting across the marshes including that along the western boundary of the
parcel, as well as views across the area from higher land inland at Higham,
Shorne and the edge of Gravesend. People travelling on the North Kent rail line
also have views over this extensive marsh landscape. Key land marks include
the St Mary’s Church on the hillside at Chalk as well as the pylons which stride
east across the marshes.

Perceptual qualities

The area offers a strong sense of remoteness and isolation forming part of a
larger network of marshes along the North Kent Coast, interrupted only by
occasional noise from the adjacent firing range. There is a distinctive sense of
place.

Cultural or historical
value

The marshes along the Thames (North Kent Marshes), of which this area is a
part, have a strong cultural resonance and associations, forming a relic
medieval landscape. Important historic features include Shornemead Fort
designed to defend the Thames estuary from Napoleonic attack, and the now
disused Thames and Medway Canal. The grazing marsh is divided by a historic
network of ditches. There are cultural associations with Dickens.
Filborough Farmhouse Barn and Granary, which sit just above the floodplain to
the south, are Grade II listed buildings.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flat open landscape and consequent high visibility from the surrounding areas, notably the higher
land inland and recreational links;
High biodiversity interest – as seen by its designation as SSSI/RAMSAR and part of wider North
Kent Marshes;
Undeveloped and strong sense of remoteness and isolation;
Historic pattern of ditches enclosing traditional grazing pasture;
Strong sense of place;
Role of open, marshland landscape in preserving rural character of farmsteads as at Filborough;
Role as part of the floodplain.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Development of small-scale buildings in this highly
sensitive marshland landscape would be likely to have
significant adverse landscape and visual impact, as a
result of the high visibility, biodiversity and
historic/cultural values, and the current undeveloped,
remote character.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this marsh
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this marsh
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Small

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: GR3 - Chalk
Representative views

GR3b

GR3a

View GR3a: looking north-west towards Castle Lane settlement edge from southern end of Church Lane.

View GR3b: looking east from northern end of Castle Lane (Chalk Church is visible to the right of the view).

Description

Area: 87ha

Open, arable farmland extending eastwards from the urban edge on Castle Lane, delimited by Lower
Higham Road to the north (defined by a low hedgerow boundary) and the A226 Gravesend Road to the
south (which has a stronger hedgerow boundary). The parcel includes Church Lane, which has a scattering
of residential dwellings, a farmstead (East Court) and a number of smaller pasture fields. Filborough Farm,
to the south of Lower Higham Road, also falls within the area. East of Church Lane the parcel includes
more arable farmland and a gas pressure site in a former quarry, screened from the west by a woodland
block. To the east of Chalk Church the construction of a cemetery and crematorium is in progress.
Chalk’s parish church, St Mary the Virgin, is located within the parcel, some distance from the historic
hamlet of Chalk (now part of Gravesend, having been swallowed up by 20th century development).
Standing on high ground close to the A226 Gravesend Road, its tower is a prominent landmark,
particularly in views from the Thames-side marshes.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Dwellings on Castle Lane sit in a slight valley within the chalk terrain, which
slopes gently uphill to the south. A low ridge runs through the parcel from the
southern end of Church Lane to Filborough Farm.

Settlement form and
edge

Castle Lane is hedged towards its southern end but more exposed further
north. The slope of the landform provides strong views of housing on the
settlement edge, and further west into the town, from higher ground to the
south and east.
This edge of the urban area forms the most easterly extent of Gravesend, a
rectangle of development jutting eastwards between the A226 Gravesend Road
to the south and Lower Higham Road to the north.

Settlement setting

The open, arable landscape in this parcel contributes to Gravesend’s rural
setting but the retention of open space in this area is also important in
preserving the rural character of development along Castle Lane, Church Lane
and Lower Higham Road and in preserving openness in views between the
North Kent Marshes and the wooded ridges to the south, each of which
contributes to the setting of the other. It also contributes to the retention of a
rural settlement gap between Gravesend and Higham.

Views

The area is open to long views from high ground to the south (e.g. in the
vicinity of Shorne and Higham) and there is sensitivity associated with views of
Chalk Church, particularly across the marshes from the north. From Church
Lane visibility of houses on Castle Lane is mostly limited to rooftops, but new
development further eastwards would be on higher ground.

Perceptual qualities

Castle Lane has a semi-rural character, particularly at its southern end where it
is sunken below field level and has reasonable hedgerow boundaries and some
older houses. The open landscape to the east and north provides a rural
setting, with the proximity of Filborough Marshes adding to landscape
character but also constituting a sensitive receptor to any development within
the parcel.

Cultural or historical
value

Chalk Church is Grade II* listed, and East Court Farmhouse and the Filborough
Farmhouse, Barn and Granary are all Grade II listed buildings. The number of
listed buildings within and bordering this parcel, particularly the landmark
church tower, gives the area an historic. Sensitivity relating to Chalk Church is
also increased by its historic separation from the community that it served, and
by Chalk’s association with Charles Dickens.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•

Addition to already extended settlement form of Gravesend at Chalk, to the detriment of rural
character at the lengthened edge of the urban area.
Role of open, agricultural landscape in preserving rural, historic character of Chalk Church and
settlement focused around farmsteads at Filborough and East Court.
Rural character of Castle Lane.
Potential impact on rural character of marshland landscape to the north, as a result of increased
containment by development.
Impact on long views across this landscape from higher ground to the south, and on views across
the marshlands from the north in which Chalk Church, set against a wooded backdrop, is a
significant feature.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

The settlement edge on Castle Lane is very exposed to
views from the rising arable landscape to the south and
east, and the fact that some dwellings are already
located on the eastern side of the lane decreases
sensitivity to further building in this area. However, the
settlement edge here already extends distinctly further
east than that to the north or south, so additional
expansion eastwards would appear increasingly
intrusive in long views across the landscape.
Lengthening the urban edge would also increase the
extent to which the marshes to the north are contained
by development.
A more limited expansion eastwards would have less
adverse impact in the above respects, but taking into
consideration the importance associated with
maintaining the historic separation of Gravesend from
Chalk Church, the impact on rural character of Castle
Lane (a long-established road) and the potentially more
evident visual impact on views from Church Lane, it is
considered on balance that any development further
eastward would be likely to have a significant adverse
impact on landscape.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: GR4 – Riverview Park east
Representative views

GR4a

GR4b

View GR4a: looking west towards Thong Lane from the A226 Gravesend Road.

View GR4b: looking towards the eastern edge of Gravesend from footpath NS163 on Shorne Hill.

Description

Area: 174ha

Thong Lane, or houses fronting onto it, forms the eastern boundary to the urban area south of the A226.
The northern part of the parcel is open, arable farmland whilst the southern part is given over to
recreational uses such as Thamesview School playing fields, the Cascades Leisure Centre, a golf centre
and the Southern Valley Golf Course. The outer edge of the parcel follows the golf course perimeter and a
field boundary between arable fields. Aside from buildings associated with the various leisure facilities
there are a few isolated houses, two caravan sites and an agricultural storage building within the parcel,
on the A226 Rochester Road and on Thong Lane.
From a plateau in the south-western part the parcel’s terrain slopes downhill into a fairly narrow valley to
the east, and more broadly to the north, with several shallow north-south ridges and valleys. The golf
course terrain has been reshaped at a localised scale, to create fairways, tees, greens and bunkers.
Hedges and trees, where they exist, are mostly indistinct features in this open landscape other than along
the Gravesend Road boundary, and where they provide containment around the playing fields and leisure
and golf centre.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The steeper slopes forming the head of the valley on the golf course are part of
a distinctive valley, the main part of which lies to the east (in parcel SH6), and
can be considered sensitive. The undulating slopes to the north are more
consistent with the landform on which housing to the west is located; there is a
degree of sensitivity associated with a narrow north-south valley adjacent to
the urban edge, but this feature is contained within the wider landscape. There
is no particular landscape sensitivity associated with any other landscape
elements within this parcel.

Settlement form and
edge

The edge of Gravesend is quite exposed between the A226 Rochester Road and
the Thamesview School playing fields (see View GR4a), where both sides of
Thong Lane have housing, but the north-south valley noted above helps to
define the settlement edge.
The urban edge is also exposed where the golf course abuts the road, to the
south of the leisure centre. In between, the trees/hedgerows around the
playing fields and leisure centre provide containment.

Settlement setting

The valley between Gravesend and Shorne (View GR4b), centred on the
southern edge of this parcel and the northern edge of parcel SH6, is a
distinctive landscape feature, the lack of development within which contributes
to the settings of, and gaps between, Gravesend and Shorne and the wooded
AONB hills to the south.

Views

A number of public footpaths cross this area, linking Gravesend to Shorne and
linking across the A226 to Church Lane. There are open views across the large
arable area, but away from the urban edge on the eastern side of the parcel
the rolling terrain provides only a narrow view of housing along the urban
edge.
There are longer views between the edges of Gravesend and the wooded hills
around Shorne (see View GR4b). Gravesend presents only a narrow built edge
in views from the east and south-east, as it slopes away westwards beyond the
Riverview Park estate, and development beyond the Thames at Tilbury is more
prominent. Openness within the parcel is important in preserving uninterrupted
views of the sequence of landscapes from wooded hills, through undulating
arable farmland to marshland and the Thames.

Perceptual qualities

On the eastern side of the parcel the limited visibility of housing noted above
helps to retain a degree of rural character despite the presence of the golf
course to the south, the A226 to the north and pylons to the east. These
elements, and proximity to the urban edge through much of the parcel, limit
any sense of rural tranquillity but do not detract from the general sense of
openness.

Cultural or historical
value

The flat plateau area in the south-western part of the parcel, together with
land to west (now built on) and south-west (in parcel GR5), was formerly an
airfield which, during WW2 as RAF Gravesend, played a key role in the Battle
of Britain. There are no remaining features which have any effect on
landscape/ cultural heritage sensitivity.
Thong Lane is a long-established route between Watling Street (now the A2)
and the edge of the Thames-side marshes at Chalk, but as a result of post-war
development it retains little of its former rural character.
The church of St Mary the Virgin (Chalk Church, Grade II* listed building) lies
just outside of the parcel to the north, but its separation from the urban edge
is an important characteristic. Its tower is also a prominent local landmark, and
openness within the parcel contributes to its visual setting.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

The distinctive open valley which provides strong separation between Gravesend and the wooded
high ground around Shorne.
Limited visibility of Gravesend from the east and south-east.
Contribution of openness in the parcel to the setting of Chalk Church.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

•

Any development encroaching on the valley in the
eastern part of the parcel, on north-south views between
the Thames and the uplands around Shorne, or on the
sense of openness and separation between Shorne and
Gravesend would be likely to have a significant adverse
landscape impact.
Development that is contained within the valley parallel
to the settlement edge between the A226 Gravesend
Road and Thamesview School playing fields would have
less impact on the wider landscape, as long as any new
houses were at or below the elevation of those adjacent
dwellings that form the existing settlement edge.
Advancing the settlement edge into this valley, beyond
Thong Lane, would still represent an adverse landscape
impact, but this would be unlikely to be significant in
extent.
Extension further eastward – e.g. to align between the
settlement edge at Chalk (Castle Lane) and the perimeter
hedgerow to the east of Gravesend Golf Centre, would be
a much more pronounced shift in the settlement edge,
but by remaining on the higher ground above the valley it
could potentially be achieved without significant adverse
impact on the settlement gap or views.
There is also some potential to advance the development
edge across Thong Lane to the south of the leisure centre
without having a major impact on openness, and there is
potential for screening planting that links up to the tree
cover around the leisure centre.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings would be likely
to have significant adverse landscape and visual impact
due to visual openness across the valley landscape to the
east.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings would be likely to
have significant adverse landscape and visual impact due
to visual openness across the valley landscape to the
east.
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Landscape Parcel: GR5 – Riverview Park south
Representative views

GR5a

GR5b

View GR5a: looking west towards houses on closes off Vigilant Way, from Thong Lane.

View GR5b: looking north-west from footpath NS169 across arable field (houses to right of view are on Astra Drive).

Description

Area: 102ha

This area is dominated by one large, arable field, crossed by a prominent power line with several pylons,
but it also includes a square field grazed by horses close to the edge of Thong, which borders the centraleastern edge of the parcel. A small block of land to the east of Thong Lane in which Hartshill Nursery is
located (a landscape contractor is based here) is screened by high hedges. A block of ancient woodland,
Claylane Wood, occupies the south-western corner of the parcel, adjacent to the A2, which forms the
southern edge of the parcel, and a smaller woodland, Gravelhill Wood, marks the south-eastern corner. A
palisade-fenced compound adjacent to the A2 was formerly the location of a service station.
Most of the area is fairly flat, but it slopes down into a valley on the western edge of the parcel, just to the
north of Claylane Wood, and uphill in the south-eastern corner where Thong Lane meets the A2.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The steeper slopes in the western and south eastern parts of the parcel are
more sensitive than the flatter areas to the north, although the valley,
originating near Claylane Wood, continues northwards through Gravesend
along Valley Drive where housing has been built along most of its course.
Claylane Wood is a prominent landscape feature, helping to frame the urban
edge, and is valued as ancient woodland.

Settlement form and
edge

There is a strong hedgerow settlement boundary adjacent to Wykeham Close,
Fairfields and Claderwood, and Claylane Wood is a strong presence on the
settlement edge adjacent to the A2, but elsewhere the boundary is very weak,
with a sharp change from houses and gardens to open, arable farmland.

Settlement setting

This open landscape, with its wooded backdrop to the east and south,
contributes to the rural setting of Gravesend, but pylons and the visible and
audible presence of the A2, and to a lesser extent HS1, are detracting features.
The preservation of a sizeable area of open, flat farmland is more important to
the setting of the hamlet of Thong (see ‘Cultural or historical value’ section
below), but it also preserves a gap between the urban area and the Kent
Downs AONB, woodlands which border the south-eastern and north-eastern
corners of the parcel.

Views

Visibility of the urban area is limited to the immediate settlement edge along
much of the boundary (see Views GR5a and GR5b), due to the landform
descending to the west, which increases the sense of openness provided by the
broad, arable field. Two footpaths (NS167 and NS169) cross the parcel, there
are views from Thong Lane itself (which is a fairly well-used ‘back route’
between eastern Gravesend and the A2), and there are brief passing views
from the A2.

Perceptual qualities

There is a degree of isolation experienced in the flat, open landscape in the
central and eastern part of the parcel, but this diminishes with proximity to the
settlement edge and A2. Rural character across the area is significantly
affected by the visible settlement edge and pylons, and by views of and noise
from traffic on the A2.

Cultural or historical
value

The Thong Conservation Area Appraisal notes the sense of isolation provided
by the hamlet’s setting between expansive open arable farmland and
woodlands to the east, describing it as “islanded”. However the visible
presence of the urban edge of Gravesend, and intrusion from the power line
and pylons, are noted as detracting elements.

Key sensitivities to development
•

Contribution of landform and openness to the isolated, rural character of the hamlet of Thong,
which lies within a conservation area, and in turn contributes to the setting of the Kent Downs
AONB which lies to the east of the hamlet.

•
•

•

Sense of isolation on arable plateau, despite proximity of Gravesend.
Claylane Wood has value as ancient woodland and also as a visual and physical buffer to an
elevated part of the settlement edge and A2. Its character would be diminished if its degree of
containment by urbanising elements were increased.
Gravelhill Wood also has value as a landscape element, although it has no role in relation to the
urban fringe.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

•

Any development which erodes the fairly narrow gap
between Thong and Gravesend would have potential for
significant adverse landscape impact on the setting of
Thong. However, given the current negative effect that
visibility of Gravesend has on the rural character of
Thong there might be potential to mitigate an extension
of the settlement edge at Riverview Park by introducing
woodland block planting to improve visual separation.
Such planting could also potentially limit views of pylons
and power lines in the longer term, but this benefit would
need to be set against a greater change in the “islanded”
character of Thong that would result from planting closer
to the hamlet. It would be important to retain some views
to and from Thong over open land.
Housing on the area of lower ground to the north of
Claylane Wood would have limited visual impact in the
wider landscape, but could potentially have a significant
adverse impact on Clayline Wood by increasing its
containment by development. It would also detract from
the strength of settlement edge if it extended north as far
as the section of stronger boundary hedgerow.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: GR6 - Thong
Representative views

GR6a

GR6b

View GR6a: looking west towards Thong (mostly screened by trees) from edge of arable field to east.

View GR6b: looking north from Thong Lane across pasture towards the edge and Shorne Wood.

Description

Area: 30ha

Thong is a linear hamlet of dwellings and associated agricultural buildings set to either side of Thong Lane.
The southern end of the settlement is old, set around three farmsteads, whilst the northern end has its
origins in the planned development of a number of smallholdings, with cottages and barns, as part of a
national scheme in the early 1920’s to provide a livelihood for ex-soldiers from WW1. Historically there
was a relationship, through land ownership, between Thong and the Cobham Hall estate just to the south
of the A2.
The parcel includes pasture fields between the built edge and Shorne Woods to the east, and several
smaller subdivided pastures to west of the hamlet. To the north a nursery and landscape contractor’s yard
set behind high hedges are included within parcel GR5. Most of the buildings in the hamlet are included
within the Thong Conservation Area.
The hamlet lies on land sloping gently uphill from the south. To the east of Thong Lane a shallow valley
runs through the field beneath the woodland edge formed by Shorne Woods. The fields to the west of the
hamlet are flat, part of a plateau otherwise occupied by arable land (within parcel GR5).
Thong is not an inset settlement (as defined in the Local Plan), and is assessed in the context of potential
expansion of the Gravesend settlement edge, which at its nearest point is less than 250m from the Thong
Conservation Area.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There are no particularly sensitivities associated with landform or land use
within the parcel away from the buildings within the Conservation Area, and
their associated plots (also contained within that defined area). However the
woodland edge to the east (Shorne Woods), most of which is ancient in origin,
marks the boundary of the Kent Downs AONB, so any development close to
this would be sensitive.

Settlement form and
edge

The urban area of Gravesend has a poorly screened settlement edge to the
north–west of the parcel.

Settlement setting

The Thong Conservation Area Appraisal notes the sense of isolation provided
by the hamlet’s setting between expansive open arable farmland and
woodlands to the east, describing it as “islanded”. However the visible
presence of the urban edge of Gravesend, and intrusion from the power line
and pylons (which cross the arable field), are noted as detracting elements.

Views

Gravesend is prominent from the northern fringes of Thong, but further south
roadside hedges limit intervisibility along Thong Lane, and trees and hedges
along the pasture field boundaries to the west of the hamlet break up eastwest intervisibility between Gravesham and Thong.

Perceptual qualities

There is some sense of isolation from the urban edge, despite its proximity,
aided by the intervening open, flat landscape and the topography of the edge
of Gravesend, which falls away to the west, limiting the depth of visible
housing. Pylons are intrusive and there is noise from the A2, but the style and
arrangement of buildings in the hamlet, and the proximity of Shorne Woods to
the east, means that a degree of historical and rural character is retained.

Cultural or historical
value

The historical character of Thong, recognised in its conservation area
designation, is very sensitive to further encroachment from the defined urban
area.
White Horse Cottage is a Grade II listed building.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

Thong’s separation from the urban area of Gravesend is essential to the preservation of its historic
and rural character.
Proximity of AONB ancient woodland.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Any expansion of Gravesend into this parcel, which
represents the immediate setting of the hamlet and its
conservation area, would have a significant adverse
impact on its historic and rural landscape character, and
would detract from the setting of the nearby AONB.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape
and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: GR7 – A2/HS1 corridor
Representative views

GR7b

GR7a

View GR7a: looking east from footbridge on footpath NS175a at A2 and HS1, with the Singlewell Infrastructure
Maintenance Depot in between

View GR7b: looking north-east from New Barn Road across A2 towards Pepper Hill, Gravesend

Description

Area: 152ha

The A2 and the HS1 railway line run parallel to each other along the southern edge of Gravesend. The
bulk of this parcel consists of these two transport links and associated infrastructure (such as the
Singlewell Infrastructure Maintenance Depot – see View GR7a), earthworks and landscaping, together
with greenspace between the A2 and the urban edge. Most of the greenspace is utilised by a linear park
and, to the west of the A2/A227 junction, the Cyclopark leisure facility. The disused Tollgate Hotel
(proposed for redevelopment) lies alongside the A227 junction.
The parcel also includes two dwellings (Scalers Hill House and The Nook) and associated grazing pastures
and grounds, set in well-treed surrounds on rising ground adjacent to Jeskyns Country Park and
Ashenbank Wood, at the south-eastern edge of the parcel. There are two smaller houses between the A2
and HS1 off Henhurst Road.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The natural landform in this area is much altered, with rail and road cuts and
embankments and raised banks to the south of the settlement edge in places.
There are sizeable belts of tree plantation performing a buffer/screening
function. The constrained dimensions of available space that is not performing
an infrastructure-related function are a significant limitation on any potential
development.
There is a steady slope uphill eastwards, but at the eastern edge of the parcel
the landform rises more steeply up towards Ashenbank Wood, beyond which
lies Cobham Park. The extensive tree cover framing Scalers Hill House and The
Nook, and their associated land, ties in visually with extensive woodland to the
east (Ashenbank Wood) to the north (Shorne Woods), both of which are
included within the Kent Downs AONB.

Settlement form and
edge

Roads (Old Watling Street and Hever Court Road) and paths following the
course of the major Roman road Watling Street form a fairly consistent,
straight edge to the defined urban area, with a strong hedgerow boundary
along much of this frontage. The main exception to this is the residential and
commercial development on Church Road and Epsom Close (to the south of
Hever Court Road), but this is centred on a group of listed buildings that once
formed the hamlet of Singlewell.

Settlement setting

For the most part the urban area has a very limited visual setting, with
hedgerows screening the linear parkland. The linear parkland in turn is
separated from the A2 by embankments and, increasingly, by associated tree
planting. In landscape terms the parkland can at present be considered to be
more of a buffer zone than a settlement setting, of value to the urban area
more for its recreational use than for its contribution to the character of
southern Gravesend, but over time, as the planting matures, its character and
therefore its value as a landscape in its own right can be expected to increase.
The eastern end of the parcel forms part of the setting of the hamlet of Thong,
most of which is designated as a conservation area. Passing traffic on the A2
already has an adverse effect on Thong, but visible built development would
potentially increase the extent of intrusion.

Views

Road and pedestrian bridges across the A2/HS1 provide passing views in which
transport infrastructure dominates.
With the principal exception of the south-western corner of the urban area at
Pepper Hill (View GR7b) the hedgerows along the urban edge and
embankments in this parcel have a significant screening impact on north-south
views between the urban area and the countryside. As tree plantations develop
this effect will be increased, but it will also increase separation between the
linear parkland / Cyclopark and the A2/HS1.

Perceptual qualities

The proximity of transport infrastructure inevitably has an impact of perceptual
qualities. Future development of buffer planting can be expected to counter
this, but the resultant landscape will be a contained one, lacking any

connection with the wider countryside to the south.
Cultural or historical
value

Although Gravesend has only expanded south as far as Watling Street in
modern times, some value can be attached to the linear integrity of this
historic route. Development crossing it can be considered to diminish its impact
as an historic landscape feature.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Physical constraints of the space.
The role of the old course of Watling Street as boundary.
Role of linear park and associated vegetation as buffer zone.
Association of the eastern end of the parcel with adjacent AONB woodlands and higher ground,
setting of Thong Conservation Area and separation from the urban area by transport
infrastructure.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

Medium

Medium

•

Constrained physical form, separation from the defined
settlement edge by the A2 and function as a planted
buffer to HS1 makes any residential development in the
corridor between the A2 and HS1 inappropriate in
landscape terms.
Any development to the south of the transport corridor,
at the eastern end of the parcel, would lack relationship
with the urban edge and would detract from the setting
of the Kent Downs AONB and the setting of Thong
Conservation Area.
There would be negligible impact on the landscape to
the south of the transport corridor as a result of
development to the north of the A2 within this parcel.
The linear parkland/Cyclopark area functions as a
contained recreational space and landscape buffer more
than as a settlement setting, so development in this
area would affect residential amenity more than visual
character; however this can be expected to change over
time. Also, Gravesend has strong hedgerow boundaries
along much of its southern edge, and the sense of the
settlement ending in its current location is strengthened
by the route of the Watling Street Roman road following
this edge, either as a road or as a pedestrian route, and
by the banks that screen the road. Any development
would therefore be likely to have a significant adverse
landscape impact. On balance, there is some potential
for significant adverse landscape impact as a result of
development in this park area.
In landscape terms there is some scope for smallerscale industrial uses alongside existing infrastructure
development in the corridor between HS1 and the A2,
subject to it being screened from view from by existing
or new earthworks and landscaping, but there would be
greater sensitivity at the eastern end of the parcel
where there is more likely to be adverse impact on the

•

Medium

Large

setting of the AONB and of Thong Conservation Area.
Any new development to the north of the A2 would be
more intrusive to the settled urban fringe and to the
character of the linear parkland, and therefore likely to
have a significant adverse landscape and visual impact.

• Where industrial infrastructure already exists in the
corridor between HS1 and the A2 there is some potential
to redevelop or increase it, subject to it being screened
from wider view from by existing or new earthworks and
landscaping. Space and access limitations would have a
significant impact on the quantity and function of
development that would be feasible.
• Any new development to the north of the A2 would be
more intrusive to the settled urban fringe and to the
character of the linear parkland, and therefore likely to
have a significant adverse landscape and visual impact.

Landscape Parcel: GR8 – Northfleet Green
Representative views

GR8b

GR8a

View GR8a: looking north-east across the valley from Downs Road, showing grazed valley in foreground and open
arable slopes on which Northfleet Green is located

View GR8b: looking towards the urban edge from Northfleet Green Road

Description

Area: 101ha

This parcel comprises land to the south east of Gravesend/Northfleet urban area on the western edge of
the borough. It forms part of the rural landscape to the south of Gravesend/Northfleet, containing
isolated development at Hazells Farm and Northfleet Green. The landscape comprises a distinct dry valley
that wraps around the north west edge of Istead Rise, with the main part formed by the rising valley
slopes and a minor plateau sloping north to Gravesend/Northfleet and the Thames Estuary. Three parallel
lines of pylons cross the landscape.
Boundaries are formed by the Borough boundary to the west, the HS1 and the A2 corridor to the north,
the valley floor demarked by Downs Road to the east and Broad Ditch road climbing the valley slopes to
the south. The parcel has also been assessed in relation to the north west edge of Istead Rise (IR1).
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A distinct plateau of high land extending northwards and dropping to the east
to the dry valley that wraps around the separate plateau on which Istead Rise
is located. Areas of pasture on the valley floor contribute to a strong rural
character which is particularly sensitive while larger areas of arable land on the
upper slopes and plateau around Northfleet Green are more exposed and
sensitive due to their location away from the existing settlement edge and high
visibility within the landscape. A block of woodland at Madam Wood, on the
plateau provides a key landscape feature in the open arable farmland.

Settlement form and
edge

The transport corridor of HS1 and the A2 form a strong boundary to the
southern edge of Gravesend/Northfleet. Boundary planting and earth shaping
along the railway provides a relatively high degree of screening and this parcel
is effectively severed from the main urban area of Gravesend/Northfleet.

Settlement setting

The area is neither visible from, or forms part of the setting of,
Gravesend/Northfleet; its importance lies in the distinct rural character and
contrast that it provides in crossing over the A2/HS1 corridor for example at
the Hogs Lane/Downs Road bridge crossing.
To the east, the grazed pasture of the valley floor (flood zone 3) forms a
distinctive rural setting to a small part of Istead Rise and a natural
containment to the expansion of this settlement.

Views

In the north and west this is an open arable landscape with long views
facilitated by the absence of hedgerows, with some views back to Istead Rise
on the rising ground. The screening and earthworks along the transport
corridor block views across to the urban area. In the south and east, the
enclosing topography make this a more contained landscape. The area is
crossed by a number of rights of way. The public footpath (NU23) and
bridleway (NU24) provide access and local views across the landscape
including the edge with Gravesend/Northfleet.

Perceptual qualities

The sweeping contours and grazed pasture of the valley have a strong rural
character, although detractors include the 3 lines of pylons. To the north the
corridor of HS1 and the A2 creates intrusion both visually and in terms of
noise.

Cultural or historical
value

There are three Grade II Listed Buildings at Hazells Farm, forming an
important group including unusual 2 storey barn, rare in Kent.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

The rural character of the landscape providing a distinct contrast when crossing southwards over
the HS1/A2 transport corridor at New Barn Road/ Downs Road;
Absence of a relationship with the urban edge of Gravesend/Northfleet;
The distinct landform of the dry valley as the setting to Istead Rise containing the spread of this
settlement.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

The arable landscape (away from the dry valley) is not
intrinsically sensitive and contains a number of existing
detractors (pylons). However, this wider area is not well
related to the existing settlement edge of Gravesend/
Northfleet and the area south of the A2/HS1 corridor has
a distinct rural character. Capacity for development
overall is judged to be low with the potential to have a
significant landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact. It is noted that conversion
of large barns at Hazells Farm has created medium scale
residential buildings, but these are a unique resource and
creation of new development of a similar size and scale in
this area would not be appropriate.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: GR9 – between Gravesend and Istead Rise
Representative views

GR9a

GR9b

View GR9a: from footpath NU28 looking towards the urban edge

View GR9b: View from footpath NU28 looking south across the undulating arable farmland at the point just crossing
the south of HS1. This is essentially a rural landscape providing separation between Gravesend and Istead Rise.

Description

Area: 97ha

An area of rolling topography which slopes southwards up to the ridge on which Istead Rise is located. It
is contained by dry valleys to the west and east (Flood Zone 3). It is predominantly arable farmland
within large fields; remaining hedgerow boundaries and small woodland blocks are important in providing
diversity and screening. Otherwise a very open landscape with high visibility from rights of ways and
adjacent roads within which the three parallel lines of pylons are prominent and detracting features.
Boundaries are formed by the HS1/A2 corridor to the north, the Wrotham Road (A227) to the east, Downs
Road to the west and the boundary of Istead Rise to the south.
This parcel is also assessed separately with regard to potential development out from the edge of Istead
Rise (see IR2 assessment).
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An area of rolling topography which slopes from the edge of Gravesend up
towards Istead Rise. The northern extent close to Gravesend is a more open
arable landscape adjoining the bunding and screen planting along HS1.

Settlement form and
edge

The transport corridor of HS1 and the A2 forms a strong boundary to the
southern edge of Gravesend/Northfleet. Boundary planting and earth shaping
along the line of the railway provides a high degree of screening and this parcel
is effectively severed from the main urban area of Gravesend/Northfleet.

Settlement setting

The area is neither visible from, or forms part of the setting of, the urban area
of Gravesend/Northfleet; its importance lies in the distinct rural character and
contrast that it provides in crossing over the A2/HS1 corridor, notably at
Wrotham Road (A227) which is a main north south transport route through the
borough.
The area provides a valuable rural buffer between the urban area, the A2/HS2
transport corridor and Istead Rise.

Views

In the north this is an open arable landscape with long views facilitated by the
absence of hedgerows, The screening and earthworks along the transport
corridor block views across to Gravesend/Northfleet.
The more elevated land to the south of the parcel close to Istead Rise provides
some long views out towards the Thames Estuary, but here the copses and
hedgerows on the higher slopes screen development at Istead Rise in views
from the north.
The area is crossed by a number of rights of way and is viewed by receptors on
bridleway (NU27) which runs north south and links Istead to Gravesend and
public footpath (NU28) which crosses east west. It is also viewed by people
travelling along the A227, where it forms a distinct rural gap separating
Gravesend and Istead Rise.

Perceptual qualities

The area is in close proximity to Gravesend/Northfleet and is bounded to the
north by the A2/HS1 transport corridor. It forms a distinct rural buffer/gap, for
example travelling south from Gravesend along the A227 Wrotham Road. It is
not tranquil with noise and visual intrusion from the A2/HS1 and contains
visually detracting features; nevertheless it is perceived as a rural agricultural
landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

The bridleway (NU27) that cross the landscape running south from Gravesend
to Istead Rise is an important local cultural feature, likely to have historic
origins as one of the routes (Drove Ways) connecting the Thames to the
Downs.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

The openness of the wider landscape particularly to the north;
Role in providing a rural gap and buffer between Gravesend/Northfleet and Istead Rise;

•
•

Existing copses and hedgerow lines which help screen and contain the northern edge of Istead
Rise and provide landscape interest and diversity
Historic features such as the Drove Way.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

The arable landscape on this edge of
Gravesend/Northfleet is not intrinsically sensitive and
contains a number of existing detractors (pylons) plus
noise and visual intrusion associated with the A2/HS1
corridor. However, this wider area is not well related to
the existing urban edge and the area south of the
A2/HS1 corridor has a distinct rural character and is
important in providing a sense of separation between
Gravesend/Northfleet and Istead Rise. Capacity for
development on this edge is judged to be low with the
potential to have a significant landscape and visual
impact.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape on the southern edge of
Gravesend/Northfleet would be likely to have significant
adverse landscape and visual impact, for the reasons
outlined above.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: GR10 – south of Singlewell
Representative views

GR10b

GR10a

View GR10a: View from Church Lane across the A2 and HS2 corridor including the Singlewell infrastructure
maintenance depot

View GR10b: View from public bridleway NU27 near Ifield Court - long view to the north to the Thames Estuary and
beyond from this open, elevated landscape. Pylons are a prominent and detracting feature.

Description

Area: 152ha

This parcel is bounded by the A227 Wrotham Road to the west, the A2/HS1 corridor to the north, with
woodland marking the transition to the more undulating topography to the south, and the distinct
landscape of Jeskyns Community Woodland/Park to the west. It forms part of a large arable area
extending eastwards adjoining the southern edge of Gravesend/HS1 rail line. The parcel is also assessed
in relation to the edge of Istead Rise (IR3).
This assessment concentrates on the area to the north relating to the edge of Gravesend. It is an area of
large scale, open arable farmland, contained within large fields with extensive visibility including to the
north out over the Thames estuary and across southern Essex. The Wealdway, part of a national trail
linking Gravesend and Eastbourne runs through the area, along with a smaller number of local rights of
way.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A gently undulating landscape rising to a slightly elevated plateau at about
65m. The large scale arable fields are not especially sensitive in their own
right but the consequent openness and visibility heightens sensitivity of the
higher parts of the plateau, for example in relation to views from the A227 and
Wealdway (see under view criteria).

Settlement form and
edge

The transport corridor of HS1 and the A2 form a strong boundary to the
southern edge of Gravesend/Singlewell. Boundary planting and earth shaping
along the railway provides a high degree of screening and this parcel is
effectively severed from the main urban area of Gravesend/Northfleet,
although there are some views, notably from Church Lane, to the large scale
infrastructure associated with the Singlewell Infrastructure Maintenance Depot,
including lighting and gantries. The urban edge is therefore more apparent
here than in GR9 for example.

Settlement setting

The area includes views across the transport corridor and infrastructure
associated with HS1, in the western part (Church Lane) which is slightly
elevated. The wider area has a rural character and provides a contrast to the
urban area across the A2/HS1 corridor, notably at Henhurst Road which
becomes a rural lane.
The area provides a valuable rural buffer between Gravesend and Northfleet
urban area, the A2/HS1 transport corridor and the rural settlements of Cobham
and Istead Rise.

Views

The elevated land provides some extensive long distance views, notably across
the Thames Estuary to the north encompassing Tilbury and the Essex
hinterland. It also provides the rural landscape setting to the Wealdway and
views for people travelling along this route and the rural roads/lanes e.g.
Church Road/Henhurst Road, as well as receptors on the A2.

Perceptual qualities

An open arable character generally, although detractors include the transport
corridor and the multiple pylon lines that cross the area. Sense of exposure is
heightened by the long distance views. At Church Road, HS1 has created a
new landscape with associated earthworks and planting helping to integrate
new infrastructure.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known historic/cultural designations, although the Wealdway
linking the Thanes Estuary with the Downs is an important route and now
forms part of a long distance trail. The cluster of farm buildings at Ifield Court
on the southern boundary of the area includes grade II and II* Listed
Buildings.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

The openness and consequent visibility of the wider landscape
Role in providing a rural gap and buffer between Gravesend and the small outlying settlements of
Cobham and Istead Rise;
The route and setting of the Wealdway.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

The arable landscape on this southern edge of Gravesend
is not intrinsically sensitive and contains a number of
existing detractors (pylons) and views across HS1 plus
associated infrastructure and noise intrusion. However,
this wider area is not well related to the existing
settlement edge of Gravesend and care has been taken
to help ensure that the associated rail
infrastructure/depot does not impinging on the wider
rural landscape. Consequently, the area south of the
A2/HS1 corridor retains a distinct rural character and is
important in providing a sense of separation between
Gravesend and the outlying settlements of Cobham and
Istead Rise. Capacity for development on this southern
edge of Gravesend is therefore judged to be low with the
potential to have a significant landscape and visual
impact.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: GR11 – Jeskyns Country Park
Representative views

GR11b

GR11a

GR11a: looking north-west across Jeskyns Country Park towards the urban edge of Gravesend and industry north of
the Thames

GR11b: View north from Jeskyns Country Park incorporating the urban edge of Gravesend, Singlewell IMD and turbines
north of Thames

Description

Area: 151ha

This area is a recently created community woodland/ country park on former farmland at Jeskyns Farm,
with high levels of recreational use. The eastern part of the area is within the Kent Downs AONB. The site
contains newly planted woodland, wild flower meadows and orchards, with extensive access trails
throughout linking into the wider countryside and a network of sites including Shorne Wood Country Park
and Ashenbank Wood. The boundaries of the parcel follow the boundaries of the park.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Varied topography rising to the west towards Cobham with local high spots e,g.
Winstead Hill. The mixed land cover includes newly created woodland and
meadows and areas of public amenity land.

Settlement form and
edge

The area adjoins the A2/HS1 transport corridor to the north with the
infrastructure associated with the maintenance depot at Singlewell to the north
west. There is no direct relationship with the settlement edge at Gravesend to
the north of the A2.

Settlement setting

The area is important in providing an accessible rural landscape and setting to
Gravesend. It also provides some ‘compensation’ for the HS1/IMD facility
which is a prominent feature in some views from the northern part of the park.

Views

The site is a well-used community resource, with an extensive network of
footpaths and trails which provide views across the park landscape and to the
wider countryside. There is a high number of visual receptors who come to this
area enjoy the rural character and qualities that is offers.

Perceptual qualities

A relatively busy ‘hub’ notably around the entrance and car park providing a
gateway and access to quieter areas of countryside and woodland. It also
provides a buffer between Gravesend/HS1 infrastructure and the wider rural
area.

Cultural or historical
value

Jeskyns Court and Jeskyns Court Granary are Grade II Listed buildings.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

Function as accessible countryside and recreational resource;
Buffer between Gravesend/ HS1 infrastructure and the wider rural landscape and AONB

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Small

Development and mitigation potential

•

Development of small - scale buildings i.e. residential
development in this country park landscape would not be
appropriate due to its valued recreational function as an
accessible rural landscape. The rural landscape south of
HS1/A2 corridor provides a sharp contrast to the urban
development to the north. Small scale buildings
associated with the country park facility would be
acceptable.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.
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Harvel

Settlement description
Harvel is a small village located towards the east side of a plateau of land sloping gently down from the
chalk escarpment at Vigo. Steep dry valleys, with wooded crests and slopes, frame the plateau to the east
and west, combining into one between Meopham Green and Coomb Hill. The village, at the junction of
several minor roads, consists of a loose collection of older dwellings, mostly along Harvel Street, a denser
pocket of post-war development (St Francis Road) between Harvel Lane and David Street, and a more
recently added close of large, detached houses (Hart Lane) to the west of Harvel Street. There are
outlying farmsteads on all sides of the village, and a spread of mostly pre-War dwellings to the north at
Dean Mead. . The older part of the village, centred on Harvel Street, is a Conservation Area, and the Kent
Downs AONB, bounded by Dean Lane and White Horse Lane, incorporates the eastern fringe of the
settlement.

Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent assess Harvel as part of the Ash Downs character area, which is
assessed as being overall in good condition and of high sensitivity. The landscape immediately to the east
of Harvel, within the AONB is assessed as part of the Luddesdown: West Kent Downs, which is similarly of
good condition and high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Harvel is centrally located within the Harvel
Wooded Downs character area. Key characteristics identified for this character area which are relevant
to the Harvel assessment area are:
•
Varied topography with steep valley sides and plateaux;
•
Ancient woodland, chestnut coppice and small paddocks and pasture;
•
Traditional historic settlement of Harvel set around village green;
•
Occasional traditional farmsteads.
The overall condition of the Harvel Wooded Downs is considered to be moderate, but this is recognised as
a balance between the poorer condition of many of the plotlands which lie to the north and west, and the
stronger ‘cultural integrity’ of Harvel. Sensitivity is assessed as moderate; again Harvel can be considered
to have a stronger sense of place and historic continuity than the plotland areas, but strong visual
containment is also considered to reduce sensitivity.
Assessment parcels
Four assessment parcels have been defined around Harvel, using a range of 500m from the village centre
as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements. Harvel is ‘washed
over’ by the Green Belt, so the village itself is included within the defined assessment parcels.
HA1 includes the area to the west of David Street and Harvel Lane, bounded on its outer edge by the
wooded dry valley. HA2 is delimited by David Street to the west and Dean Lane to the east, and by a gap
between properties at Dean Mead to the north. HA3 incorporates the area between Dean Lane, White
Horse and the dry valley to the east of the village. HA4 lies between White Horse Lane and Harvel Lane,
with a field boundary hedge marking its southern extent.

Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: HA1 – Harvel west
Representative views

HA1a

HA1b

View HA1a: looking south from public footpath NS269 towards hedgerow bounding northern edge of Harvel

View HA1b: looking north-east from public footpath NS269 towards houses on St Francis Road

Description

Area: 33ha

An area of flat farmland, mostly arable but with some pasture adjacent to Harvel House Farm. This is a
relatively open and exposed landscape, with few boundary features, but Beechen Wood, in the dry valley
to the east, forms a strong containing edge, and there are reasonably good hedgerows along Heron Hill
Lane, to the north, and Ridge Lane to the south. Houses on St Francis Road, a post-War cul-de-sac, lie on
the eastern edge of the parcel at the junction of Harvel Lane and David Street, and there are a few
cottages opposite Harvel House Farm (the building of which lie across the road in parcel HA3) and further
south along Harvel Lane.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An open, exposed, mostly arable landscape. There are no sensitivities
associated with the plateau landform. Other than the containing hedgerows
and woodlands there are a few mature hedgerows separating the arable land
from smaller pasture fields adjacent to Harvel Lane.

Settlement form and
edge

The development at St Francis Close, although adjacent to houses at the
northern end of Harvel Street, stands out in terms of the age, density, style of
housing (those backing onto the field are bungalows) and cul-de-sac layout.
There is a strong field boundary hedgerow along the northern edge of the
settlement, perpendicular to David Street, and mature broadleaf trees and
conifers form a screen at the north-western corner of the development, but the
bungalows have only back-garden landscaping to form a settlement edge.
There is a clear separation between St Francis Road and the few dwellings
further west along Harvel Lane.
Along David Street there is no clear-cut settlement edge: heading south the
narrow, hedge-bound lane and absence of dwellings on either one side of the
road or the other, limit any perception of entering a defined settlement until
reaching the Amazon and Tiger pub at the Harvel Lane junction.

Settlement setting

The parcel forms part of the wider rural setting of Harvel, but has little visual
relationship with the older settlement area along Harvel Street.
The gap between St Francis Road and the cottages to the south-west, opposite
Harvel Farm, contributes to rural character by maintaining separation between
the farm and the village.

Views

Public rights of way cross the parcel north-south and east-west (footpaths
NS268 and NS269), and byways run along the northern and southern
boundaries, but views of the settlement are limited to the exposed edge at St
Francis Road and glimpses of a few houses on Hart Lane and David Street.
There is practically no visibility from the wider landscape, with strong woodland
edges and falling landform to the west, and vegetation restricting views from
north and south in this plateau landscape.

Perceptual qualities

A peaceful, rural landscape crossed by minor, generally thickly hedged rural
lanes which carry little traffic.

Cultural or historical
value

The Conservation Area doesn’t extend into this parcel, and the Conservation
Area Appraisal focuses on the contained character of the settlement, making
no reference to any contribution by the open farmland to the west of the
village. However, the limited scale of development in the wider landscape can
be considered to contribute to the rural character of Harvel, and to the setting
of Harvel House, a Grade II listed building (part of the Harvel House Farm
complex). Barncote Cottage, at the southern end of the parcel, is also Grade II
listed.
The woodlands forming the western boundary of the parcel are largely
classified as ancient.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Open, peaceful, rural character.
Limited extent of visible settlement.
Gap between St Francis Road and Harvel House Farm.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

The settlement edge along St Francis Road is exposed,
and detracts from landscape character, but this aside
there is very little visible development. Further
development in this open agricultural landscape would
therefore have a strong impact on the contained
settlement form of Harvel, which would be likely to
constitute significant landscape and visual impact.

Low

Medium scale development in this rural landscape would
be likely to have significant landscape and visual
impacts.

Low

Large scale development in this rural landscape would be
likely to have significant landscape and visual impacts.
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Landscape Parcel: HA2– Harvel north
Representative views

HA2b

HA2a

View HA2a: looking east from David Street across pasture – the cricket ground is to the right, backed by conifers

View HA2b: looking north-west from footpath NS265 across sheep-grazed pasture towards the Dean Mead valley

Description

Area: 16ha

HA2 includes dwellings along the north side of Harvel Street –much of the historic core of the village – and
around Dean Mead. The landscape comprising the rest of the parcel is a mosaic of narrow, long, wellhedged fields, with many mature trees, backed largely by woodlands (notably Deanmead Wood and Long
Bottom Shaw). The village cricket ground is also located in this area, and this together with the dwellings
along Harvel Street and their well-treed gardens forms the bulk of the Harvel Conservation Area. The
eastern edge of the parcel borders the Kent Downs AONB, on Dean Lane.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An enclosed landscape of narrow fields and paddocks which slopes down into
well-defined valleys to the north, at Dean Mead (View HA2b), and to the east,
along Dean Lane.
The Kent Downs AONB boundary runs along Dean Lane, and although there is
a strong tree line along the lane there is some intervisibility across the valley.
The west side of the valley can therefore be considered to form part of the
setting of the AONB.

Settlement form and
edge

Most dwellings lie close to Harvel Street and David Street, but these are wellspaced (either individually or in clusters), interspersed with pastures and
paddocks and contained by strong tree/hedge lines, so there is no clear back
edge to the settlement.

Settlement setting

The contained open spaces between dwellings, and between the wooded dry
valley to the east and the settlement, make an important contribution to the
character of the settlement.

Views

There are only glimpsed, local views into this area. Footpath NS265 provides
some contained views across pastures within the parcel, but there are no long
views. The extent of tree cover is such that there are no locations from which
more than a few dwellings can be seen.

Perceptual qualities

Containment creates a sense of isolation away from houses, but there are
sufficient open spaces to provide localised views and a perception of a tranquil,
rural landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

Most of Harvel’s Conservation Area falls within this parcel. The Conservation
Area Appraisal notes that “Small scale views, enclosure and low density of
development are its hallmarks”. Two buildings are Grade II listed former
farmhouses: Old Pond House and Forge Cottage.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valley landforms and strong pattern of contained, linear fields.
Open character of the village, and absence of a distinct settlement edge to which any new
development could relate.
Role of contained fields in intimate setting of Harvel.
Tranquil, rural character.
Historic character of the Conservation Area.
Setting of Kent Downs AONB, to which the field on the eastern edge of the parcel contributes.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• The containment of this area means that development
would have very limited impact on the wider landscape,
but changes to the settlement form of the village, to its
sense of containment, and to the setting and character of
the Conservation Area mean that anything more than very
limited infilling would be likely to have significant
landscape and visual impact.

Low

• Development of medium scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant landscape
and visual impacts.

Low

• Development of large scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant landscape
and visual impacts.
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Landscape Parcel: HA3 – Harvel south
Representative views

HA3b

HA3a

View HA3a: looking north-west from White Horse Lane; the older settlement edge is to the right, largely screened by
trees, Hart Lane is at the centre and a prominent silo at Harvel House Farm is visible to the left

View HA3b: looking east from Harvel Lane towards Hart Lane (with Harvel House Farm to the right)

Description

Area: 12ha

An area of small-medium sized pasture fields, with some subdivision into smaller paddocks, sloping gently
downhill to the north-east. The parcel includes a few older buildings on the southern side of Harvel Street
and a line of six houses set at right-angles to Harvel Street, built in 2008 on the site of former industrial
premises. Set slightly apart from the village, on Harvel Lane, are the buildings of Harvel House Farm.
The Harvel Conservation Area includes the buildings fronting onto Harvel Street and the first of the
modern dwellings on Hart Lane (i.e. the one primarily visible form Harvel Street). The Kent Downs AONB
abuts the parcel along White Horse Lane.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is no sensitivity associated with the gently sloping landform, which is
consistent with that on which the settlement is located. Hedgerows are not
particularly strong across much of the parcel, but the hedge to the south of
Crickfield Farm, running parallel to Hart Lane plays an important screening
role, as does the cluster of trees to the south of Harvel Lane, just to the southwest of St Francis Road.

Settlement form and
edge

The older dwellings in Harvel are well contained by tree cover, but the new
houses on Hart Close, running at right-angles to the rest of settlement, sit less
comfortably with the settlement form and are exposed to the surrounding
fields with no mature boundary vegetation. Harvel House Farm is prominent,
particularly its tall silo, but although Hart Lane is aligned towards it there is still
an open gap between the farm and the village houses.

Settlement setting

The fields, with a backdrop of woodland (Edmund’s Grove), form a rural setting
to the southern side of Harvel. The gap between Harvel House Farm and village
dwellings contributes to the rural character of locality.

Views

There are no public rights of way within the parcel, and landform and woodland
preclude any longer views into the area, so there are only glimpsed views
above hedgerows from the adjacent lanes, from The Green (see ‘Cultural or
historic value’ section below) and from footpaths in the farmland to the west of
Harvel Lane. The hedgerow to the south of Crickfield Farm, opposite Dean
Lane, helps to screen the settlement edge in approaching views from White
Horse Lane.

Perceptual qualities

Equestrian uses and the modern settlement edge at Hart Lane have some
impact on landscape character, but this is still perceived as a rural location,
with no direct relationship with a settlement edge in most of the parcel.

Cultural or historical
value

The Conservation Area’s direct setting is very contained - the Conservation
Area Appraisal notes that “Small scale views, enclosure and low density of
development are its hallmarks” – so much of the parcel contributes only to the
general rural character of the area. However, the field immediately to the
south of Crickfield Farm – a Grade II listed former farmhouse – can be
considered more important in this respect, and the field to the east of this is
important as part of the setting of The Green, one of the key elements of the
Conservation Area (in parcel HA4).
The gap between Harvel House Farm and village dwellings contributes to the
setting of Harvel House, a Grade II listed building (part of the farm complex).
The parcel does not have a strong relationship with the AONB landscape across
White Horse Lane, which slopes away to the east into a wooded dry valley.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Rural character of the landscape, and setting of the Conservation Area.
Limited relationship between the parcel and any clear settlement edge.
Role of hedgerows and trees near northern edge of parcel in containing the built area.
Gap between Harvel House Farm and the village.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• For the most part there is no distinct relationship
between this parcel and the village, so new development
would detract from the contained settlement form, to
the detriment of the historic character of the village. Any
development to the rear of Crickfield Farm, or south of
the hedgerow opposite Dean Lane, would be likely to
have a direct impact on the setting of the Conservation
Area.
• Development on Hart Lane is the most exposed part of
the settlement in this parcel, but only occupies the
south-eastern side of the lane. The pasture to the northwest of Hart Lane offers some limited capacity for
development that would not significantly increase the
perceived extent of the settlement, and overwhelm the
character of the small village, but mitigation measures
would be required to achieve this without significant
adverse landscape effects. These would include the
avoidance of any encroachment on Harvel House Farm
and planting to soften the developed edge. The retention
of an open view from the edge of the Conservation Area
on Harvel Street could also be considered.

Small

Low

• Development of medium scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant landscape
and visual impacts.

Low

• Development of large scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant landscape
and visual impacts.
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Landscape Parcel: HA4 – Harvel east
Representative views

HA4b
HA4a

View HA4a: looking south-west across The Green (The Oast House is to the right of the view)

View HA4b: looking north-east from footpath NS277, alongside Prickett Shaw, toward Harvel Hill Farm

Description

Area: 20ha

This parcel consists of a gently-sloping plateau edged by steeper slopes to the east and north-west,
merging into one dry valley to the north along which Dean Lane leads to the village of Luddesdown. Dean
Lane to the west has well-treed hedgerows, and large woodland belts (Gotty Shaw and Cockadams Shaw)
occupy the eastern and northern valley sides. There are several isolated dwellings – one on the north side
of The Green (Prickett Shaw) and one off Dean Lane at the northern end of the parcel (Dene Garth) – and
two groupings of farm buildings: at Harvel Hill Farm and White Horse Farm (an equestrian centre). Fields
are mostly small pastures, with some mature hedgerows and some fenced paddocks, but there is a larger
arable field to the south and east of Harvel Hill Farm.
The parcel includes (just to the east of Harvel Street), The Green and the adjacent village pond, both of
which lie within the Conservation Area. The western boundary, along Dean Lane and White Horse Lane, is
contiguous with the edge of the Kent Downs AONB.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The steeper slopes around the fringes of the parcel, and associated tree cover,
can be considered sensitive to development, and the Dean Lane valley creates
a separation between the village and the plateau in the northern half of the
parcel.
The Green and the village pond are important landscape elements (see
‘Cultural or historic value’ section below).

Settlement form and
edge

The large farm buildings and isolated dwellings within the parcel are clearly
separate from the village, with Harvel Hill Farm and Dene Garth separated by
the Dean Lane valley, and White Horse Farm and Prickett Shaw separated by
The Green and by a strong hedgerow along Dean Lane.

Settlement setting

This area forms part of the wider rural setting of Harvel, but has little visual
relationship with any residential development within the village.

Views

The parcel is visually contained, by hedgerows and woodlands along the
bounding lanes and valleys, so there are no views from the wider landscape
and only limited glimpses from the parcel edges. The Green is public open
space and rights of way (NS247 and NS277) run east-west through the parcel
and provide views into the open arable field. Footpath NS265 provides limited
views above the tree tops from the western side of the Dean Lane valley.

Perceptual qualities

A quiet, rural, relatively tranquil landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

The Green and adjacent pond are noted in the Conservation Area Appraisal as
key elements of the designated area, and key views are identified across The
Green towards the village (View HA4a) and north towards the parcel-edge
woodland (View HA4b). The small belt of trees to the north-east of The Green,
Prickett Shaw (the adjacent house has the same name), is noted as forming
part of the wider setting of the Conservation Area.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Clear visual and physical distinction between the village and the plateau AONB farmland forming the
bulk of this parcel.
Steeper slopes, and associated woodland, around the fringes of the parcel.
The role of the parcel as part of the wider rural setting of the village, and as part of the immediate
rural setting of the Conservation Area, in the vicinity of ‘The Green’.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

Any development within the parcel would lack a direct
relationship with dwellings in the village and would
damage the rural character of its wider setting. The
closest edge, at the corner of Dean Lane and Harvel
Street, is occupied by The Green and the village pond,
two of the most sensitive elements of the Harvel
Conservation Area. Development would therefore be
likely to have significant landscape and visual impacts.

Low

Development of medium scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant landscape
and visual impacts.

Low

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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HENLEY STREET

Description
Henley Street is a small, linear settlement of around 20 houses running west-east along a rural lane
(Henley Street), at the foot of a short dry valley that feeds into the larger, steeper valley to the east. The
settlement and the surrounding landscape are wholly within the Kent Downs AONB.
The village is mostly post-war housing located mainly along the northern side of the road. However the
scale and density of the houses and the apparent remoteness of the settlement due to surrounding
landform creates a very strong rural character. Reynolds Farmhouse, a Grade II Listed 18th century red
brick farmhouse at the western end of the settlement, is the only listed building within Henley Street.

Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Henley Street within the Luddesdown: West Kent Downs
character area which overall is assessed as being in good condition due to a coherent pattern of elements
though some detracting features and of moderate sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Henley Street is within the Meopham Downs LCA,
but at the confluence the Luddesdown Downs to the south and east. The condition of the Meopham Downs
character area is stated to be good due to coherent landscape features with few visual detractors and
sensitivity as being moderate The key characteristics that are applicable to the landscape surrounding
Henley Street are:
•
Broader irregular shaped fields to the north
•
Narrow lanes and roads lined with hedgerows
Immediately to the south and east of Henley Street is Luddesdown Downs character area. The condition
of which is assessed as good, a unified landscape with few visual detractors and the sensitivity as high,
noting the strong time-depth and the fact that landscape has likely remained little changed since medieval
times. Key characteristics that are applicable to the landscape surrounding Henley Street are:
•
Very undulating topography with farmland used as arable and pasture land
•
Areas of native woodland
•
Narrow winding lanes that follow contours
•
Small settlements within valleys
•
Fields divided by native hedgerows
Assessment parcels
Two parcels have been defined around Henley Street, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement
edge as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements. The division is
along the road, with HS1 forming the narrow valley floor and rising slope to the north and HS2 occupying
the southern side of the valley. The outer edge of parcel HS1 is the railway line, with minor roads marking
the eastern and western edges (Batt’s Road and Gold Street respectively). The wooded ridge of Henley
Down forms the outer edge of HS2 and field boundaries mark the eastern and western edges.
Henley Street is ‘washed over’ by the Green Belt, as opposed to being inset, so the settlement itself is
included within the defined assessment parcels.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: HS1 Henley Street North
Representative views

HS1a

HS1b

View HS1a: looking south from footpath NS188 towards the western half of the settlement

View HS1b: looking west across the Recreation Ground towards the eastern edge of Henley Street

Parcel description

Parcel area: 46ha

The parcel is primarily arable farmland, subdivided by narrower belts of pasture. Almost all of the
dwellings in Henley Street lie along the valley floor, bordered to the west by several small fields (both
largely open but with some recent tree planting) and the car park of The Cock Inn, and to the east by a
recreation ground. The landform slopes up fairly steeply from the settlement edge then starts to level
out midway across the parcel, forming the upper slopes of Cobhambury Hill. Two dwellings, Batt’s
Cottages, are located on the hill top alongside a small woodland block, Batt’s Shaw. The railway line, set
into a steep-sided cutting, marks the northern edge of the parcel, and beyond it the land continues to
rise up northwards towards Cobham. The head of the valley is not far to the west of Henley Street.
Strong hedgerows separate the parcel from the broader, deeper valley to the east, which is framed by
large areas of woodland (including Cobhambury Wood to the north-east).
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There are clear topographical distinctions between the valley floor, the valley
side and the shallow upper slopes of Cobhambury Hill, and the steeper slopes
are inherently more sensitive to housing. There are no particular landscape
sensitivities associated with land use in the parcel.

Settlement form and
edge

The settlement is entirely linear in form, with all properties fronting on to
Henley Street. Strong hedgerows form a consistent back edge to properties,
and coincide with the change from flat valley floor settlement to valley side
agriculture. In places there is a sharp bank up to the arable fields to add
further distinction.
The open spaces to the south of the hedgerow have a strong relationship with
the settlement and a degree of separation from the landscape to the north.

Settlement setting

The valley landscape provides a contained, rural setting for Henley Street. Sole
Street lies about 1km to the north-west but landform and tree cover create a
strong separation. There are two dwellings at Lower Luddesdown immediately
to the south-east of the Recreation Ground, but these are strongly contained
by tree cover, so there is a clear sense of a gap between Lower Luddesdown
and Henley Street.

Views

Public rights of way traverse the valley sides to the north, west and south,
providing scenic views across the valley, but views of development on the
valley floor are very much filtered by tree cover. The buildings at Oldlands are
prominent on the hill crest, and any development rising up the valley side
beyond the containing hedgerow would be much more visible in the landscape
than existing valley-floor dwellings.
Views from the minor roads leading through and out of the valley (Henley
Street, Gold Street and Batt’s Road) are much more constrained by roadside
hedgerows.

Perceptual qualities

The valley landform and extent of tree cover within the valley and around its
fringes give the settlement a strong sense of containment, and a degree of
isolation. Further up slope there is more visual openness but still within the
confines of the valley, giving a stronger sense of rural tranquillity.
The landscape viewed from within this parcel all lies within the Kent Downs
AONB, the special qualities of which include dramatic landforms such as the
dip-slope dry valleys, with their “intimate and enclosed vistas”. Pylons cross
the valley beyond the eastern edge of the parcel, detracting from views in this
direction.

Cultural or historical
value

Only a few properties in Henley Street, notably the Grade II listed Reynold’s
Farm (in parcel HS2) and The Cock Inn (just outside the western boundary of
parcel HS2), date back earlier than the 20th century, but the hedgerow
separating the settlement and smaller valley floor fields from the valley-side
arable farmland is a consistent feature from the earliest OS mapping. The
location of the older buildings at the western end of the village, combined with

the presence of open roadside fields, gives this approach into Henley Street a
more historic, rural character than the eastern approach.
Key sensitivities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistent settlement-edge hedgerow marking a strong landform and land use distinction between
the valley-floor settlement and valley-side farmland.
Distinctive landform typical of the Kent Downs AONB, within which it is located.
Contribution to the sheltered and rural character of Henley Street.
Perceptual qualities of remoteness and tranquillity.
Visibility of valley sides from public rights of way.
Rural and historic character of approach into Henley Street from the west.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• This is a distinctive and rural landscape with a very
clearly defined settlement form. Any development to the
north of the settlement-edge hedgerow would mark a
significant and very visible change in this settlement
form, to the detriment of the character of the valley and
the Kent Downs AONB. Landscape and visual impacts
would be likely to be significant.
• Within the confines of the hedgerow that forms a
consistent back edge to the settlement there is some
scope for development. Infill development on larger
plots would not be likely to have significant adverse
landscape or visual impact.
• Expansion of the eastern end of the settlement into the
well-contained recreation ground would have limited
adverse impact in terms of settlement forms and views.
It would reduce the distance of the gap between Henley
Street and Luddesdown, but the extent of intervening
tree cover means that the perception of a gap would not
be lost, particularly if tree planting was used to
strengthen the hedgerow near the junction of Henley
Street and Batts Road. There would however be
potentially significant adverse effects on perceptual
qualities and the rural character of the settlement if
development were too extensive.
• Development in the two fields between the pub and the
westernmost houses in the settlement would be likely to
have an adverse effect on landscape character, as
experienced on approach from Gold Street. However,
setting dwellings well back from the road would maintain
views down towards the village, and preserving existing
hedgerows would limit loss of rural character, so there
would be some potential for small-scale development
with limited adverse impact.

Small

Low

Medium

•

Development of medium scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

Large

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Landscape Parcel: HS2 – Henley Street South
Representative views

HS1a
HS1b

View HS2a: looking north from footpath NS188 across Henley Street (the buildings to the left are Reynold’s Farm and
the buildings visible on the skyline are at Oldlands)

View HS2b: Looking west along Henley Street from adjacent to the Recreation Ground (the end of the Millfield Shaw
woodland is visible on the hillside)

Parcel description

Parcel area: 51ha

The southern side of the valley containing Henley Street is a fairly steep slope up to the ridge of Henley
Down. The eastern end of the parcel slopes sharply down eastwards to the small village of Luddesdown. A
prominent woodland belt, Millfield Shaw, almost divides the parcel in two, separating a large arable field
to the east from more a more diverse mix of pasture, arable and broadleaved plantation to the west.
Other shaws (including Boghurst Shaw and the fragmentary Porter’s Shaw) and hedgerows subdivide the
area to the west of Millfield Shaw, and Henley Wood forms a prominent feature along the ridge crest at
the southern edge of the parcel.
Henley Street’s residential dwelling are all on the north side of the road (in parcel HS1), but a farmstead
(Reynold’s Farm) and a pub (The Cock Inn) lie to the south of the road, at the western end of the
settlement. Each is located at the foot of a side-valley cut into the main valley side.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The steep slopes and side valleys of this parcel are distinctive landforms
which are sensitive to built development, and the wooded shaws are also
sensitive landscape features. Both are characteristic of the Kent Downs
AONB.

Settlement form and edge

With the exception of Reynold’s Farm and The Cock Inn, which predate the
rest of the settlement, houses in Henley Street all lie to the north of the road
(Henley Street) in a linear arrangement. The southern side of the road is
bounded by a well-treed hedgerow, beyond which the land immediately
slopes up (evident in View HS2b).

Settlement setting

The steep, north-facing slope and woodlands form a distinct setting to the
settlement, creating an enclosed and wooded character. Sole Street lies
about 1km to the north-west but landform and tree cover create a strong
separation.
The parcel abuts grounds/paddocks associated with dwellings in the hamlet of
Lower Luddesdown to the east. Most of the hamlet is well screened by
roadside hedgerow but the steep east-facing slope on this edge of the parcel
can be considered to form an important part of its wider setting. Likewise the
south-facing slopes of Henley Down (the top of which is part of this parcel)
form part of the setting of Luddesdown.

Views

Public rights of way traverse the valley sides to the north, west and south,
providing scenic views across the valley – views northward from the summit
of Henley Down extend to Cobhambury Wood, and beyond to Cobham Park –
but views of development on the valley floor are filtered by tree cover. Any
development to the south of the roadside hedgerow would potentially be
much more visible than existing valley-floor dwellings from one of the public
rights of way crossing the parcel (NS188, NS242 and NS315), to the
detriment of scenic views across this AONB landscape, although tree cover in
the western half of the parcel creates some more visually contained locations.
Extent of visibility increases with elevation, opening the landscape to views
from across the valley.
Views from the minor roads leading through and out of the valley (Henley
Street, Gold Street and Batt’s Road) are much more constrained by roadside
hedgerows.

Perceptual qualities

The valley landform and extent of tree cover within the valley and around its
fringes give the settlement a strong sense of containment, and a degree of
isolation. Further up slope there is more visual openness but still within the
confines of the valley, giving a stronger sense of rural tranquillity.
The landscape viewed from within this parcel all lies within the Kent Downs
AONB, the special qualities of which include dramatic landforms such as the
dip-slope dry valleys, with their “intimate and enclosed vistas”. Pylons cross
the valley beyond the eastern edge of the parcel, detracting from views in

this direction.
Cultural or historical value

Only a few properties in Henley Street, notably The Cock Inn and the Grade
II listed Reynold’s Farm, date back earlier than the 20th century, but their
location at the western end of the village, combined with the presence of
open roadside fields (in parcel HS1), gives this approach into Henley Street a
more historic, rural character than the eastern approach.
Millfield Shaw is an ancient woodland, as is Henley Wood on the southern
edge of the parcel.

Key sensitivities
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Absence of residential housing on the southern side of Henley Street, so roadside hedgerow forms
a distinct edge.
Strong landform and land use distinction between the valley-floor settlement and valley-side
farmland. Shaws contribute to character, with Millfield Shaw, as ancient woodland, being
particularly important.
Distinctive landform typical of the Kent Downs AONB, within which it is located.
Contribution to the sheltered and rural character of Henley Street.
Perceptual qualities of remoteness and tranquillity.
Visibility of valley sides from public rights of way.
Rural and historic character of approach into Henley Street from the west.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Landscape constraints

Low

• This is a distinctive and rural landscape with a very clearly
defined settlement form. Any visible development on the
southern slopes would mark a significant change in this
settlement form, to the detriment of the character of the
valley and the Kent Downs AONB. New dwellings would
also be set higher than those to the north of the road,
affecting the rural setting of the existing settlement.
Landscape and visual impacts would be likely to be
significant.
• More contained locations exist on the lower slopes in the
vicinity of Reynold’s Farm, but development here would
be detrimental to the character of the most historic area
of the settlement.

Low

• Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

• Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Small

Medium

Large

Higham

Settlement description
Higham is a nucleated village of mostly 20th century housing that has developed from two older
settlements: the first representing the centre of the modern village, focused on the junctions of several
minor roads along a break in north-facing slopes which rise up to Telegraph Hill and Court Wood; and
the second at Gads Hill, which developed along the A226 Gravesend Road and forms the southern edge
of the defined rural settlement. The village centre has a core of mostly 19th century housing and a
church (with one surviving 17th century house), whilst Gads Hill has two notable buildings: the Sir John
Falstaff pub, which lies within the defined rural settlement to the north of the main road (A226), and to
the south of the defined settlement edge Gads Hill Place, an 18th century dwelling which is now a private
school but is famous as the final residence of Charles Dickens.

Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent’s Hoo Peninsula character area runs northward from the A226
Gravesend Road, and so includes all of the defined rural settlement area and two of the parcels defined
for this current assessment: HI1 and HI2. The Hoo Peninsula character area, which is principally arable
farmland on mostly gently sloping ground, is assessed as being in poor condition and of moderate
sensitivity. To the south of the A226 the Shorne character area, which is a largely wooded ridge, is
assessed as being in good condition but of very low sensitivity.
The Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment divides the study area into two on the same boundary,
with the Higham Arable Farmlands character area to the north and the Shorne Woodlands
character area to the south.
The following key characteristics of this character area are relevant to the Higham area, although the
“very gently undulating topography” is more typically steeper than that around Lower Higham, as it rises
up to the Shorne ridge:
•
Very gently undulating topography
•
Open arable farmland
•
Views out to the marshes and the River Thames in the north
•
Original Saxon village of Lower Higham and more recent development to the south
•
Isolated farmsteads and scattered materials and properties with locally distinct styles
•
Pockets of orchards and garden nurseries.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Higham Arable Farmlands
character area as poor, principally because intensive arable agriculture has resulted in a lack of
hedgerow boundaries, lack of maintenance of old orchards and consequently a weak functional unity.
Sensitivity is assessed as moderate: it is noted that “isolated properties and farmsteads provide local
distinctiveness, in contrast with more recent development within Higham and Lower Higham”, but that
landscape features and elements are typically “indistinct”, and sense of place is “weak”.
A number of the key characteristics of the Shorne Woodlands character area are also represented,
although this is a peripheral part of the area which to an extent is a transition from the arable farmlands
to the north and doesn’t include any of the character area’s defined rural settlements:
•
Undulating topography
•
Chestnut coppice woodland
•
Strong sense of enclosure
•
Varied building style and age
•
Chequered brickwork and ornamental brickwork
•
Few highways with busier roads along character area boundaries.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Shorne Woodlands
character area as good, primarily due to the unifying effect of the woodland, but it is noted that
condition in the western part of the character area is better than that of the eastern part (in which the
Higham parcels lie), as a result of better woodland management. Sensitivity is assessed as moderate,
with low visibility offsetting the local distinctiveness that the woodlands provide.

Assessment parcels
Six parcels have been defined around Higham, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement edge
as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements. The A289 Hasted
Road, running close to a valley floor, forms a distinct boundary to the south east but elsewhere field
edges and minor roads define most of the outer edges of parcels. The ridge at and below Chilton Hills
Wood to the north of Higham, the Hermitage Road ridgeline to the east, the A226 Gravesend Road to
the south-east and west, and Court Wood to the south form clear radial edges between parcels.
The parcel to the west of Higham and south of the A226 is assessed as HI5 when considering sensitivity
to the expansion of Higham, but is also assessed separately as parcel SH1 with regard to potential
development out from the edge of Shorne. Similarly the parcel to the west of Higham and north of the
A226 is assessed as HI6 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Higham, but is also assessed
separately as parcel LS2 with regard to potential development out from the edge of Lower Shorne.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: HI1 – Higham north-east
Representative views

HI1b

HI1a

View HI1a: looking west from byway NS153 between School Lane and Taylors Lane, towards Chilton Hills Wood (left)
and The Mount (right)

View HI1b: looking south from footpath NS154 towards the eastern side of Higham and the Hermitage Road ridge

Description

Area: 66ha

This principal land use in this parcel is arable, but smaller areas of grazing pasture and
grassland/gardens abut scattered farmsteads and dwellings along Taylors Lane. School Lane has more
built development, mostly dating back to the 19th century, notably Higham Primary School, a large
house and grounds called The Knowle (run as a restaurant) and the Vicarage Row cottages. There are
also several fruit growing areas to either side of School Lane.
There are several clusters of dwellings, mostly 19th century in origin, along Hermitage Road on the
southern edge of the parcel, to the east of Higham. Allotments lie adjacent to the settlement edge of
Higham and within arable land to the east.
The terrain generally slopes gently uphill to the south, but there are several more pronounced
landforms: a valley runs north-east to south-west from the vicinity of White House Farm up to the
northern edge of Higham, where a pronounced spur of higher ground, marked by Chilton Hills Wood at
its western end (in the adjacent parcel HI6 but an influence on landscape character), wraps around the
valley head. There are also steeper slopes to the south of the valley running up to the Hermitage Road
ridge. The open arable slopes between School Land and Hermitage Road are crossed by several public
rights of way.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The steeper and more varied slopes associated with the landforms noted
above, in particular the spur of high ground in the south east of the parcel
which is distinguished by a spinney called The Mount (located at the south
east of Mount Pleasant, Taylors Lane) and by Chilton Hills Wood (an Ancient
Woodland in parcel HI6), are more sensitive than the open, arable farmlands.
The Knowle is set in well-treed surrounds, with strong boundary hedgerow
and tree lines. Some of the fruit trees within its grounds are traditional
standards.

Settlement form and
edge

Higham’s location on rising ground means that housing is very visible from
the surrounding open, arable land, with only low hedges and few trees to
soften the built form, although the allotments to the east of St John’s Road
do provide something of a buffer to this edge. It is evident that 20th century
development has spread down from the higher ground in the vicinity of the
church (St John the Evangelist) to follow linear field edges.

Settlement setting

Open, arable land forms the setting for the village to the north and northeast, offering long views down to the Thames corridor. In the eastern half of
the parcel, developed has remained on the Hermitage Road ridge top,
retaining rural character and reflecting this area’s exclusion from the defined
rural settlement of Higham.
To the north the settlement edge lies a little below the spur of higher ground
that runs down from Chilton Hills Wood. The spinney of trees known as The
Mount sits in a distinct location on the crest of this spur, and is important as
a skyline feature in views out from the settlement and, along with Chilton
Hills Wood and trees around The Knowle, in views from the north. The
wooded character of this area, and well treed hedgerows along School Lane,
help to maintain separation between Higham and Lower Higham.

Views

The openness of the landscape to the north east offers long views – e.g. from
Lower Rochester Road – in which the woodlands framing Higham are
important visual elements, but the settlement edge adjacent to this parcel is
less prominent. From the public footpaths between Higham and Lower
Higham, trees around properties to the east of The Larches and south of
Hermitage Road link up with woodland on Telegraph Hill to form a settlement
edge.
In views from the north the settlement is largely screened by topography
combined with the woodland blocks and tree lines noted under ‘settlement
setting’ above.

Perceptual qualities

Higham’s visible presence influences landscape character across the eastern
half of the parcel, so there is no great feeling of isolation or tranquillity, but in
this expansive, open landscape it does not significantly detract from rural
character. There is a greater feeling of isolation along Hermitage Lane, to
which the ridge-top landform contributes.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no particular cultural heritage associations with this area, and no
listed buildings within it, but it is noted that the buildings along School Lane
do largely date back to the 19th century, predating most of Higham and
therefore not having the characteristics of ribbon development.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•
•

Higham’s hilltop setting means that the parcel is already ‘exposed’ to modern development, but
the openness of its surrounding arable farmland means that there is an absence of alternative
settlement boundaries.
Rights of way across open farmland make the eastern edge of Higham and the slopes below
Hermitage Road very exposed to public view.
The landform and spinney (The Mount) to the north of Higham form a distinctive setting and are
important in inwards and outward views.
Rural character along Hermitage Road ridge.
Historic character of most buildings within the parcel along School Lane, together with landscape
setting of the Knowle, which helps to preserve sense of separation between Higham and Lower
Higham.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Small

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium

• Any development on the north-facing slopes of the spur
of high ground that wraps around the settlement
between Chilton Hill Woods and School Lane, or to the
north of the valley that runs through the farmland
between White House Farm and Higham, would
represent expansion out from the settlement’s current
setting, and would be more visible from the north. It is
likely that significant adverse landscape effects would
result.
• There is potentially scope for limited development on
this northern edge that would still be contained to the
north by The Mount and by tree cover surrounding The
Knowle, but the gap does contribute to settlement
setting so there would still be some potential for
significant adverse landscape effects.
• Development beyond the allotments adjacent to St
John’s Road would appear isolated, but replacement of
the allotments with housing and the creation of a
stronger settlement edge further east – e.g.
replacement allotments and a planted buffer, would be
unlikely to have significant adverse effects in the
context of the scale of the arable landscape to the east.
Limited eastward expansion in this area would still be
‘framed’ by the Telegraph Hill woodland in views from
the north-east. Tree planting would not be out of place
in this area, given the extent of woodland around
Higham, and there is potential to create linkage

between trees and hedges along the backs of properties
on School Lane and those to the south of Hermitage
Road.
• Any development out from Higham causing coalescence
with the dwellings to the north of Hermitage Road
(Thames View Cottages) would represent a visible
expansion of settlement form and would affect the rural
character of the ridge.
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HI2 – Higham east
Representative views

HI2a

HI2b

View HI2a: west towards Telegraph Hill and Gadshill from bridleway NS137

View HI2b: looking north-west from Dillywood Lane towards Gadshill (left) and Telegraph Hill (right), with a few
houses visible in between

Description

Area: 60ha

A mixture of arable fields and pastures subdivided into fenced horse paddocks, occupying the undulating
northern and western slopes of the valley to the south of Hermitage Road, Telegraph Hill and Gadshill.
There is strong tree cover along the western edge of the parcel, adjacent to the settlement, including a
large woodland block on Telegraph Hill. The southern edge of the parcel is defined by the A289 Halsted
Road and associated woodland belt, which runs just to the south of the valley floor, and by the A226
Gravesend Road. A hedgerow running south from Hermitage Road just to the west of Hillyfield marks the
outer, eastern edge of the parcel. The floor of the valley is designated in Flood Zone 3.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The valley has moderately steep slopes for the most part, but more varied
and steeper slopes on the sides of Telegraph Hill and Gadshill, which separate
it from central Higham. The only buildings within the parcel are a few, mostly
large houses along Hermitage Road and several farmsteads and groups of
agriculture/equestrian buildings on the valley side. There is no sensitivity
associated with the arable and grazing land uses.

Settlement form and
edge

Telegraph Hill and Gadshill form a very distinctive area of high ground along
the settlement edge. The defined rural settlement is contained by the
woodland block on Telegraph Hill towards the northern edge of the parcel,
whereas further south the large settlement-edge houses occupy the ridge top
but are separated from the parcel by a strong belt of trees further down the
slope. The Telegraph Hill area of housing is also distinct in character from the
rest of Higham, retaining a more rural character due to the extent of tree
cover and spacing between dwellings.

Settlement setting

The topography and tree cover of Telegraph Hill and Gadshill form a strong
setting to the south-eastern side of Higham. There is very limited
intervisibility between settlement-edge houses and the parcel landscape
within the parcel.

Views

Within the parcel there are views eastwards up the valley towards Telegraph
Hill and Gads Hill from a public right of way (View HI2a), and views from
closer to the settlement edge from the footpath between the A226 Gravesend
Road and Telegraph Hill. Both routes are for the most part well screened from
any dwellings within the settlement by tree cover.
Beyond the parcel there are views from across the valley to the south from
Three Crutches, in which the parcel appears clearly separated from Higham
by wooded high ground, and views from the vicinity of Dillywood Lane (View
HI2b), in which only a few settlement-edge dwellings are visible in gaps in
the tree cover.

Perceptual qualities

Lack of relationship between the parcel and Higham means that the valley
has a somewhat isolated, rural character. The proximity of the A289 means
that traffic is audible, but tree cover screens it from view.

Cultural or historical
value

The parcel contains one listed structure (Grade II), the needle-shaped Larkin
Memorial on Telegraph Hill erected in 1835 to the memory of a local man who
was active in the Parliamentary reforms of 1832. Subsequent tree growth
limits it visibility but its tip can be seen from some viewpoints, principally to
the north and east.
Dwellings at the north-eastern corner of the parcel occupy the site of a large
18th century house called The Hermitage. Some garden features remain, but
the replacement of the mansion with 20th century development reduces the
site’s sensitivity.
Gads Hill House, the former home of Charles Dickens (Grade I Listed), and
the Sir John Falstaff Inn (Grade II Listed), are both close to the southwestern corner of the parcel but lack any visual relationship with it.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

The distinct landforms of Telegraph Hill and Gadshill, and associated tree cover, form a strong
boundary separating this edge of Higham from the countryside within the parcel.
This separation, together with the contained character of the valley landform of which it forms
the northern side, gives the area an isolated, rural character despite the proximity of the A289.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Any development in this parcel would lack a landscape
relationship with Higham, and would be intrusive on an
area of countryside which is currently isolated from
significant built development. Significant adverse
landscape effects would be likely to result.

Small
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HI3 – Higham south-east
Representative views

HI3a

HI3b

View HI3a: looking north-west from Crutches Lane, opposite Gad’s Hill School, towards Court Wood and the A226

View HI3b: looking north across the valley (the foreground tree line hides the A289, which is the southern edge of the
parcel); the most visible housing, towards the right of the view, is the Charles Dickens Avenue and Copperfield Close
Development

Description

Area: 55ha

This parcel is strongly bounded, by the A226 Gravesend Road to the north, the A289 Hasted Road to the
south-east and woodlands (Court Wood, Pear Tree Wood and Great Crabbles Wood) to the west. All the
woodlands are classified as Ancient, and Great Crabbles Wood is also a SSSI. It is mostly arable
farmland, with one area of commercial fruit trees on the western edge. There are also three clusters of
development: a small housing estate adjacent to Gads Hill Farm, Gads Hill School and neighbouring
houses on Crutches Lane (which subdivides the parcel east-west), and linear development along Pear
Tree Lane.
The landform generally slopes down from a ridge along Pear Tree Lane, on the north-western edge of
the parcel, to a valley bottom just north of the A289, but is more undulating to the west of Crutches
Lane.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The northern western corner of the parcel is fairly level and consistent with
the landform within the settlement of Higham to the north of the Gravesend
Road, but further south and east the land falls away towards the valley floor.
The orchard on the western edge of the site is a modern, commercial one,
but its location on a fairly strong east-facing slope, surrounded on three sides
by Ancient Woodland, is sensitive.

Settlement form and
edge

The defined rural settlement of Higham is bounded by the A226 Gravesend
Road, with roadside hedgerows limiting intervisibility with the parcel, but the
post-war housing development on Charles Dickens Avenue and Copperfield
Close introduces a suburban character beyond this edge. The buildings of
Gad’s Hill School, and neighbouring cottages, are fairly well contained by
trees, as are the more modern houses on Pear Tree Lane.

Settlement setting

The land within the parcel forms part of the wider rural setting of Higham,
but has little direct relationship with the settlement.

Views

Localised views into this area are very limited, with no public footpaths other
than along the valley floor on the southern edge, and only glimpsed roadside
views (e.g. View HI3a). There are longer views across the valley from Three
Crutches (View HI3b) in which the Charles Dickens Avenue / Copperfield
Crescent development is evident, together with partial views of the new main
building at Gad’s Hill School (built in 2013), but little of the settlement of
Higham is visible.

Perceptual qualities

Road noise from the Gravesend Road is intrusive on the northern edge of the
parcel, and the Charles Dickens Avenue / Copperfield Crescent housing is a
suburbanising influence. The A289 represents some intrusion to the south,
but is visually well screened, and expansive open views to the south, and
woodlands to the west, give the area a generally rural character.

Cultural or historical
value

Gad’s Hill Place is Grade I listed, but it is its association with Charles Dickens
rather than its relationship with its surrounding landscape, or any particular
qualities of the building, which give it this importance. There is a line of view
from the house towards wooded high ground to the south of the M2, but tree
cover limits its relationship with land within the parcel.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Lack of relationship with Higham due to separation by A226 Gravesend Road.
Valley to south and east is a distinctly different landscape area to Higham (as is reflected by
character area boundaries in the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment).
The Charles Dickens Avenue / Copperfield Crescent housing to the south of the A226 is intrusive,
and seems disconnected from Higham (including Gadshill).
Rural influence of open views to south and woodlands to west.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Higham’s setting is the north facing slope of downland
backed by Telegraph Hill, Gadshill and trees and
woodland close to the A226, and any development to
the south of this would represent a significant extension
of the settlement form into a different landscape area
and would therefore be likely to have a significant
adverse impact on landscape character.
• The Charles Dickens Avenue / Copperfield Close
housing could be considered to reduce sensitivity to
further development south of the A226, but there is no
location in which such development could take place
that would not have a high likelihood of significant
adverse landscape effects. Development to the south or
east would extend settlement further downslope to the
valley floor, away from Higham, but development to
the west, in linking more closely to Gad’s Hill School
and to Higham, would strengthen the impression of the
settlement spilling out of its natural setting. The impact
of existing development to the south of the A226 is
minimised by its separation from Higham, and by the
extent of its containment by tree cover, and over time
the development of more vegetation could lessen its
impact further.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HI4 – Higham south west
Representative views

HI4b
HI4a (from
this direction)

View HI4a: looking east from footpath NS159 near Shorne towards Court Wood

View HI4b: looking south-east across Gravesend Road towards Court Wood

Description

Area: 27ha

This parcel consists almost entirely of Ancient Woodland: the bulk of the area, to the north/west of
Peartree Lane, is Court Wood and the small block to the south/east is Peartree Wood. Court Wood,
together with more adjoining woodland to the west, is also a Local Wildlife Site. The A226 Gravesend
Road bounds the northern edge of the parcel, although two 1930’s houses on the south side of the road
are set into Court Wood. Peartree Lane and detached dwellings along it form the south-eastern edge of
the parcel and to the west the woodland abuts arable farmland.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Court Wood lies on gently undulating terrain, sloping down to the west, north
and north-east from a ridge along which Peartree Lane runs. There are more
pronounced slopes towards the western side of the wood. Peartree Wood
slopes down eastwards from the ridge. As woodland the entire parcel can be
considered sensitive to development.

Settlement form and
edge

The A226 Gravesend Road marks a clear edge to the defined settlement of
Higham, with dwellings to the south of the main road, ,including the treeenclosed houses along Peartree Lane, the two isolated houses within the
parcel, and development in parcel HI3 to the east, being clearly separate
from Higham.

Settlement setting

Woodland is an important element in the setting of Higham, screening or
framing many views of it, and reducing its presence in the wider landscape.
In this respect Court Wood, being a sizeable woodland immediately adjacent
to the settlement, is a significant landscape element. The much smaller
Peartree Wood is less important in terms of setting, but nonetheless
contributes to the generally wooded character of the locality and helps to
minimise the visual impact of development along Peartree Lane.

Views

Court Wood is prominent in views from the east, south and west. From the
south it combines visually with other woodlands to create a distinctive
wooded skyline.

Perceptual qualities

Visual screening and homogeneous character of woodland provides a sense of
separation from the wider landscape, and a degree of remoteness and
tranquillity.

Cultural or historical
value

As a long-present element of the landscape, Ancient Woodland typically has a
degree of cultural value. Although there are no formal public rights of way
through the woodland in this parcel, woodland is an important landscape
element in this area. 20th century losses – Peartree Wood was formerly
larger, and woodlands to the immediate east and north, (Spaniard’s Wood
and Lamb’s Wood) have been lost entirely – have not greatly diminished this
impression.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•

Woodland land use.
Historic nature of the wooded landscape, recognised by Ancient Woodland
Importance of woodland in settlement setting.
Lack of relationship with defined rural settlement, due to separation by A226 Gravesend Road.
Importance of woodland in visual character of the wider area.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Any development in this historic woodland which forms
an important element in the setting of Higham and in
the character of the wider area would be likely to have
a significant adverse effect on landscape character.

Small
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Large

Landscape Parcel: HI5 – Higham west
Representative views

HI5a

HI5b

View HI5a: looking east from footpath NS159 near Shorne towards the edge of Higham; houses just to the north of
the Gravesend Road are visible centre left, between Chilton Hills Wood to the left and Court Wood to the right

View HI5b: looking south-east from Swiller’s Lane towards Court Wood

Description

Area: 67ha

This parcel consists of the undulating slopes and floor of the upper end of a valley, descending from high
ground at Shorne to the west, Shorne Ridgeway to the south and Court Wood / Peartree Lane to the
east. The valley continues northwards across the A226 Gravesend Road, which marks the northern edge
of the parcel, gradually fading into more gently undulating open fields.
Most of the land in the central area is in arable cultivation, but there is pasture adjacent to two outlying
dwellings on the edge of Higham and adjacent to Starmore Wood to the south and The Warren, a treefringed area of plantation woodland and former orchards on the eastern side of Shorne.
In addition to the two dwellings on the edge of Higham (Courtlands and The Manor House), Warren Farm
lies between The Warren and the edge of Shorne.
This parcel is also assessed as SH1 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Shorne.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The parcel forms a distinctive valley with undulating slopes, less suited to
built development than more uniform terrain. The wooded areas are sensitive
landscape features, with The Warren being located on a hillock, increasing its
prominence, and Starmore Wood being designated Ancient Woodland. The
Warren is linked to a hedgerow which has an associated channel, ending in a
tree-fringed pond on the valley floor. Whilst Starmore Wood is only narrowly
separated from Cole Wood, which in turn links to Court Wood to form a
significant body of Ancient Woodland.

Settlement form and
edge

The defined rural settlement of Higham ends at Walmers Avenue to the north
of the A226 Gravesend Road, where modern estate housing is separated from
open, arable farmland by only a low hedge boundary. There is only a narrow
west-facing edge to the settlement, as Walmers Avenue turns to run eastwest. To the south of the main road, Court Wood and adjacent woodlands to
the south-west form a strong physical and visual barrier.
The two dwellings to the south of the defined settlement edge within the
parcel sit in larger, landscaped plots which contribute to their detachment.

Settlement setting

The parcel plays little role in the immediate setting of Higham, with Court
Wood being the dominant feature defining the south-western edge of the
village, but is important as part of the wider rural setting of both Higham and
Shorne. Its landform and woodland containment give it a character distinct
from Shorne and Higham, increasing its value in settlement separation.

Views

The undulating valley landform contributes to a number of views: from across
the valley (in which only a small cluster of houses within Higham can be
seen) and from public rights of way (which run north-south along the western
side of the valley, and south-west to north-east between Shorne and the
Gravesend Road near Higham). There are also some long, framed views down
over lower farmland and marshes to the Thames, and reciprocal views in
which the rural, wooded character of this area is evident. Woodlands frame
views and provide a strong, undeveloped skyline.

Perceptual qualities

Traffic noise has an impact in the northern part of the parcel, and
development adjacent to the A226 Gravesend Road at Lower Shorne has an
adverse impact on rural character, but elsewhere the containment of
development by tree cover and the interest added by landform make this an
attractive, rural landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no particular cultural heritage values within the parcel, other than
the value associated with the continuity of Ancient Woodland that applies to
Starmore Wood.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Lack of connectivity with the settlement edge of Higham.
Distinctly separate valley landform, largely screened from Higham by Court Wood, with
undeveloped rural character.
The settlement gap between Higham and Shorne.
Long, woodland-framed views toward the Thames corridor.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Any development within the parcel would not relate to
the defined settlement of Higham. It would
significantly alter perceptions of the size of the
settlement when approached from the west, it would
intrude on a distinctly separate rural valley landscape,
decreasing settlement separation with Shorne, and it
would affect attractive, woodland-framed views.
Adverse landscape effects would be likely to be
significant.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HI6 – Higham north-west
Representative views

HI6b

HI6a

View HI6a: looking north from footpath NS156 in parcel HI5 - HI6 lies beyond the hedgerow marking the A226 and
the building is The Copperfield pub

View HI6b: looking east from footpath NS157 on eastern edge of Lower Shorne towards Chilton Hills Wood

Description

Area: 56ha

Gently undulating arable farmland with weak field boundaries, sloping down northwards with a shallow
valley in the central area (the continuation of a landform which is more pronounced to the south of the
A226). The rural settlement edge and the A226 Gravesend Road form the southern edge of the parcel
and the settlement edge at Lower Shorne forms the western boundary. A spur of high ground running
north from the edge of Higham, defined by Chilton Hills Wood at its southern end, contains the eastern
side of the parcel. The northern edge follows weak field boundaries.
Several isolated buildings are located along Gravesend Road: a public house (The Copperfield) and one
dwelling close to Lower Shorne (Castlefield), and another dwelling, Shorne House, close to the edge of
Higham.
This parcel is also assessed as LS21 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Lower Shorne.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The gently sloping terrain and arable land uses have no particular sensitivity.
There is greater sensitivity associated with Chilton Hills Wood and the spur of
higher ground that descends from it, on the eastern edge of the parcel.

Settlement form and
edge

The western end of Higham, along Walmers Avenue, does not have strong
boundary features, with only garden hedges and trees to separate it from the
open arable farmland to the north, but it does roughly follow a break in slope
so that the developed area here occupies a distinct hill crest. There is a
stronger boundary to the west of Chilton Hills Wood, where trees protect a
large garden/orchard at the northern end of Norah Lane.
Shorne House sits slightly separate from the defined rural settlement edge,
and has surrounding trees which screen/filter views of houses on Walmers
Avenue and Gravesend Road.

Settlement setting

The north side of Higham has a very open, arable setting, with expansive
views down to the Thames corridor. Chilton Hills Wood forms a significant
element in the setting of the northern edge of Higham.
The fields to the west of Higham provide physical separation between Higham
and Lower Shorne, with trees and hedgerows around the three roadside
properties contributing to visual separation.

Views

One public right of way runs along the edge of Lower Shorne (View HI6b),
and there are views over the A226 roadside hedgerows from footpaths on
higher ground near Shorne (View HI6a), although dense tree cover to the
south of the road, around two dwellings and an old chalk pit, obscure the
settlement edge on Walmers Avenue. Court Wood, to the south of main road,
blocks views of central Higham from the direction of Shorne, so the limited
visibility of built development contributes to the rural character of the area
between Shorne and Higham.
The openness of the landscape to the north means that there are longer
views from many locations, in which housing is visible within a wooded
setting. Chilton Hills Wood plays an important role in reducing the apparent
size of the settlement by separating its eastern and western parts in views:
so from within the parcel there are no views of central Higham, and from the
east, approaching Higham from Lower Shorne, there is no visibility of the
western side of Higham.

Perceptual qualities

The openness of the landscape to the north means that development,
including pylon lines and Thames-side industry, is very visible, and the visible
settlement edge and traffic noise from the A226 limit any sense of
tranquillity, but the openness of the arable farmland nonetheless contributes
positively to rural character. This is clearly a functioning agricultural
landscape.

Cultural or historical

The Copperfield pub has been in existence (under different names) for at

value

least 150 years, and although not a listed building it can be considered to
have some cultural heritage value.
There is a cultural/historical value attached to Chilton Hills Woods, as ancient
woodland.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Distinction between settlement on steeper, higher ground and arable farmland on shallower
slopes.
Absence of strong alternative settlement boundaries to the north.
Undeveloped rural character of the parcel in views from the south-west, between Shorne and
Higham, and from the north-east, between Lower Higham and Higham.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-low

• Any development that would be visible from high
ground towards Shorne or from the vicinity of Taylors
Lane between Lower Higham and Higham would have
an adverse effect on the undeveloped rural character of
those locations, and would therefore be likely to result
in significant adverse landscape impact.
• Development northward from the settlement edge
would represent expansion down from higher ground
into an open arable landscape lacking boundary
features, and so would be likely to have significant
adverse landscape effects even if wider visual effects
were limited, although new tree planting could reduce
impact in the longer term (and would not be out of
place).
• The field adjacent to the western settlement edge can
be considered slightly less sensitive as it aligns with
Walmers Avenue and is buffered by Shorne House and
its well treed garden, and by tree cover to the south of
the Gravesend Road. Without protection trees in
private gardens cannot be relied upon as a long-term
visual screen, but planting around the field boundaries
could offset this reliance over time. Development in
this area would therefore be unlikely, in isolation, to
have significant adverse impact, but considered in
combination with any development occurring to the
east of Lower Shorne (see assessment for parcel LS2)
there would potentially be a significant adverse effect
on the settlement gap.

Small

Low

Medium

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

Large

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

HOOK GREEN

Settlement description
Hook Green is the northernmost of two distinct settlements along the A227 Wrotham Road which
together form the extended linear village of Meopham. The other settlement is Meopham Green, which
lies to the south. A third area of historical settlement, The Street, lies between Hook Green and
Meopham Green but is not classified as a settlement in its own right.
The road and settlements follow a ridge of high ground, gently climbing from north to south, which falls
away into characteristic dry valleys incised into the chalk dip slope to the east and west.
Hook Green is centred on a triangular village green, just to the west of the main road, around which are
a number of listed buildings. A conservation area has been defined around this historic core. However,
this area forms only a small proportion of the modern settlement, which has gradually expanded in all
directions over the course of the 20th century.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Meopham within the Ash Downs character area, which overall
is assessed as being in good condition and of high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Hook Green forms part of the large Meopham
Downs character area. Key characteristics relevant to this settlement and surrounds are:
•
Gently undulating topography with a mixture of arable and pasture farmland
•
Broader irregular shaped fields to the north
•
Narrow lanes and roads lined with hedgerows
•
Three large settlements located along A227 running east and west
•
Traditional architecture surrounding village greens provide local vernacular
Hook Green isn’t referred to specifically, being considered as part of the broader settlement of
Meopham. The A227 is noted as being a busy road, and the principal north-south route through the
Borough. The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Meopham Downs
as good, on the basis of its traditional architecture, land use, coherent pattern of elements and lack of
visual detractors. It rates sensitivity as moderate, principally due to the screening influence of shaws,
clumps and hedgerows and the extent of modern development within the area, which has some impact
on strength of character.
Assessment parcels
Six parcels have been defined around Hook Green, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement
edge as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements.
HG1 is separated from HG2 and HG5 by the railway line; Green Lane separates HG2 from HG3;
Wrotham Road separates HG3 from HG4 and a hedgerow separates HG4 from HG5. Field and property
boundaries and a ridge line to the south of The Orchard separate HG5 and HG6.
Parcel HG2 also encompasses a section of the 500m zone around Sole Street. Sensitivity to development
extending out from Sole Street is considered separately under the assessment for that settlement (as
parcel SS4).
The area either side of the A227, which lies between, but outside, the defined rural settlements of Hook
Green and Meopham Green, is considered under the assessment for Meopham Green (as parcel MP1).
The defined rural settlement of Hook Green excludes the playing fields and playgrounds to the south of
the two schools on Longfield Road, but the HG2 parcel boundary has been drawn to exclude this
contained area which is clearly associated with the schools.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: HG1 – Hook Green north
Representative views

HG1a

HG1b

View HG1a: looking south from Park Hill toward tree belt alongside railway line (with Southdown Wood to right)

View HG1b: looking south-west from roadside at junction of Nurstead Church Lane and Copt Hall Road

Description

Area: 50ha

This parcel consists of two large fields, one to either side of the A227 Wrotham Road. The field to the
east of the road is under arable cultivation, sloping gently downhill southwards towards Hook Green but
with a distinct shallow valley running north-south through its centre. A pylon line runs diagonally across
the field, which has strong, well-treed boundary hedgerows adjacent to Wrotham Road and to Nurstead
Church Lane and White Post Lane to the north, and a belt of woodland (Waterditch Wood) alongside the
Chatham Main Line railway to the south. The boundary vegetation alongside the railway is particularly
solid, with very limited intervisibility between this parcel and Hook Green. Inset into the field on its
northern edge is the Grade II* listed St Mildred’s Church, which formed part of the medieval Nurstead
Manor complex. This is associated with Nurstead Lodge (Grade II) across the road (but screened from
this parcel), and Nurstead Court, about 200m to the north, an important Grade I listed manor house.
The field to the west of Wrotham Road is mostly arable but has a c.100m wide strip of allotments along
its roadside edge. A woodland block, Southdown Wood, juts out into the arable land on the west side of
the field, which has well tree hedgerow boundaries to three sides and a solid but treeless hedgerow
alongside Park Hill to the north. The railway line runs along the southern edge of the parcel, and also
one dwelling alongside Wrotham Road. This field also has a valley running through it, but with a more
pronounced slope than in the field to the east of the Wrotham Road. The general orientation of the
underlying slope is downhill from the south-west, although the allotment area to the east of the field is
fairly level.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Most of Hook Green lies on a ridge of land sloping gently uphill to the south,
so the north-south valleys running through this parcel of land, and the slope
off to the north-east in the field to the west of Wrotham Road, are distinctly
different landforms in which development would sit less comfortably than on
a consistently sloping site.

Settlement form and
edge

The parcel bears very little relationship to Hook Green, which is clearly
bounded to the north by the railway line and associated belts of trees,
creating a strong rural edge. The A227 Wrotham Road is the only route to
breach this boundary, and only one building, a residential care home on the
west side of the road next to the railway bridge, lies to the north.
Development to the east of Wrotham Road would have a stronger association
with the few buildings which comprise Nurstead, principally St Mildred’s
church and an adjacent converted farmstead/oast house, and development to
the west would be isolated from any existing settlement (with the exception
of the care home in the south-east corner).

Settlement setting

The parcel plays no visual role in Hook Green’s setting, due to screening by
the trees along the railway line and Wrotham Road, but to the east of
Wrotham Road it is significant in providing an open, rural setting to the
hamlet of Nurstead. The eastern end of the parcel forms about 25% of the
c.800m gap between Hook Green and Sole Street, but there is little
perception of the existence of either settlement due to the extent of
woodland screening.

Views

The parcel is relatively well screened and has no public access, but there
would be glimpsed/passing views from Park Hill, White Post Lane and
Nurstead Church Lane. There is also a public footpath past Nurstead Court
which joins the road adjacent to the church. Visitors to the church and
Nurstead Court (a wedding venue) would potentially see changes in the
composition and character of views. Both fields are large and well bounded by
trees, and so give an open, rural character to views.

Perceptual qualities

The power line crossing the eastern field is a negative visual element, traffic
on the main road is audible and trains are audible and also briefly visible
where there is a lack of screening on the south-eastern edge of parcel, but
the character of the parcel is still very much a rural one. There is negligible
visibility of modern housing and traffic is mostly screened from view. The
allotments in the western field, whilst functionally associated with the

settlement area, do not significantly detract from the rural character of the
landscape.
Cultural or historical
value

There are no known cultural or historic associations within the parcel itself,
but the open, undeveloped space between Nurstead and Hook Green
contributes to the historic, rural character of the hamlet. There is a sense of
time-depth associated with the church and the proximity of Nurstead Court
and associated parkland to the north of Nurstead Church Lane.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

The extent of separation of the parcel from Hook Green by the railway line and associated trees
The historic character and separation of the adjacent hamlet of Nurstead

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

The extent of separation of the parcel from Hook Green
by the railway line and associated trees, combined with
the historic character of the hamlet of Nurstead and
rural character of the parcel which this detachment
helps to preserve, makes this area very sensitive to
built development.
Any development within this area is likely to have an
adverse impact on the historic, rural character of
Nurstead. Only the construction of a very small number
of dwellings on Nurstead Church Lane, related to
Nurstead rather than Hook Green and of a scale and
design that would not detract from the historic, rural
character of the hamlet, could potentially be achieved
without significant adverse effects on landscape
character.
Expansion to the west of Wrotham Road would have a
significant impact on undeveloped countryside.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HG2 – Hook Green east
Representative views

HG2b

HG2a

View HG2a: looking north-west from field edge alongside Camer Road, adjacent to Camer Farm

View HG2b: looking east towards Blundell’s Shaw and woodland on western side of Sole Street, from public footpath
near Norwood Road

Description

Area: 56ha

This parcel consists of one large, arable field to the north/east of Norwood Lane, a smaller hedged area
between the edge of Hook Green and the arable field, and a smaller arable field to the south/west of
Norwood Lane. The parcel slopes gently uphill southwards and contains three shaws (Blundell’s Shaw in
the centre-north, a smaller, unnamed block to the south and Churchway Wood to the south-west). A
pylon line cuts across the larger field, near its north-eastern corner.
The large field is bounded to the north by the railway line, which has a strong tree boundary in the
eastern part of the parcel but a weaker one towards the western end. Trees prevent any intervisibility
between Hook Green and Sole Street, aside from the several buildings (including the railway station and
Railway Inn) which lie to the south of the railway line in the latter.
Camer Road, which borders the south-eastern edge of the parcel, marks a change in landscape
character, with estate buildings and parkland trees within Camer Park visible. Camer Road is also the
boundary of the Kent Downs AONB. Green Lane forms a well-treed southern edge to the field to the
south of Norwood Lane, and to the west the parcel abuts the defined settlement edge of Hook Green.
This parcel is also assessed as SS4 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Sole Street.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is no particular sensitivity associated with the landform within the
parcel, which is consistent with the north-south sloping terrain on which the
existing Hook Green settlement is located, but the three shaws, although
relatively small, are prominent landscape features. Functionally they do not
play a significant screening role, as trees to the east close to the railway line
block views between Hook Green and Sole Street, but they are characteristic
features in the local landscape which do contribute to scenic value.

Settlement form and
edge

The eastern side of Hook Green is fairly linear in form, consisting mostly of
post-war estate development. There is little ribbon development along
Norwood Lane beyond the former farmstead of Norwood, which was once
separated from Hook Green in much the same way that Melliker remains a
separate farmstead to the west of Hook Green, but which now forms part of
the defined settlement. Towards its southern end the settlement edge is
defined by a strong belt of trees linking to Churchway Wood. North of
Churchway Wood the boundary is more intermittently vegetated, following
former field boundaries, but stronger groups of trees and several small
enclosed and semi-enclosed fields define the edge of the former Norwood
farmstead.

Settlement setting

The relative openness of Hook Green’s defined settlement boundary means
that the fields making up this parcel contribute to the setting of the
settlement. The shaws, views to Camer Park and the wooded backdrop
further to the east make this a distinctly rural setting, although in terms of
settlement separation it is woodland adjacent to Sole Street that prevents
intervisibility with Hook Green. The parcel also forms part of the setting for
dwellings within the former Camer Park estate.

Views

The parcel is open to residential views from Hook Green and Camer, the
latter being located within the AONB. The public parkland does not overlook
the parcel, but a public footpath links central Hook Green to Camer Road,
providing access to the Park. A public footpath also runs east-west through
the parcel, connecting Hook Green to Sole Street via a footbridge across the
railway line. There are clear views into the area from Norwood Lane, Green
Lane and Camer Road, and a linear view over the north-western edge of the
parcel towards Thames-side industry and infrastructure. The central, northern
part of the parcel, including Blundell’s Shaw, is also visible from White Post
Lane, where the limited amount of railway-side vegetation allows longer
views from what is otherwise a fairly contained landscape.

Perceptual qualities

The defined settlement edge is evident, trains are audible and also briefly
visible where there is a lack of screening on the north-western edge of parcel,
and the pylons are a detracting feature, but the character of the parcel is still
rural, with trees forming much of the visual backdrop on all sides.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known cultural or historic associations within the parcel itself,
but the open, undeveloped space between Hook Green and Camer
contributes to the historic, rural character of the Camer Park estate, in which
several Grade II listed buildings have views in this direction. Norwood
Farmhouse is also Grade II listed, but its setting is largely compromised by
adjacent 20th century development.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•

An open, rural character, to which the shaws make a significant contribution, which contributes
to the setting of Hook Green but more importantly to the estate hamlet of Camer, set within the
Kent Downs AONB
Contribution to separation of Sole Street from Hook Green and Camer Park.
Clear views from public footpaths and local roads crossing and bounding the parcel

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

•

Extensive development in this parcel would
compromise its open rural character and its positive
contribution to the setting of the AONB settlement of
Camer and to Hook Green. This would therefore be
likely to result in significant adverse landscape effects.
However, the edge of Hook Green is not distinctly
separated from its rural setting, other than in the
south-western corner adjacent to Churchway Wood, so
limited, incremental development to the north of the
footpath between Norwood Lane and Sole Street which
preserved the shaws within a sizeable open setting
would be unlikely to have a significant impact on rural
character, settlement form or setting, or key views.
Hedgerow planting, perhaps with some wider woodland
block planting in one or two places, could be used to
define and soften an extended settlement edge.
Any development which was visible across the railway
line from White Post Lane would have additional
adverse impact, impinging on the rural character of
that area (parcel HG1), so increased screening along
the railway corridor would be beneficial in this instance.
There would also be potential to extend the settlement
between Mulberry Close and the houses on Norwood
Lane to the north, aligning with the development edge
to the south of Churchway Wood but not impinging on
the prominence of the woodland block as a settlement
boundary feature. With hedgerow planting to enhance
the boundary and provide connectivity to the wood,
significant adverse landscape effects would be unlikely.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HG3 – Hook Green south east
Representative views

HG3b

HG3a

View HG3a: looking north-west from public footpath to the east of Meopham Court toward Green Lane, which is
screened by Olive Shaw and Holts Shaw; trees to far right are in Camer Park

View HG3b: looking east towards the tree-screened A227 Wrotham Road; the woodland block to centre-right is
Priestfield Shaw, with Holts Shaw alongside Green Lane to the far right.

Description

Area: 35ha

This parcel consists of one large arable field and a smaller one in the north-east corner. The latter is
defined to the west by a residential dwelling and its garden, which incorporates a small woodland block
called Priestfield Shaw, and to the south by the sporadic remains of a hedgerow. The area as a whole is
bounded by a woodland belt alongside Green Lane to the north (Olive Shaw to the west and Holts Shaw
to the east), by Camer Park Road and the adjacent Camer Park to the east, by the tree-lined Wrotham
Road to the west and by trees and hedgerows around Meopham Court to the south.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The land slopes gently downhill to the north, as does Hook Green, so there is
no particular sensitivity associated with landform within the parcel, and
arable land use is commonplace in the district. Priestfield Shaw is not a
particularly significant feature in terms of its topographical location and
landscape setting, but is typical of the locality and does add some landscape
interest. The parcel is largely screened from built development by its
boundary tree cover, which allows only very filtered views particularly when
trees are in leaf.

Settlement form and
edge

The tree belts alongside Green Lane and Wrotham Road form a strong edge
to the south-eastern part of Hook Green, with the house at Priestfield Shaw
being somewhat detached from the main settlement. The north-western part
of the large field is less sensitive in terms of settlement form than the rest of
the parcel, being adjacent to the Camer Parade local retail centre and
housing to the north and west, and to the dwelling at Priestfield Shaw to the
east.

Settlement setting

The degree of enclosure provided by the parcel boundaries create a sense of
separation from Hook Green, so the open area contributes little to the
settlement setting either as experienced from within it or on approach. The
parcel does, however, form the entire gap between Hook Green and the
northern part of The Street (the buildings around Meopham Court and the
church of St John the Baptist), and also the gap between Hook Green and
dwellings in Camer Park (which marks the boundary of the Kent Downs
AONB). It also constitutes most of the gap between Hook Green and the
hamlet of Foxendown to the south, which in turn has little separation from
The Street.

Views

The principal visual receptors are users of a public footpath that crosses the
parcel between The Street and Camer Park, and also users of Camer Park
Road, which provides access from the south to the public open space at
Camer Park. Views north across the parcel from the footpath are
characterised by the tree belts which largely screen roads and nearby
development from view but which allow long views above a dip in the tree
line to the QEII Bridge at Dartford.

Perceptual qualities

The combination of perimeter tree cover, openness within the parcel and the
long view to the north give this area a rural character and, for users of the
public footpath, some sense of elevation and separation from the settlement
area. These enhance the role of the parcel in settlement separation. Closer to
the edge of Hook Green and Wrotham Road traffic is more audible, and in
winter also more visible.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known cultural or historic associations within the parcel itself,
but the open, undeveloped space in this parce contributes to the historic,
rural character of both the Camer Park estate and Meopham Court. The
importance of the setting of the former is enhanced by its location within the
Kent Downs AONB, and the importance of the latter is enhanced by its
designation within Meopham The Street Conservation Area. There is some
intervisibility, above a low hedgerow, between Meopham Court and the
northern part of the parcel, and whilst the present-day house is mostly

Victorian and is not listed its location on the site of a former medieval manor
adds historical value. The Conservation Area Appraisal notes the importance
of trees in screening the designated area, and of the farmland to each side of
the Wrotham Road in separating it from “modern, suburban development” in
Hook Green.
Key sensitivities to development
•
•

•

An open, rural character with a very limited visual relationship with Hook Green
Contribution to the setting and separation of Camer Park (from Hook Green and Foxendown) and
The Street (from Hook Green); the AONB status of Camer Park the designation of Meopham The
Street Conservation Area add importance to preservation of their rural settings
The presence of a public footpath connecting The Street to Camer Park, from which the settings
noted above can be appreciated

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

Any extensive development within the parcel would
affect the sense of rural openness which contributes
towards the settings of Camer Park, the Kent Downs
AONB and Meopham The Street Conservation Area, and
would be likely to have a significant adverse impact on
landscape character and potentially also on cultural
heritage value.
Development in the north-west corner of the parcel
would relate most closely to the existing settlement
form and would have a more limited impact on the
settings noted above, but it would still be likely to have
a significant adverse landscape and visual impact
because of the absence of any southern boundary
feature, resulting in intrusion on rural character as
perceived from the public footpath. This potential effect
could be reduced in the longer term by planting to the
south, where the presence of Priestfield Shaw offers
potential to create a new link to the trees along the
Wrotham Road without significantly compromising the
openness of the field.

Low

•

Low

• Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HG4 – Hook Green south west
Representative views

HG4a

HG4b

View HG4a: looking south-east along Longfield Road towards The Helen Allison School; the two woodland blocks to
the centre of the view are Brickfield Shaw and Shilling Shaw.

View HG4b: looking north-west from woodland edge to the rear of The Helen Allison School towards Longfield Road.

Description

Area: 33ha

This parcel consists almost entirely of arable farmland, bounded by hedgerows to the north, Longfield
Road to the north-east, two schools (The Helen Allison School and the Meopham Community Primary
School) and the A227 Wrotham Road to the east and Rabbit Wood to the west. To the south arable land
extends to Shipley Hills Road, punctuated by several shaws (Brick Field Shaw and Shilling Shaw), but
the boundary of the parcel has been taken as a distinct ridgeline which runs across the open arable land.
With the exception of the open ridgeline the parcel edges are mostly well treed; Longfield Road has an
open boundary to the parcel but has woodland on the northern side of the road other than where houses
are situated across the road from the school.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Several shallow ridges and valleys run north-south across this parcel, which
slopes gently downhill to the north. Brick Field Shaw and Shilling Shaw, on
higher ground at the southern end of the site, and the curving form of Rabbit
Wood to the west, add to the physical character of the landscape. The parcel
occupies most of a large, irregularly shaped arable field, crossed by an eastwest farm track which marks the location of a former hedgerow, cleared in
the 19th century. Arable land use is commonplace in the district.

Settlement form and
edge

The parcel has a fairly narrow frontage to the defined settlement boundary at
its north eastern corner, where it abuts the two schools to the south of
Longfield Road and a small section of residential development on the north
side of the road. To the north of this, a densely wooded area forms a strong
barrier between the western edge of Hook Green and this parcel. Whilst the
eastern side of the parcel relates to settlement to the north and south,
centred on Wrotham Road, the western side bears little relationship with
existing development.

Settlement setting

The schools are fairly well screened from the parcel by mature trees so, other
than for the eight or so houses visible on the northern side of Longfield Road,
the parcel does not have a direct relationship with the settlement area but
instead forms part of its wider rural setting. The narrow eastern end of the
parcel, where it abuts the Wrotham Road, forms a gap between Hook Green
and the conservation area around Meopham Court and the church of St John
the Baptist.

Views

A public footpath originating alongside Melliker Farm (just to the north of the
parcel) runs along the north eastern side of the parcel to Rabbit Wood, and
on from there to Shipley Hills Road, and another shorter path runs around the
edge of The Helen Allison School to connect Longfield Road to Wrotham Road.
Both provide expansive views across this open area, and there are also clear
views from Longfield Road, but the combination of topography and woodland
means that there is limited intervisibility between this parcel and the wider
landscape. A greater sensitivity is associated with the ridge which marks the
southern edge of the parcel, as development which would be visible from
locations to the south and east (e.g. Shipley Hills Road and the bridleway
along Gorse Bottom) would represent a sizeable change in the visual
influence of Hook Green.

Perceptual qualities

The combination of perimeter tree cover, arable land use, openness within
the parcel and glimpsed views of more distant hills and woodland give this
area a very rural character. Proximity of roads, schools and houses means
that there is no great sense of remoteness or tranquillity, but the houses
although modern do not greatly intrude on rural character, and whilst
Longfield Road can be busy at peak times it lacks the street lighting that
would have a more urbanising influence.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known cultural or historic associations within the parcel, other
than that Brickfield Shaw marks the location of a former brick works, but at
its south-eastern corner it abuts Meopham The Street Conservation Area,
where there are filtered views into the parcel from the road and from North

Lodge (a prominent building near the edge of the conservation area but not
listed). The Conservation Area Appraisal notes the importance of trees in
screening the designated area, and of the farmland to each side of the
Wrotham Road in separating it from “modern, suburban development” in
Hook Green.
Rabbit Wood, forming the western edge of the parcel, is mostly designated
Ancient Woodland.
Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

A rural character, appreciated from footpaths and Longfield Road, with a very limited visual
relationship with Hook Green
Impact on settlement form of development away from the eastern side of the parcel
High ground at the southern end of the parcel
Contribution to the setting of Meopham The Street Conservation Area

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

Development in the west of the parcel would be likely
to have significant adverse landscape effects in terms
of lack of relationship with the existing settlement form
and intrusion on rural character, and development to
the south-east closer to Wrotham Road would be likely
to have a significant adverse impact on the setting of
Meopham The Street Conservation Area.
Development towards the northern edge of the parcel,
to the west of the Helen Allison School, would relate
more closely to the existing settlement form. It would
have a more limited impact on setting and on public
views, particularly if new planting was used to soften
the development edge in the same way that trees
screen the backs of the school buildings, but would
constitute an adverse impact on the rural character of
Longfield Road. Adverse landscape effects could
therefore potentially still be significant, depending on
the extent of development and consequent loss of
views from the road.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HG5 – Hook Green far west
Representative views

HG5a

HG5b

View HG5a: looking south from Longfield Road at the northern tip of the parcel, towards Melliker Farm (Rabbit Wood
is on the skyline to the right of the view).

View HG5b: looking north from Longfield Road towards trees that fringe the railway line and the north-western corner
of Hook Green.

Description

Area: 51ha

Arable farmland to either side of Longfield Road, with the exception of some paddocks on the northwestern edge of the parcel, and also around Melliker Farm towards the south of the parcel, and a few
residential dwellings and a farm on nearby Melliker Lane, set in well treed surrounds. The terrain south
and west of the farm slopes downhill to the north west, but with a shallow valley running through it. To
the north of Longfield Road the downslope is steep and west-facing in the western part of the parcel, but
shallow and plateau-like to the east.
To the south of Longfield Road the steeper, western slope runs down to a hedgerow just above a valley
known as Gorse Bottom. Between Longfield Road and the railway line to the north, paddocks occupy the
parcel fringe, at the end of a row of detached houses in large plots and a small block (Little Monkreed
Wood). The parcel is bounded by the railway line to the north and by hedges and woodland to the south
of Melliker Farm. To the east the parcel edge follows the crest of a ridge that marks the defined
settlement edge at its northern end, a scrubby field (formerly an orchard) to the centre and an area of
rough grassland south of Melliker Road.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The steeper terrain in the western part of the parcel and the valley to the
west of Melliker Farm are more sensitive than the plateau to the east which is
already in part developed. Arable land use is commonplace in the district, and
the field to the north of Longfield Road has suffered loss of internal boundary
hedgerows and also woodlands (Pittfield Bank Wood in the centre of the area
and Roundabout Shaw adjacent to the surviving Little Monkreed Wood).

Settlement form and
edge

The majority of this parcel has no relationship with the Hook Green
settlement edge. The parcel only abuts the settlement to the north-east
(houses on Orchard Drive), and from most of the parcel the slope of the land
hides any houses from sight. The defined settlement edge at this point
follows a field boundary but has no hedgerow and only occasional back
garden trees (see View HG5b).
To the south a scrubby field (in parcel HG6) separates the parcel from the
defined settlement edge, and a well wooded area in which a large house (The
Orchard) is located forms the buffer between Hook Green and Melliker to the
south of Melliker Lane. Ribbon development from Longfield Hill, to the northwest, abuts the parcel edge on Longfield Road.

Settlement setting

To the north of Longfield Road the sloping arable ground forms an expansive
open space between Hook Green on the plateau and Longfield Hill above the
western side of the valley, from which development has already spread along
Longfield Road almost to the valley floor. The absence of visible development
contributes to the rural setting of Hook Green, although much of the parcel is
hidden from view from the defined settlement edge by the slope of the
terrain.

Views

A public footpath passes the southern side of Melliker Farm before exiting the
parcel and there is potentially some limited visibility of the north-eastern part
of the parcel from the bridleway along Gorse Bottom, but principal public
views into the parcel are from traffic on Longfield Road (which does have a
pavement, but is unlikely to be heavily used given its distance from central
Hook Green). This road provides attractive rural views toward the wooded
skyline to the south and west, and shorter views eastwards to the ridge crest,
with very limited perception of development.

Perceptual qualities

The combination of arable land use, openness within the parcel and views of
wooded hills give this area a rural character. Modern housing at Longfield Hill
just to the north, and housing and schools at the southern end of Hook
Green, mean that this parcel is not isolated from development, but landscape
character is not affected by the proximity of Hook Green. Whilst traffic along
Longfield Road can be busy at peak times it lacks the street lighting that
would have a more urbanising influence.

Cultural or historical
value

Melliker Farm is an attractive farmstead with an oast and a Grade II listed
house which benefits from and contributes to the rural character of the
parcel.
Little Monkreed Wood, abutting the western edge of the parcel, is Ancient
Woodland.

Key sensitivities
•
•
•

The sloping and undulating landforms in this parcel are inherently more sensitive to built
development than flatter, more uniform terrain
Rural character, particularly in the vicinity of Melliker Farm, which can be appreciated from
Longfield Road
Very limited relationship with Hook Green, particularly on steeper slopes

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

•
Small

•

•

Any development to the south of Longfield Road would
be likely to have a significant adverse effect on rural
character and on the setting of Melliker Farm.
Any development on the steep west-facing slope of the
field to the north of Longfield Road, or on the plateau
adjacent to the defined settlement edge but visible
from the road, would represent a significant expansion
of Hook Green from its current ridge-top form and
would have an adverse impact on rural landscape
character.
Any development along Longfield Road from the northwest would lack a relationship with Hook Green and
represent linear sprawl of Longfield Hill that would
diminish rural character.
Any development in the vicinity of Melliker Lane would
be seen as relating to the cluster of dwellings that are
located here, rather than to the defined settlement of
Hook Green, and would be likely to have a significant
adverse impact on the rural character of this area.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: HG6 – Hook Green near west
Representative views

HG6a

HG6b

View HG6a: looking south from Melliker Lane over rough grazing land between the edge of the defined settlement (to
the east) and The Orchard (to the west).

View HG6b: looking north from Melliker Lane across open scrub towards the defined settlement edge (New Road).

Description

Area: 18ha

The northern part of this parcel is a roughly square field of scrubby grassland to the north of Melliker
Lane, bounded on two side by housing in Hook Green. To the south of the lane it includes a large house
and grounds (The Orchard) and a horse-grazed pasture, and south of these, down to Longfield Road,
scrubby grassland to the west and dense scrub/young woodland to the east, abutting the edge of Hook
Green. The land to both sides of Melliker Lane slopes gently downhill north and east towards the defined
settlement edge.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The gently sloping land represents a continuation of the terrain on which the
adjacent settlement is situated. In terms of its land use the area to the north
of Melliker Lane has no particular sensitivity. To the south the
scrub/woodland provides a backdrop to views but is of no great age, having
grown up only over the last 20 or so years.

Settlement form and
edge

The northern field relates well to the existing settlement form, being adjacent
to housing on two sides. Whilst there is some boundary vegetation this varies
in density, and has some gaps.
To the south the pasture field is exposed to the settlement edge but the
dense scrub/woodland block beyond it forms a strong settlement boundary.

Settlement setting

The northern field doesn’t contribute greatly to Hook Green’s rural setting in
its current condition, but the open pasture to the south is more prominent
and contributes to the rural character of Melliker Lane.
The scrub/woodland, by forming a buffer between the settlement and the
landscape to the west, contributes to rural character of the latter, and so to
Hook Green’s wider landscape setting.
The Orchard, dating to the late 19th century (and not listed), is located on a
spur of high ground on the western edge of the parcel but is distinct from
Hook Green and lacks any visual relationship with the defined settlement.

Views

There are no public rights of way within or around this parcel. There are clear
views south over the pasture from Melliker Lane but very limited visibility
through the roadside hedgerow into the northern field. The location of this
parcel to the east of the ridge top, and the strong vegetation in the southern
part of the parcel, means that there is no intervisibility with the rural
landscape beyond Longfield Road to the west (parcel HG5) and south (parcel
HG4).

Perceptual qualities

As it occupies the same gently sloping terrain as Hook Green the field to the
north doesn’t have a strong relationship with the wider countryside, and its
proximity to a long settlement edge is apparent, but it is some distance from
major roads and so is likely to have a fairly quiet character. The wooded
southern area has an enclosed character, and whilst this offers a sense of
rural separation from the settlement it similarly doesn’t relate strongly to the
wider, managed rural landscape, screening views from Longfield Road and
beyond.
On entering the parcel from the settlement centre, Melliker Lane exhibits a
fairly rapidly change from suburban to rural character.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no strong cultural or historic associations within the parcel, but the
Hook Green Conservation Area lies just to the east of the parcel, and actually
encompasses its north-eastern tip, including the ruinous base of an oast
house associated with the former Hook Green Farm. The Conservation Area
Appraisal notes that the Melliker Lane approach is the most rural but
comments (at paragraph 7.3) on its almost complete enclosure by 20th
century development, and on the absence of views from which its character
can be appreciated until almost reaching the green.

Key sensitivities
•
•

Rural character of Melliker Lane and contribution to setting of the Hook Green Conservation Area
Strong boundary formed by dense scrub forms a buffer to the rural landscape to the south and
west

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium

Conclusions

•

Small

•

•

•

Maintaining a wooded buffer between Hook Green and
Melliker Farm is important in preserving the rural
character of the area around the latter, as experienced
by users of Longfield Road. However, the breadth of the
woodland/scrub area is such that it is likely that some
loss could be incurred from its eastern edge without
significant adverse effects in this respect, as long as the
edges to the north and south remained intact.
The proximity of the Hook Green Conservation Area is
likely to be a concern, despite its limited visual
relationship with the parcel. The pasture to the south of
Melliker Lane, with the remains of the oast house, does
contribute some sense of the historic character of the
settlement prior to 20th century residential expansion,
so development in this area would be likely to constitute
a significant adverse landscape effect.
The field to the north is fairly well screened by the
roadside hedgerow and, in contrast to the pasture to
the south, does not directly adjoin the conservation
area boundary. This area has limited sensitivity in other
respects, so there is some capacity for development
here without likelihood of significant adverse landscape
impact. Any retention of open space alongside Melliker
Lane, and planting to help screen development, would
be beneficial.
The creation of any new access onto Melliker Lane
would be likely to affect its rural character and
constitute a significant adverse landscape effect.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Istead Rise

Settlement description
Istead Rise is a modern, medium sized settlement of mainly post 1950’s development on the site of
former nurseries. It is located on the northern edge of the chalk dip slope of the Downs, about 3
miles south of Gravesend/Northfleet urban area with some long views out, from elevated areas, to
the Thames Estuary and beyond. The settlement has developed along a ridge between two sweeping
dry valleys which create strong landscape features to the west and east. It is located to the west of
the A227 which runs along the valley to the east. It contains a primary school located within the dry
valley to the west and a small parade of shops/local facilities in the centre of the village on Upper
Avenue, plus community centre and recreation ground on the northern edge of the settlement.

Previous assessment findings
In the Landscape Assessment of Kent, the area is within the Southfleet Arable Land character area.
Key characteristics are the open arable landscape, long views including to infrastructure, pylons and
settlements, remnant hedgerows, shelterbelts and woodland clumps. It is assessed as being in very
poor condition and of moderate sensitivity
The Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment places this area within the Istead Arable
Farmlands landscape with the area immediately to the south and south east of the village within the
much larger Meopham Downs character area, which is representative of the chalk dip slope.
The following key characteristics of the Istead Arable Farmlands are relevant:
•
Gently undulating topography with open arable fields
•
Fields divided by tracks, roads and occasional hedgerows
•
Minor native woodland clumps
•
Few roads
•
Modern housing development at Istead Rise
•
Large pylons
The condition of the Istead Arable Farmlands character area is assessed as poor, principally because
of intensive arable agriculture and some fragmentation, and visual detractor of the pylons.
Sensitivity is assessed as moderate, largely due to the open character and consequential high
visibility.
The following key characteristics of the much larger Meopham Downs character area are represented.
•
•

Gently undulating topography with a mixture of pasture and arable
Broader, irregular fields

The condition of the Meopham Downs is considered to be good, and sensitivity moderate.
Around Istead Rise there is a distinct change in the landscape between the open arable farmland and
the more undulating topography of the Meopham Downs.
Assessment parcels
Five parcels have been defined around Istead extending to 500m from the defined settlement edge,
with the outer boundaries reflecting landform and landscape elements including rights of way and
roads.
The parcels to the north of Istead (IR1, IR2, IR3) occupy the land between the settlement and the
embankment along the southern edge of the HS1 railway line and are also assessed in relation to the
southern edge of Gravesend (as GR8, GR9 and GR10 respectively). IR1 is defined by field boundaries
to the west and separated from IR2 by Downs Road. IR2 and IR3 are separated by the A227
Wrotham Road. To the east, woodland and hedgerows near Marlborough House separate IR3 from
IR4 and to the south Downs Road, following the line of a narrow valley, separated IR4 from IR5.
To the west, parcel IR5 is assessed in relation to both the edge of Istead Rise and New Barn.

Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: IR1 – Istead Rise north east
Representative views

IR1c

IR1b

IR1a

add

View IR1a: looking north along the valley from the lower end of Broad Ditch Road, where it wraps around the north
west edge of Istead Rise

View IR1b: View south from Broad Ditch Road across
the upper arable slopes of the valley, with the northern
edge of Istead Rise visible on the ridge above the valley

View IR1c: View from Downs Road into the grazed valley
with arable land on the upper slopes

Description

Area: 101ha

This parcel comprises the land to the north-west of Istead Rise, between Broad Ditch Road in the south,
and Downs Road in the east. It extends as far as the Borough administrative boundary to the west, with
the northern boundary formed by HS1. The landscape is a continuation of the dry valley that
characterises the western side of Istead Rise. Land cover comprises a band of grazed pasture along the
valley floor (within flood zone 3), with more extensive areas of arable on the upper slopes and extending
over the gentler slopes to the north creating a very open landscape. Woodland blocks mark the upper
valley plateau in the south west. There is sporadic residential development along the minor lane
(Northfleet Green Road) at Hazells Farm (Grade II Listed) and Northfleet Green. Three parallel lines of
pylons cross the landscape.
This parcel is also assessed as GR8 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Gravesend.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A distinct dry valley landform wrapping around the plateau on which Istead
Rise is located. Areas of pasture on the valley floor adjacent to the
settlement contribute to a strong rural character which is particularly
sensitive while larger areas of arable land on the upper slopes are more
exposed and with high visibility within the wider landscape due to their
elevation. A block of woodland at Madam Wood on the plateau is a key
landscape feature.

Settlement form and
edge

Istead Rise is located on a promontory between two dry valleys. The valley
land forms a distinct boundary to the settlement edge in the north west,
where houses front onto Downs Road overlooking the valley. Only a very
small part of the existing settlement edge adjoins this area. This part of the
settlement is bound by Downs Roads and associated hedgerows. The edge of
the settlement on the valley side is visible in some longer views from within
this parcel for example from Broad Ditch Road.

Settlement setting

The grazed pasture of the valley floor (flood zone 3) forms a distinctive rural
setting to this part of Istead and provides a natural containment to the
village.

Views

In the north and west, this is an open arable landscape with long views
facilitated by the absence of hedgerows, with some views back to Istead Rise
on the rising ground. Views northwards to the urban area of Gravesend are
blocked by screening and earthworks associated with HS1. In the south the
enclosing topography make this a more contained landscape.

Perceptual qualities

The sweeping contours and grazed pasture of the valley have a strong rural
character, although detractors include the 3 lines of pylons and to the north,
the corridor of HS1 and the A2 creating a strong degree of visual and noise
intrusion.

Cultural or historical
value

No known cultural or historic values that would render this an historic
landscape. There are three Grade II Listed Buildings at Hazells Farm, forming
an important group including unusual 2 storey barn, rare in Kent.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

The rural character of the landscape proving a buffer between Istead Rise and the corridor of
HS1 and A2 and the urban area of Gravesend/Northfleet to the north;
The distinct landform of the dry valley as the setting to Istead Rise containing the spread of
development to the north-west.

Development
scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development
scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Capacity for small scale development overall is judged
to be low, having a significant adverse landscape and
visual impact. The contours of the dry valley that wrap
around the settlement at Downs Road (flood zone 3)
form a ‘natural’ limit to development containing the
existing edge of Istead Rise.

•

Away from the dry valley landform to the north and
west this landscape is not intrinsically sensitive and
contains a number of existing detractors. However,
this wider area is not well related to the existing
settlement edge and is important in providing rural
separation from Gravesend.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: IR2 – Istead Rise north
Representative views

IR2b

IR2a

View IR2a: View from Public Bridleway NU27, north of the Community Centre, showing the settlement on the arable
plateau and an important areas of copse woodland

View IR2b: View from footpath NU28 looking south across the undulating arable farmland. Istead Rise is contained
by the flat plateau landform and field boundaries in views travelling south on the A227 from Gravesend

Description

Area: 97ha

This parcel comprises the land immediately to the north of Istead, between Downs Road and Wrotham
Road. It is an area of rolling topography which slopes down (northwards) from the ridge on which Istead
Rise is located to the A2/HS1 corridor which form the northern boundary of the parcel. It includes dry
valleys to the west (in parcel IR5) and east, both in flood zone 3, which contain the settlement and have
limited its spread outwards away from the ridge. It is predominantly arable farmland within large fields;
remaining hedgerow boundaries and small woodland blocks are important in providing diversity and
screening. Otherwise a very open landscape with long views from the ridge across the lower land to the
north, within which the three parallel lines of pylons are prominent and detracting features.
This parcel is also assessed as GR9 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Gravesend.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An area of rolling topography descending down from Istead Rise which is
located on a ridge between two dry valleys. The southern, more elevated
part is a flat ‘plateau’ forming part of the ridge adjacent to the existing
settlement. Hedgerow boundaries and small woodland blocks and copses are
important in containing the settlement and provide landscape variety and
diversity

Settlement form and
edge

Istead Rise is a modern post war settlement. The northern edge of Istead
Rise is defined by back garden boundaries backing onto arable farmland, with
a central area providing community facilities, recreation park and sports
pitches. Bridleway NU27 provides access out into the landscape and towards
Gravesend. Areas of woodland and scrub immediately to the north of the
settlement are a valuable resource for recreation and provide screening and
containment, for example in views from the north and A227.

Settlement setting

The area provides a valuable rural buffer between Gravesend/the A2/HS1
transport corridor and Istead Rise. Topography and trees screen the
settlement in longer views from the Wrotham Road (A227), maintaining the
rural character and the sense of a distinctly separate settlement. The diverse
local landscape of sports field, woodland and scrub immediately north of the
community facilities is an important local resource and setting to Istead Rise,
while the dry valleys to the east and west also contain the spread of
development outwards.

Views

The elevated land to the south of the parcel abutting the settlement edge of
Istead Rise provides some long views out towards the Thames Estuary. The
land cover and topography contains most longer views towards the
settlement particularly when travelling along the roads (A227), where this is
perceived as a rural area despite detracting features. Within the area,
particularly to the north, there is high intervisibility reflecting the open
character, with views from bridleway NU27 and footpath NU28.

Perceptual qualities

The area is in close proximity to Gravesend and is bounded by the A2/HS1
transport corridor. It forms a distinct rural buffer/gap, for example travelling
south from Gravesend along the A227 Wrotham Road. It is not especially
tranquil and contains visually detracting features nevertheless it is perceived
as a rural landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

The bridleway that crosses the landscape running from Gravesend to Istead
Rise is an important local cultural feature, likely to have historic origins as
one of the routes (Drove Ways) connecting the Thames to the Downs.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

The openness of the wider landscape particularly to the north and role in providing a rural gap
and buffer between Istead and Gravesend;
Existing copses and hedgerow lines which help screen and contain the northern edge of Istead
Rise and provide landscape interest and diversity
The more elevated character of the plateau to the south and role as a skyline in some views
Historic feature such as the Drove Way.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
MediumHigh

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

The medium – high capacity rating refers only to the
less sensitive plateau land in close proximity to the
existing northern settlement edge, where there is an
opportunity to provide a well-integrated extension to
Istead Rise. The key requirements are to:
-

Medium-Low

•

Medium scale development in the main part of this rural
landscape could have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact. However, there may be some capacity
for low-rise, medium-scale buildings close to the
existing community facilities on the northern edge of
Istead Rise, where there are opportunities to provide
screening and integrate with the existing landscape, so
that buildings do not breach the skyline. Any
development would need to be no greater than two
storeys and similar in scale to the existing community
facilities. The key requirement is to maintain the
essentially rural character of the area and sense of
separation from Gravesend, with Istead Rise well
integrated into the rural setting.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Maintain, enhance existing hedgerows and tree belts
which provide screening and containment;
Protect, manage and if possible increase areas of
woodland copse;
Maintain the route of the Droveway/bridleway that
crosses through this area and maintain its rural
setting (i.e. do not build to edges and formalise);
Maintain the existing recreation ground and facilities;
Use low building heights that will not breach the
skyline in this relatively elevated area;
Maintain the essentially rural views e.g. from
Wrotham Road.

Landscape Parcel: IR3 – Istead Rise north east
Representative views

IR3a

IR3b

View IR3a: from Public footpath NU32 looking west across the valley and A227 to Istead Rise

View IR3b: from Public bridleway NU27 long view to the north to the Thames Estuary and beyond from this open,
elevated landscape. Pylons are a prominent and detracting feature.

Description

Area: 152ha

This parcel is bounded by the A227 Wrotham Road to the west, the A2/HS1 corridor to the north, with
woodland marking the transition to the more undulating topography of IR4 to the south and the distinct
landscape of Jeskyns Community Woodland/Park to the west. It forms part of a larger arable area
extending eastwards. This assessment concentrates on the area to the west relating to the edge of
Istead Rise. It is an area of large scale, elevated, open arable farmland, contained within large fields
with extensive visibility including to the north out over the Thames Estuary and across southern Essex.
The Weadway, part of a national trail linking Gravesend and Eastbourne, runs through the area.
This parcel is also assessed as GR10 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Gravesend.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A gently undulating landscape rising to a slightly elevated plateau at about
65m. The large scale arable fields are not especially sensitive in their own
right but the consequent openness and visibility within views from the wider
landscape heightens sensitivity of the higher parts of the plateau for example
in relation to views from the A227 and the Wealdway.

Settlement form and
edge

The defined rural settlement of Istead Rise is entirely located to the west of
the A227 Wrotham Road and therefore has no direct relationship with this
landscape, although is visible from it. There are a small number of cottages
outside the defined settlement on east side of the road; this is otherwise an
undeveloped landscape apart from the pylons and mast.

Settlement setting

The land forms part of the wider rural setting of Istead Rise and is visible in
views from the settlement. Travelling along the A227 it provides a contrast
of open countryside on one side with the relatively long edge modern housing
development on the other.

Views

The elevated land provides some extensive long distance views, notably
across the Thames Estuary to the north encompassing Tilbury and the Essex
hinterland. It also provides the rural landscape setting and views from the
Wealdway and rural landscape views for people travelling along the A227. To
the south, views are contained by the rising topography and woodland cover.
To the west there are views across the valley (A227) to Istead Rise on the
rising slopes. The pylons and mast are prominent vertical features in views to
the area.

Perceptual qualities

An open rural agricultural character generally, although detractors include the
road and the multiple pylon lines that cross the area. Sense of exposure is
heightened by the long distance views.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known historic/cultural associations, although the Wealdway
linking the Thames Estuary with the Downs is an important route and now
forms part of a long distance trail. Ifield Court, a Grade II* listed building,
and Court Cottage and Garden Cottage, a pair of Grade II listed buildings, are
located on the boundary of the area.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Lack of relationship with Istead Rise due to separation by A227 Wrotham Road;
Open arable landscape with high visibility;
The route and rural setting of the Wealdway;
Role in providing an open, undeveloped rural setting to Gravesend and Istead Rise and
maintaining separation between the two settlements.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

Any development in this parcel would create a
distinct new area of settlement to the east of the
A227 Wrotham Road. It would be physically
separated from Istead Rise by the road. The arable
landscape itself is not intrinsically sensitive and key
sensitivities could be respected by:
-

-

-

-

Limiting any development so that it does not
extend further north than the line of the existing
settlement boundary thus maintaining the function
as a rural gap and setting to the south of HS1/A2;
Limiting development to the lower slopes away
from the most visually exposed plateau areas;
Maintaining and enhancing the route and setting
of the Wealdway;
Conserving, managing and augmenting existing
hedgerows and small woodland copse including
creation of new boundaries and tree planting to
contain the settlement edges;
Seeking to provide integration with the existing
settlement and reducing the severance of the
road.

Low

•

Generally, development of medium-scale buildings in
this rural landscape would be likely to have significant
adverse landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: IR4 – Istead Rise south east
Representative views

IR4b

IR4b

View IR4a: looking south west from footpath NU35 over the paddocks and scrubland to the water pumping station in
the valley (IR5)

View IR4b: View west from the Wrotham Road (A227), close to Nash Street, showing the undulating topography and
woodland cover characteristic of this area

Description

Area: 50ha

This parcel is a distinct landscape type comprising more undulating topography and greater areas of
woodland compared to the arable farmlands to the north and therefore characteristic of the Meopham
Downs landscape. The main part of the area is east of the A227 Wrotham Road and therefore physically
separate from the eastern edge of Istead Rise with topography formed by the dry valley (flood zone 3),
and including a small Local Wildlife Site on the valley side.
A smaller area west of the road, comprising, paddocks, woodland and scrub adjoins the southern part of
the settlement, and the back gardens of Arcadia Road extending to the lane at Nash Bank (a wooded
sunken lane). Here, the small scale paddocks, now scrub, are reminiscent of the previous land use for
horticulture, and are identified as a Local Wildlife Site. This area dips down to the dry valley of IR5 to the
west. The eastern boundary of the parcel is notionally formed by the Wealdway, which wraps around
Nash Street.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A notably undulating topography creating interest and variety compared to
the open arable farmland to the north. Small copses and woodland shaws
such as at Castle Shaw, provide enclosure as do areas of scrub to the south
of Istead Rise. Horse paddocks also characterise the area immediately south
of Istead Rise. The undulating land cover, minor valleys and woodland is of
greater sensitivity.

Settlement form and
edge

For the eastern part of the parcel the defined rural settlement of Istead Rise
is entirely located to the west of the A227 Wrotham Road and therefore has
no direct relationship with this landscape, although is visible from it. To the
west of the A227 road part of the settlement edge is formed by back gardens
of dwellings in Arcadia Road, the southern edge of Istead Rise.

Settlement setting

The southern and south eastern edge of Istead Rise has a relatively wooded
character, which helps integrate it within the setting of the Meopham Downs.
It is very different in character to the exposed arable farmlands to the north.

Views

The undulating topography and extent of woodland screening limits views in
and out of the area. There are views across the landscape to the east from
the A227 Wrotham Road and views of the western part of the parcel from
Walnut Hill Road. Walkers on the Wealdway which runs along the eastern
boundary of the parcel also have views over this area.

Perceptual qualities

A distinct character with a more enclosed, rural quality compared to the open
farmlands to the north. Relatively tranquil spaces south of Istead Rise are
well used for local recreation, with local access via rights of way and informal
routes through woodland and scrub providing a valued local resource.

Cultural or historical
value

The Wealdway, a historically significant route linking the Thames to the
Downs runs along the eastern boundary of the parcel between Ifield Court
and Nash Street. The small scale plots and paddocks immediately south of
Istead Rise are reminiscent of former horticultural use. A line of mature
beech trees in the woodland is also indicative of a former boundary. There
are two Grade II Listed Buildings at Nash Street on the edge of the area,
Nash Street Farm House and Tudor Cottage.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

•

Relatively strong small scale rural character, and contrast with the adjacent open arable
farmlands;
For the main part of the area to the east there is a lack of relationship with defined rural
settlement, due to separation by A227 Wrotham Road plus a distinct rural character created by
the topographic variation and presence of woodland;
To the south (west of the A227) the woodland and scrub provide setting and screening of the
southern edge of Istead Rise.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Generally, development of small scale buildings in this
parcel would be likely to have a significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

•

In the area east of the A227 Wrotham Road any
development would not fit well, in the context of the
undulating topography and wooded character.

•

To the south of Istead, the small scale paddocks, scrub
and woodland provide an important local recreation
resource for this part of the settlement, while the
extent of tree cover contains development and provides
a well-integrated edge limiting views of the settlement
from the south. There may be some capacity for very
minor residential development along this southern edge
provided the woodland, local wildlife value and
screening function was retained.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Small

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: IR5 – Istead Rise west
Representative views

IR5a

IR5b

IR5c

View IR5a: view west from Downs Road illustrating the open arable valley sides , with woodland on the valley crest

View IR5b: view from the edge of Istead Rise showing the settlement in its ridge top location, contained by the
distinctive dry valley to the west

View IR5c: looking west from footpath NU37 along the wooded edge of New Barn

Description

Area: 105ha

This parcel is the western slopes of the distinctive dry valley which runs broadly north - south from the
Downs (Cobham Valleys system) and forms the edge of Istead Rise. Linear development, forming part
of the defined settlement of Istead Rise, runs along Downs Road in the valley bottom (all within Flood
Zone 3). This development, generally no more than a single line along the western side of the road,
also includes Istead Rise Primary School. The valley topography provides a distinctive setting to Istead
Rise when viewed from the settlement, with the arable land framed by woodlands along the crest as at
Walnut Wood. Boundaries are formed by the existing road and lane network (Walnut Tree Road, Downs
Road, Broad Ditch Road), with the western edge formed by the borough boundary.
This edge coincides with the north east edge of New Barn, which is located on the upper valley crest,
generally well screened by existing woodland and extensive tree cover within back gardens.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The landscape is formed by the distinctive contours forming the western
slopes of the dry valley that contains Istead Rise on its western edge. It is
predominantly open arable farmland with relatively few hedgerow
boundaries. Woodland, defined as ancient semi-natural woodland characterise
the upper slopes as at Walnut Wood, Pigstles Shaw and Thirty Acre Shaw.
Small rectilinear fields possibly assarts cut into woodland are a feature of the
upper southern slopes creating a distinct and different character compared to
the open arable valley sides. On the upper slopes to the south the woodland
and trees screen and integrate the settlement of New Barn.

Settlement form and
edge

At Istead Rise the defined settlement extends across Downs Road with
generally a single line of development fronting the road, although some
residential development extends slightly up the slopes as at Longwalk. Farm
buildings and sheds are contained within smaller scale fields along the base
of the slope, and Istead Rise Primary school also extends into the valley.
Sporadic built development occurs along Walnut Hill Road, outside the
defined settlement boundaries, although this is contained within the
woodland.
The compact modern development of New Barn adjoins the area in the south.
Here, the settlement edge is formed by the extensive back gardens at
Foxwood Way. It is well integrated and screened by mature trees in gardens
and areas of woodland (as at Thirty Acre Shaw) which characterise the upper
valley slopes.

Settlement setting

The parcel plays an important role in defining the setting of Istead Rise
illustrating the settlement on the higher land contained by the contours of the
dry valley to the west. The sweeping arable farmland provides a rural view
out from Istead and creates a link with the wider landscape of the Downs.
The valley and associated shaw woodlands on the crest are important in

maintaining the gap and separation between Istead Rise and New Barn,
which although not intervisible are in close proximity.
Views

The distinct valley land form provides the backdrop in views out from Istead
Rise on the ridge. Within the area there are long views along the open arable
valley, with containment provided by the woodland blocks creating a more
enclosed landscape to the south, framing views and screening New Barn. The
line of pylons across the lower valley slopes is a prominent feature in views.

Perceptual qualities

This area maintains the essential characteristics of a dry valley in the chalk
and has a strong rural character and quality despite the presence of pylons.

Cultural or historical
value

There are cultural heritage values associated with the continuity of Ancient
Woodland, plus the HLC records the southern parts of the area which contains
smaller fields cut into the woodland as rectilinear fields with wavy, possibly
late medieval origin which are a relatively rare feature.
These areas of woodland are especially important in creating the wooded
setting to New Barn, in views from Istead Rise.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

•
•
•

Importance of the dry valley slopes and uncluttered crest as the rural view from and setting of
Istead Rise;
Lack of connectivity with the main ridge settlement of Istead Rise – extension here would extend
development into a new landscape on the opposite side of the valley, although noting that some
encroachment has already occurred;
The ancient woodland and small fields that characterise the upper slopes in the area around
Walnut Tree Wood and the role of these in screening New Barn;
The sweeping contours of the dry valley which form a distinctive landscape feature;
The rural character and separation between Istead Rise and New Barn.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
MediumLow

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

There is likely to be pressure for development and infill
on the lower slopes of the valley given that there is
already a precedent. Some limited small scale
development could be accommodated in this area
without significant adverse landscape and visual
impacts providing it is restricted to the lower slopes and
does not impinge on the upper slopes or crest or the
important areas of ancient woodland and fields. The
key requirements are to:
-

•

Limit to minor small scale infill on lower slopes;
Maintain views out from Istead Rise to the contours
of the upper valley slopes and the clear valley crest;
Seek opportunities for creating further woodland
planting/tree cover, potentially linking into existing
areas of woodland.

There is low capacity for extension of the edge of New
Barn within this rural landscape, and any development
would be likely to give rise to significant landscape and
visual impacts. The hilltop location is well integrated by
woodland and trees, which are a valuable

historic/biodiversity resource in their own right as well
as providing screening. Any development beyond would
reduce the separation and rural gap with Istead Rise.
Low

•

Generally, development of medium-scale buildings in
this rural landscape would be likely to have significant
adverse landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

LONGFIELD HILL

Settlement description
The defined settlement of Longfield Hill lies on the western boundary of Gravesham Borough, on higher
ground overlooking distinctive dry valley to the east. It lies within Dartford Borough Council’s
administrative area and its extent is defined on the Dartford Policies Map.
The defined settlement is small and primarily linear, following Longfield Road and Nurstead Lane. It is
350 metres to the south east of the larger settlement of New Barn. The settlement is a mixture of 19th
and 20th century in origin, although the Green Man public house on Manor Road originates from a 17th
century farmhouse.
This assessment focusses on that part of the settlement and its periphery that lies within Gravesham
outside, but adjacent to, the defined village boundary.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Longfield Hill within the Ash Downs character area, which
overall is assessed as being in good condition and of high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, the outer edge of Longfield Hill forms part of the
large Meopham Downs character area. The key characteristics of this character area that can be seen
around Longfield Hill are:
•
Gently undulating topography with a mixture of arable and pasture farmland
•
Broader irregular shaped fields to the north
Longfield Hill isn’t referred to specifically in the Assessment as it is primarily within Dartford Borough. The
Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Meopham Downs as good, on the basis of
its traditional architecture, land use, coherent pattern of elements and lack of visual detractors. It rates
sensitivity as moderate, principally due to the screening influence of shaws, clumps and hedgerows and
the extent of modern development within the area, which has some impact on strength of character.
Assessment parcels
Two parcels are identified within Gravesham Borough, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement
edge as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements.
The railway line forms division between the two parcels; field edges form the outer boundaries of the
northernmost parcel, LO1, and the eastern edge of LO2, but the southern edge of LO2 has been drawn
through a large, open arable field due to the absence of any boundary features. The Borough boundary
forms the western edge of both parcels, and part of the northern edge of LO1.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: LO1 – Longfield Hill north
Representative views

LO1a

LO1b

View LO1a: looking south from Nurstead Lane towards the northern edge of Longfield Hill

View LO1b: looking north-east from Longfield Hill alongside the railway bridge, towards Gorse Wood

Description

Area: 31ha

This parcel consists primarily of one large arable field on the flat top of Longfield Hill, with a block of
woodland (Gorse Wood) and a continuation of the arable field to the east, on land sloping fairly steeply
down to a well-defined dry valley. Two small pasture fields, contained to the east by a woodland block
(Gorse Wood) and hedgerow, occupy the valley floor. There are allotments adjacent to much of the
Longfield Hill defined settlement edge, and also paddocks on the northern edge of the arable field.
Nurstead Lane and the railway line, which is set into a cutting, form the northern and southern boundaries
of the parcel respectively.
The parcel includes the buildings of Nurstead Hill Farm and the adjacent Nurstead Hall, a Grade II listed
building, but both are enclosed by well treed hedgerows. There is also an isolated house surrounded by
trees on the northern edge of the parcel.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is no sensitivity associated with the flatter hill top arable land, but the
sloping valley side, narrow valley floor and woodland are all sensitive to
development.

Settlement form and
edge

A fairly strong hedgerow together with a block of allotments separates houses
on the western part of Ryecroft from the arable field, but houses on the
eastern branch of the road are more exposed (see View LO1a).

Settlement setting

The retention of large open spaces around Longfield Hill contributes to the
fairly isolated, hill top character of the settlement, and also to the rural setting
of the larger villages of New Barn and Hook Green.

Views

There are no public rights of way within the parcel so local views are limited to
passing views from Nurstead Lane and views from the footpath linking
Longfield Hill to New Barn. Expansive long views are only available from the
edges of the plateau, but there is still sensitivity associated with the visibility of
longer horizons, which contribute to the openness of this area.
Views along the valley are typically more scenic and therefore more sensitive:
the valley floor and lower arable slopes towards the eastern end of the parcel
can be seen in passing from the main A227 Wrotham Road, from Park Hill, and
from the footpath that connects the two (NS248). Development on Skinners
Hill (in parcel LO2), and prominent back garden conifers, detract from these
views.

Perceptual qualities

The wide hill-top plateau and the openness of the large arable field give the
parcel an exposed, open character, but the visible proximity of the settlement
edge at Ryecroft and along Longfield Hill, and noise from traffic and the
railway, limit any sense of remoteness. The contained lower slopes and valley
floor have a more rural character.

Cultural or historical
value

As noted above, the Grade II listed Nurstead Hall is well contained, so there is
no specific sensitivity relating to its historic setting.
Gorse Wood is designated as an ancient woodland.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Distinctive landform and rural character of the valley, and woodland, at the eastern end of the
parcel.
Historic value of Gorse Wood ancient woodland.
Sense of openness on plateau, and role of this openness in settlement separation.
Settlement-edge hedgerow and allotments form a buffer to the open, arable plateau.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

Development eastwards into the arable field would have
adverse impact on the general sense of openness, and
the absence of potential new settlement edge features
would increase the exposure of new houses. Tree and
hedgerow planting could soften a new settlement edge in
the longer term, but at the expense of openness.
Some limited development in the south-western part of
the parcel, close to the railway and to the houses on
Ryecroft which lack a strong boundary at present, would
be less likely to have a significant adverse landscape
impact than development closer to Nurstead Lane.
Hedgerow/tree planting would be needed to form an
edge between any new development and the arable field.
The existing settlement edge towards Nurstead Lane is
stronger and development here would also have a
greater impact on perception of the gap between
Longfield Hill and New Barn to the north.
Any development intruding on the dry valley in the
eastern half of the parcel would be likely to have a
significant adverse landscape impact.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: LO2 – Longfield Hill south
Representative views

LO2a

LO2b

View LO2a: looking south-east from the railway bridge at Longfield Hill toward wooded hills west of Hook Green

View LO2b: looking north-west from Longfield Road. The settlement on top of Longfield Hill is largely screened by the
line of conifers which form a backdrop to houses within the parcel (primarily Monkreed Villas).

Description

Area: 25ha

This parcel consists of 20th century development in the triangle of land between Longfield Road, the
railway line, and the Gorse Bottom dry valley, and two large arable fields to the south of the road, which
are separated by a hedgerow.
Development here is sporadic and varied in form and character, with a mixture of low-rise commercial
uses and residential development (the latter fronting onto Longfield Road and also along a side road,
Monkreed Villas). The land on the north side of the road slopes fairly steeply downhill to the east, where a
woodland belt (Little Monkreed Wood) marks the valley floor. To the south of the road the landform is
flatter around the Skinners Hill plateau towards the western side of the parcel before sloping down
towards the dry valley to the east.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The slope down into the prominent dry valley can be considered sensitive to
development, although to the north of Longfield Road this sensitivity is negated
by the fact that development has already taken place. There is less sensitivity
associated with the flatter land to the western end of the parcel, south of
Longfield Road.

Settlement form and
edge

The railway line and bridge separates this parcel from the defined settlement,
and also marks a change in character from more organised suburban
development in the settlement core to the less ordered fringe development
within this parcel. Development within the parcel along Longfield Road creates
an exposed built edge to the south.

Settlement setting

The northern half of the parcel includes development which detracts from the
hilltop setting of the defined settlement of Longfield Hill but also woodland and
well-treed boundaries which help to contain that development.
The southern half of the parcel has an open, rural character, allowing long
views across undulating farmland to wooded horizons which give the defined
settlement of Longfield Hill and adjacent development within this parcel a
broad, rural setting in this direction.

Views

There are long views to the south, and across the valley to the south-east,
from Longfield Road in the vicinity of the railway bridge (the edge of Meopham
is visible). A bridleway runs along the valley bottom to the south of the eastern
edge of the parcel, but views here are very contained by landform. As a group,
the buildings between Longfield Road and the railway line, and a strong line of
conifers along the edge of a garden near the hilltop are detracting features,
intruding on the rural character of views north-westward across the valley from
Longfield Road (see View LO2, in which the conifers form a backdrop to
Monkreed Villas).
Roadside hedgerows and the low rise of Skinners Hill limit the scope of views
across the parcel from Manor Road, but the existing settlement edge to the
north of the railway line is visible, reducing sensitivity to further development
that does not extend significantly away from existing houses.

Perceptual qualities

Expansive views across farmland and woodland to the south and south-east
give this area a rural character which is in part offset by existing development
within the parcel.

Cultural or historical
value

Little Monkreed Wood is designated as ancient woodland.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•

Visual prominence of the parcel, particularly in views from rising ground to the south-east of the
valley (beyond the parcel boundary), where the higher ground and vegetation within the parcel
form part of the skyline.
Openness of the arable landscape to the south.
Intrusion on the distinctive dry valley which crosses the eastern end of the parcel.
Native tree cover in the triangle of land to the north of Longfield Hill contributes to containment of
existing development in the parcel, and Little Monkreed Wood has additional value as ancient
woodland.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

•

Increased visibility of housing on the skyline in views
from the south-east would be an adverse impact, and
there are no existing boundary features that would help
to contain new development to the south, but sensitivity
to development within the parcel is reduced by the
extent of development that has already occurred. There
is therefore some limited potential for further infill
development within the triangle of land to the north of
Longfield Road, as long as it does not significantly reduce
native tree cover and does not encroach on Little
Monkreed Wood.
To the south of Longfield Road there is also some
potential for development without significant adverse
landscape effects if it is limited to the northern slope of
Skinners Hill along Longfield Road. Additional planting to
soften a new built edge would provide some mitigation.
Development could potentially extend downslope
eastwards as far as the two existing dwellings on the
south side of Longfield Road, but an expansion of this
size would have greater potential for adverse impact on
the character of the settlement as a whole, being more
remote from the core area to the north of the railway
line.
Any development encroaching on the dry valley, or the
southern side of Skinners Hill, would be likely to have a
significant adverse impact on landscape.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Medium

Large

Lower Higham

Settlement description
Lower Higham has a complex form, reflecting the juxtaposition of isolated historic farmsteads, 19th
century development and 20th century linear and estate housing. The defined settlement edge is limited to
denser housing, both modern and 19th century, adjacent to either side of the railway line, together with a
triangle of mostly 20th century housing to the north of Lower Rochester Road. The village also includes a
number of farmsteads, several outlying Victorian terraces to the north and scattered later dwellings. This
complexity in part reflects the fact that seven roads meet at Lower Higham, although none are major
routes.
Note: references to Church Street are to the road which connects the village centre to the outlying hamlet
of Church Street, unless otherwise stated.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Lower Higham within the Hoo Peninsula character area, which
overall is assessed as being in poor condition and of moderate sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Lower Higham, with the exception of a small area of
floodplain in the north-western corner of the study area, forms part of the Higham Arable Farmlands
character area. Most of the key characteristics of this character area are relevant to the Lower Higham
area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very gently undulating topography
Open arable farmland
Views out to the marshes and the River Thames in the north
Original Saxon village of Lower Higham and more recent development to the south
Isolated farmsteads and scattered materials and properties with locally distinct styles
Pockets of orchards and garden nurseries
Thames and Medway Canal (disused) runs to Lower Higham

The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Higham Arable Farmlands
character area as poor, principally because intensive arable agriculture has resulted in a lack of hedgerow
boundaries, lack of maintenance of old orchards and consequently a weak functional unity. Sensitivity is
assessed as moderate: it is noted that “isolated properties and farmsteads provide local distinctiveness, in
contrast with more recent development within Higham and Lower Higham”, but that landscape features
and elements are typically “indistinct”, and sense of place is “weak”.
The small area of floodplain noted above forms a southern finger of the Shorne and Higham Marshes
character area, an open, expansive and little-developed area which has a distinctive, remote character
and is judged to be in good condition and of high sensitivity.
Assessment parcels
Three parcels have been defined around Lower Higham, using a range of 500m from the defined
settlement edge as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements.
The railway cutting marks a clear distinction between parcels LH1 and LH3. A distinction along Gore Green
Road between grazing paddocks to the west and open arable farmland to the east marks the boundary
between LH1 and LH2. Strong hedgerows separate LH2 from LH3 along School Lane.
The 500m zone to the south west of Lower Higham almost reaches the edge of Higham, but the boundary
of this parcel (LH3) has been drawn closer to Lower Higham, with the area to the south being assessed as
a Higham parcel (HI1).
Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: LH1 – Lower Higham north
Representative views

LH1b

LH1a

View LH1a: wide-angle view from Gore Green Road looking east, from the Dairy Farm oast, round to Gore Green
stables to the north, with the Bull Lane terraces to the centre

View LH1b: looking south-west over paddocks and orchard from junction of Bull Lane and Church Street

Description

Area: 35ha

The eastern half of the parcel contains a number of separate areas of development, set amongst open
fields which are mostly grazed horse paddocks. There are several pre-Victorian farmsteads (the Dairy
Farm complex on Church Street adjacent to the defined settlement area, and Gore Green Farm to the
east) around which a small amount of 19th and 20th century development has spread. To the north of the
parcel (fronting Church Street and Bull Lane), en route to the hamlet of Church Street, are several
terraces of Victorian housing, with some more recent additions, partially framing two sides of an orchard.
The western half of the parcel lacks built development but also divides into two distinct areas: low-lying
horse paddocks adjacent to Canal Road to the west, and a mixture of orchards and paddocks to the east,
separated by a line of tall conifers and poplars.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The landform slopes down east and west at a moderate angle from a shallow
ridge along which Church Street runs, leading to the hamlet at Church Street,
where Higham’s former parish church is located. There is no land use
sensitivity associated with the horse paddocks, but there is some sensitivity
associated with the orchards to the west of Church Street and north of Bull
Lane. They are fairly young trees, planted in a modern arrangement, but they
represent a traditional local land use which is in decline. There is greater
landscape value associated with the older but smaller orchard on the southern
edge of the parcel, in the grounds of Dairy House. This farm complex also has
an historic pond.
The low-lying area to the west of the conifer/poplar line is in Flood Zone 3, and
whilst it has the benefit of flood defences its landscape character is still distinct
from the settled area on higher ground to the south and east.

Settlement form and
edge

The complex form noted in the Settlement Description above means that Lower
Higham has a disjointed development edge in this parcel. The defined
settlement comprises two distinct areas. The western part occupies a small
area to the north of the railway cutting, where houses along Canal Road form a
frontage of about 100m onto the parcel. The eastern part (Martins Close) is
separated from the first by Dairy House, and this provides a frontage of about
280m along Gore Green Road. The development along Church Street and Bull
Lane lies outside the defined settlement.
Any development within parcel LH1 to the east of Church Street, with the
exception of the orchard to the north of Bull Lane, would in effect be infilling of
the paddocks that lie between the farmsteads (Dairy Farm and Gore Green
Farm) and other groups of dwellings along Gore Green Road, Bull Lane and
Church Street. The landscape in this part of the parcel relates to these
properties much more than it does to the defined settlement edge along Gore
Green Road (Martins Close), which is a narrow, hedged lane at this point, with
a strong tree line along part of its length.
To the west of Church Street, a fairly well-vegetated area creates some
separation between houses and the orchard to the north. To the west of the
conifer line that marks the edge of the orchard and paddocks, Canal Road and
the railway cutting and associated vegetation separate the parcel from arable
farmland and paddocks in parcel LH3. These physical features, together with
the SSSI and Local Wildlife Site designations applying to the canal-side area,
and floodplain designation in the adjacent field, constitute a strong, permanent
boundary feature.

Settlement setting

The relationship between the parcel and the two defined settlement areas is
limited, with only a small number of dwellings having open views across the
parcel, but the parcel’s openness plays an important role in preserving the
rural character of dwellings on Gore Green Road, Bull Lane and Church Street.
Gore Green and the terraces further north on Church Street and on Bull Lane
have a sense of being distinct areas of development in a rural setting.
To the west of Church Street, the orchard and paddocks form a setting for

properties on Church Street, although the line of conifers restricts the extent of
this setting.
Views

Visibility into the bulk of the parcel is limited to localised road views and longer
views over the whole settlement from high ground to the south (e.g.
Hermitage Road and footpaths leading north from it). In both cases the area is
seen in the context of surrounding development, but in the former case the
positive contribution of the open space to landscape character is evident. The
western edge of the parcel is exposed to road and footpath views in which the
bulk of the settlement is screened by trees (the conifer line in particular).
Although it lies some distance from the defined settlement, the conifer line to
the west of the orchard and paddocks forms a distinct edge that permits only
very limited intervisibility between Church Street and the open, arable
farmland to the west. Another conifer line to the north of the parcel boundary
adds further containment to the orchard and paddock area.

Perceptual qualities

The dispersed settlement pattern centred on buildings with an historic, rural
character (in particular the house and twin-oast at Dairy Farm), set in open
pasture, adds to landscape quality. To the west of Church Street, the dense,
high conifer lines are an intrusive element in the landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

The older part of the defined settlement area to the north of the railway line,
together with the Dairy Farm complex and cottages to the west of Church
Street, are designated as the Lower Higham Conservation Area. Dairy Farm
House is Grade II listed. These designations increase landscape sensitivity in
the vicinity of the defined settlement boundary.
The former farmhouse at Gore Green Farm (on Bull Lane) is also a Grade II
listed building.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Contribution made by open fields to rural, historic character of settlement within the parcel.
Contribution made by absence of urbanising development to the rural character of the
Conservation Area.
Openness and visual exposure of the area to the east of Gore Green Road.
Lack of relationship of low-lying western part of parcel with settlement core.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Small

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-low

• Any development in the central area between Church
Street and Bull Lane would compromise the dispersed
pattern of development, to detriment of rural character
and the setting of the Conservation Area. It is likely that
significant adverse landscape effects would result.
• The residential terraces in the northern part of the parcel
(Bull Lane and Church Street) do not fit in particularly
well with the character of surrounding rural landscape,
but are well screened from the north. Development could
potentially be located in the orchard area, with retained
hedgerow/orchard screening to the north, east and west;
however the lack of relationship between this area and
the settlement core places a strong limit on the amount
of development that could be accommodated without

adverse impact on the rural character of the farmsteads
and lanes to the south. There is therefore some potential
for significant adverse landscape effects.
• The area of orchards and paddocks to the west of Church
Street offers the most scope for development, given it
has some relationship with existing development within
the defined settlement boundary. Existing trees along
Church Street would be likely to limit the degree of
adverse effect on the setting of the Conservation Area,
but increased levels of activity associated with extensive
development would have a greater negative impact on
Conservation Area character. There is some potential for
significant adverse landscape effects, dependent on the
amount of development proposed.
• The conifers and poplars which contain the orchard and
paddock area to the west of Church Street have
functional value in reducing wind impact but jar visually
with the open, rural landscape. In terms of landscape
character the replacement of these with native, locally
appropriate species, as a hedgerow and perhaps with
some larger woodland blocks ideally linking to the SSSI
area to the west, would be beneficial. The tree line
contains this area, so its replacement with native
planting would open up views from the west, especially
in the short term, but the longer term impact on
landscape character would be beneficial.
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: LH2 – Lower Higham east
Representative views

LH2a

LH2b

View LH1a: looking north from public right of way near White House Farm towards settlement edge on Lower Rochester
Road (centre) and Chequers Street (left)

View LH1b: looking north-west towards hedgerow at top of railway cutting (White House Farm oast is to right)

Description

Area: 90ha

Open, arable farmland with a moderate slope in the southern half of the parcel but a very shallow slope
down to Lower Rochester Road to the north, where the landform rises a little at the settlement edge then
falls away again towards Gore Green. A number of public rights of way cross the parcel, providing off-road
links between Lower Higham and Higham / Hermitage Road. The north-western quarter of the parcel is
bisected by the deep cutting in which the railway line (and formerly the Thames and Medway Canal)
enters a tunnel, emerging over 3.5km to the south in Strood.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The flatter landform in this parcel has no particular sensitivity, but the northfacing slope in the southern half of the parcel is distinct from the lower ground
on which most of the defined settlement is located.
The western end of the field in the north-western corner of the parcel has an
uneven form and sits higher than the land to the east. This appears to reflect
the deposit of material associated with the creation of the Thames and Medway
canal in the early 19th century.
The railway cutting, which widens close to the tunnel entrance to provide car
parking for the station and an adjacent area of scrub vegetation, is a distinctly
separate area, screened by vegetation and with a sheer chalk face on its
southern side.
Arable land use is commonplace in this area and has no specific sensitivity in
landscape terms.

Settlement form and
edge

The western part of the parcel borders the defined settlement edge to either
side of the railway cutting, but is screened from it by a strong hedgerow along
School Lane (View LH1b), and the railway cutting with its dense surrounding
tree cover creates a strong barrier. This gives the area to the south of the
railway cutting a sense of separation from the settlement.
To the north of the cutting the absence of any strong boundary features, along
Lower Rochester Road or Chequers Street, and the presence of the enclosing
woodland belt to the south, give the field a strong relationship with the
settlement.
The north-eastern part of the parcel fronts primarily onto the small number of
dispersed dwellings and associated paddocks that make up Gore Green, rather
than onto the defined settlement area, with only fences providing separation
from the open arable fields to the east. There are no existing landscape
features in this open landscape to provide alternative settlement edges in the
event of expansion to the east.

Settlement setting

The southern half of this parcel is well screened from the defined settlement
area, but contributes to the open, rural character of the farmstead and
associated buildings at White House Farm and to the separation between Lower
Higham and Higham, centred on the ridge to the south.
The field contained by Chequers Street, Lower Rochester Road and the railway
corridor tree belt provides open views eastwards across an expansive arable
landscape, and so contributes to the rural setting of the central part of the
historic settlement of Lower Higham. Similarly the fields to the east of Gore
Green provide an extensive rural setting for the dwellings along this road.

Views

Public rights of way provide clear views across the whole parcel from higher
ground to the south, in which it is seen as part of a wider agricultural
landscape. Only in the north-western corner is there a sense of being in an
area closely associated with the settlement of Lower Higham.
The eastern edge of the parcel is open to views from higher ground to the east
(e.g. Hermitage Road) , although the triangle of modern housing to the west of
Sandhill Lane (Martins Close) is fairly well screened by trees.

From Higham and from rights of way between Higham and Lower Higham to
the south of the parcel, the slope of the terrain hides the ground level within
the parcel from view, although houses beyond it are visible. Development
within the southern part of the parcel would affect these views, but the
railway-side trees would be likely to largely screen development to the north.
Perceptual qualities

The rural, agricultural setting of Lower Higham is evident within this parcel,
although its wider context including the industrial Thames-side area is also
apparent from the high ground at the southern end of the parcel.

Cultural or historical
value

The older part of the defined settlement area to the north of the railway line,
together with the Dairy Farm complex and cottages to the west of Church
Street, are designated as the Lower Higham Conservation Area, but the
designated area also incorporates the field within this parcel as far east as the
footpath, where the ground level drops. The Conservation Area Appraisal’s
‘Statement of Special Interest’ notes the importance of this area both as a
setting and as an area of historic interest as a result of its association with the
canal construction.
Dairy House is Grade II listed and sits on higher ground to the north of the
western corner of the parcel, so there is a relationship between the two. The
Gore Green Farm Barn (on Gore Green Road) is also a Grade II listed building,
as is the farmhouse and barn at White House Farm (accessed from School Lane
and Lower Rochester Road via The Landway).

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•

Contribution made by open field in the north eastern corner of the parcel to the setting of the
Lower Higham Conservation Area, and by adjacent open fields to the east to views to and from
the Conservation Area.
Openness, visual exposure and lack of alternative settlement edge features to the east of Lower
Higham.
Lack of relationship between area to the south of the railway cutting and the defined rural
settlement area.
Preservation of settlement gap between Lower Higham and Higham / Hermitage Road.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Small

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-low

• Development in the open, arable landscape to the east
and south-east of Lower Higham would be an intrusion
into an area which offers no alternative boundary
features, and would therefore be likely to have a
significant adverse effect on landscape character.
• There may be some very limited scope for infilling
between properties on Gore Green Road, which is
outside the defined settlement boundary, but this has
the potential to introduce suburbanising elements to this
open rural area, and therefore a risk of significant
adverse landscape impact. The creation of a hedgerow
along the arable field boundary to the south-east of Gore
Green would soften the built up edge of the inset
settlement when viewed from the east.
• Any development to the south of the railway cutting
would be intrusive in this rural setting, and would also
reduce the physical and visual gap between Lower

Higham and Higham, and would therefore be likely to
result in significant adverse landscape impact.
• The area contained by Chequers Street, Lower Rochester
Road and the railway corridor tree belt has the best
potential for development within this parcel, but
preservation of character within the Conservation Area
would be a key consideration that would require the
retention of a significant amount of open space and of
views eastward. Development within the Conservation
Area would have adverse effects, and there is potential
for these to be significant, but landscaping to soften the
development edge could provide mitigation.
• There is also potential to provide development mitigation
through the creation of public open space in the field
adjacent to Chequers Street. In functional terms the
settlement lacks a clear central area, being formed from
a number of somewhat isolated elements and lacking
amenities, so a focal area of public space at the
geographical centre of the village would potentially
enhance the character of the village.
Medium-low

•

Whilst the rural character of this settlement makes most
of the parcel sensitive to medium-scale development
there is an area within the railway cutting, adjacent to
the station car park that could accommodate small scale
industrial uses without much likelihood of significant
effects on the rest of the settlement in terms of
landscape character and views.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: LH3 – Lower Higham west
Representative views

LH3a
LH3b

View LH1a: looking north from public right of way near White House Farm towards settlement edge on Lower

View LH1b: looking north-west towards hedgerow at top of railway cutting (White House Farm oast is to right)

Description

Area: 78ha

The defined rural settlement to the west of the railway line consists of an estate to the west of School
Lane and linear development along Chalk Road. Outside of the defined settlement are two farm complexes
- Buckland Farm on the north side of Chalk Road and Higham Hall Farm, with associated dwellings, on
Taylors Lane – and a number isolated dwellings and the village primary school (on School Lane) towards
the southern edge of the parcel. Aside from paddocks around Buckland Farm, which has been converted
into small commercial units, the parcel is mostly under arable cultivation, with large, open fields to the
west except for one more contained area between Taylors Lane and the settlement edge. Hedgerows
separate the arable and grazing land, and also filter views from Chalk Road and, in places, Taylors Lane.
The terrain slopes gently uphill to the south, steepening towards the southern side of the parcel, with a
pronounced low hill just to the north of Higham Hall.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The gently sloping terrain and arable and grazing land uses have no particular
sensitivity. There is some greater sensitivity associated with the hillock near
Higham Hall, and with the increased slope angle in the southern part of the
parcel.

Settlement form and
edge

The defined settlement area to the west of the railway line is largely linear
rather than nucleated in form, extending out along Chalk Lane to the west and
School Lane to the south. The field to the east of Taylor’s Lane therefore forms
a space bounded by modern development on two sides. Hedgerows define the
settlement edge in this area, but the elevation of land to the south and the
presence of Higham Hall and farm to the west provide a stronger sense of
containment.
The railway line abuts the small number of dwellings within the defined
settlement area to the north of Chalk Road, providing strong containment. The
proximity of Buckland Farm to the defined western settlement edge here, and
lack of any distinct boundary feature, means that there is not a strong sense of
it being separate from the settlement. Hedgerows mark the defined settlement
edge at the western end of Chalk Road.

Settlement setting

To the north and east the railway corridor with associated tree cover creates
separation, so the open area around Buckland Farm only contributes at a
localised level to settlement setting.
The expanse of arable land to the west of the village contributes more
significantly to its rural character, and the field to the east of Taylors Lane
performs this function in a more localised way for adjacent residential
properties. The suburban character of these dwellings lessens the importance
of this space as a rural setting, but of more importance is the role of the field
in preserving the rural character of Higham Hall and Higham Hall Farm.
Openness at the southern end of the parcel is important in terms of
maintaining physical and visual separation between Lower Higham and
Higham.

Views

There are open views from the west, from Lower Road and from the public
footpath which crosses it at Red House, but the hedges that separate the open
arable fields from paddocks, together with the hedgerows along Taylors Lane
and trees further into the settlement, strongly filter views of built development.
There is only a limited perception of the existence of the open field to the east
of Taylors Lane.
From south of the parcel, trees and hedgerows between Higham Primary
School and Higham Hall Farmhouse combine with landform to hide the central
settlement area from view.
These wider views in which visibility of modern housing is very limited would
be sensitive to any significant increase in visual influence of built development.
It is only closer to the built-up edge of the defined settlement, on Chalk Road
and in the field to the east of Taylors Lane, that existing development influence

reduces sensitivity.
Perceptual qualities

There is only limited perception of modern built development from west of
Taylors Lane and south of Higham Hall, giving the area an open, rural
character. Passing Buckland Farm on the approach from the west there is no
visual relationship with the wider rural area, due to screening by trees and
hedges, and consequently the suburban character of the housing on Chalk
Road has a stronger influence on landscape character.
Within the field to the east of Taylors Lane, which is crossed by a public right of
way, elevation allows an appreciation of the rural setting of the settlement, but
also reveals its suburban character, and Taylors Lane separates the field from
the wider rural landscape to the west.

Cultural or historical
value

There is little relationship between this parcel and the Lower Higham
Conservation Area to the north/east of the railway line, but the historic
farmstead of Higham Hall, in which the Hall, a barn and the garden walls
around the Hall are all Grade II listed, increases sensitivity to loss of openness
in the vicinity. Elevation combined with the height of the garden walls currently
restricts views into the modern settlement area so there is sensitivity
associated with development which could intrude on this openness.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Open, expansive character of arable fields to the west of the parcel.
Contained character of the defined settlement area, with limited visibility of modern development
in views from beyond the immediate boundary of the defined settlement.
Rural, open setting of Higham Hall and the adjacent farm.
Role of undeveloped land in the southern part of the parcel in separating Lower Higham from
Higham.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Small

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium

• Any development within the open arable landscape to
the west of Taylors Lane would be difficult to effectively
screen and would represent a significant expansion of
the settlement beyond its perceived hedgerow
boundaries, likely to result in significant adverse
landscape impact.
• Development on higher ground to the south of Higham
Hall Farm would represent a southward expansion of the
settlement that would reduce its separation from Higham
and diminish its rural character. This would be likely to
have a significant adverse effect on landscape character.
• Development in lower, northern part of the field to the
east of Taylors Lane that did not impinge on the setting
of Higham Hall would be unlikely to have significant
adverse effects on landscape character, given the
contained nature of this location in relation to the
defined settlement edge. There would however be
implications for recreational amenity if the existing public
footpath were to be contained by new development.
• Development on the paddocks between Buckland Farm
and the settlement edge would be contained, with little
impact on wider landscape character or views, and would

not greatly affect the character of this location given the
suburbanising influence of adjacent housing. It would be
unlikely to have significant adverse landscape effects.
• Development in the paddock area to the west of
Buckland Farm could potentially be integrated without
significant adverse landscape impact, although the
northern and western parts of the field are more remote
from existing settlement and would as a result have
greater potential for significant adverse impact by virtue
of visibility from the open fields beyond. Strengthening
of hedgerow boundaries to the west would help to
mitigate visual effects.
Medium-low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in most
locations would be out of character with the rural setting
of the village, and therefore likely to have significant
adverse landscape and visual impact, but there is some
potential for buildings of this scale in the area
surrounding Buckland Farm, representing an expansion
of uses and building-types which already exist in the
farm complex. A stronger planted boundary between the
existing defined settlement edge and this area would be
desirable if this type of development were to be
considered.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Lower Shorne

Settlement description
The defined settlement of Lower Shorne is a distinct area of housing developed within one field on the
north side of the A226 Gravesend Road from the 1930’s. Houses lie to either side of Green Farm Lane
and on two cul-de-sacs created as part of the development: Burdett Avenue and Coutts Avenue. There
are no amenities in the settlement, and its form does not include any ‘centre’ or reflect any outward
evolution over time. The settlement is situated within the belt of undulating arable farmland that lies
between wooded ridges to the south and east, on which the nearby villages of Shorne and Higham are
located, and the North Kent Marshes to the north (Shorne Marshes). Gravesend is a short distance to the
west along the A226.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent’s Hoo Peninsula character area runs northward from the A226
Gravesend Road, and so includes all of the parcels defined for this current assessment: HI1 and HI2. The
Hoo Peninsula character area, which is principally arable farmland on mostly gently sloping ground, is
assessed as being in poor condition and of moderate sensitivity.
The Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment includes all of the study area within the Higham
Arable Farmlands character area. The following key characteristics of this character area are relevant
to the Lower Shorne area:
•
Very gently undulating topography
•
Open arable farmland
•
Views out to the marshes and the River Thames in the north
•
Isolated farmsteads and scattered materials and properties with locally distinct styles
•
Pockets of orchards and garden nurseries.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Higham Arable Farmlands
character area as poor, principally because intensive arable agriculture has resulted in a lack of
hedgerow boundaries, lack of maintenance of old orchards and consequently a weak functional unity.
Sensitivity is assessed as moderate: landscape features and elements are considered to typically be
“indistinct”, and sense of place is considered to be “weak”, but the high level of visibility that this open
landscape allows has the effect of increasing sensitivity.
Assessment parcels
Three parcels have been defined around Lower Shorne, using a range of 500m from the defined
settlement edge as a guideline for extents but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements.
LS1 and LS2 are mostly arable farmland, with weak field boundaries used to separate off the latter,
which is also assessed as HI6 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Higham. Parcel LS3, a
mixture of arable and horse-grazed pasture, occupies the space between Lower Shorne and Shorne, and
so is also assessed with respect to expansion of the latter as SH7.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: LS1 – Lower Shorne north
Representative views

LS1b

LS1a

View LS1a: looking east from the edge of the Gravesend Road towards the defined settlement edge

View LS1b: looking south from footpath NS171, close to Green Farm, towards the north-western edge of Lower
Shorne (the Golden Knob hillock provides containment to the west)

Description

Area: 110ha

The area to the north and west of Lower Shorne is an open landscape almost entirely under arable
cultivation in large fields, with mostly weak field boundaries but some stronger tree/hedge screening in
the vicinity of older buildings. The land is gently undulating but generally falling northward towards the
North Kent Marshes. Weak field edges have been used to define most boundaries, although the southwestern edge of the parcel is more strongly contained by the A226 Gravesend Road and its associated
hedgerow. A shallow valley, coinciding with the boundaries of several large, arable fields, marks the
western edge of the parcel.
This parcel contains a number of dwellings outside of the defined settlement. To the west, three
separate rows of semi-detached houses, dating mostly to the 1930’s, line the north side of the
Gravesend Road, and one 19th century dwelling (Barrett’s Folly) is set back from the main road, 120m or
so from the defined settlement edge. To the north, a number of small groups of cottages are strung out
along Green Farm Lane, and Green Farm itself lies on an isolated hillock to the east of the lane.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Whilst most of the landform undulations are gentle, a more pronounced low
hill, Golden Knob, lies just to the north of Barrett’s Folly, falling away into a
valley which separates Lower Shorne from the complex of buildings around
Green Farm. Any development up onto this higher ground would be highly
visible and stand out as distinct from the existing settlement, which lies on
land sloping downhill to the north.

Settlement form and
edge

The western and northern edges of Lower Shorne abut this parcel, with fairly
weak field boundaries creating little separation between the linear rows of
houses on Green Farm Lane and Burdett Avenue and the surrounding fields
onto which they back. Golden Knob provides landform containment to the
north-western side of the settlement.

Settlement setting

Lower Shorne has a generally rural setting, but the settlement does not relate
particularly well to its surroundings. Whilst the settlement itself can be
considered to detract from the setting of Shorne (and to a lesser extent
Higham), the farmed landscape around it makes a positive contribution,
although the visibility of existing development in Lower Shorne can be
considered to reduce sensitivity to further development providing that it does
not encroach southward on the gap between Lower Shorne and Shorne.
The open fields within the parcel can be considered increasingly sensitive as
they rise in elevation to the east, and become more important as part of the
setting of Higham.
To the west, the existing rows of houses along the Gravesend Road detract
from the rural character of the gap between Gravesend and Lower Shorne,
but the undulating landform helps to retain a degree of separation. Closer to
the settlement edge, the presence of the row of existing dwellings beyond the
field immediately to the west of the defined settlement reduces sensitivity.
To the north, the shallow valley between Lower Shorne and Green Farm is
important in the setting of both settlement locations.

Views

Three public footpaths (NS156, NS157 and NS171) pass through the parcel
and provide clear views of the settlement edge. The parcel forms part of
longer views to the Thames and beyond from public rights of way on higher
ground to the south and east. There is also intervisibility between the
northern edge of the settlement and higher ground to the north of the
Thames.

Perceptual qualities

This is predominantly a rural area, but traffic on the busy A226 Gravesend
Road, and pylons along the western edge of the parcel, are intrusive. On
higher ground within the parcel there are clear views towards the industrial
areas around Tilbury.

Cultural or historical
value

The house and granary at Green Farm are grade II listed, and the valley that
separates them from Lower Shorne is important in terms of the preservation
of their historic setting.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•
•

The undulating landform creates separation between different parts of the parcel, most notably
the hill (Golden Knob) that lies just to the north-west of the settlement edge, and the adjacent
valley that separates Lower Shorne from Green Farm.
Impact on long views between the Thames and high ground to the south and east of the parcel.
Higher points in the parcel are very visible in the wider landscape.
Impact on the setting of Shorne.
Retention of separation between Lower Shorne and Higham, Green Farm and Gravesend.
Retention of rural character along A226.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium

• Development away from the immediate vicinity of Lower
Shorne would be likely to have a significant adverse
impact on the preservation of rural character and on
important settlement gaps.
• Expansion of Lower Shorne into the field to the west of
the settlement would not be likely to have a significant
adverse impact on landscape character. This area is
fairly contained, by the Gravesham Road and housing
alongside it, and by the rising landform to the north.
There would still be negative effects in terms of adding
built development to the setting of Shorne and
detracting from longer views across the area, and
increased traffic activity would be a concern particularly
if a new junction were to be required, but in mitigation
there would be some scope to enhance the structure of
Lower Shorne, perhaps to include an open central area.
Some enhancement of planted settlement edges would
also be beneficial, although woodland blocks would be
out of place in this open landscape.
• Similarly there is scope to extend development into the
field to the north of Lower Shorne, with hedgerow
planting to create a stronger settlement edge, but any
significant encroachment on the valley which separates
Lower Shorne from Green Farm would have a greater
adverse impact.
• Any development onto the higher ground to the northwest of the settlement (Golden Knob) would be likely to
have a significant adverse impact on settlement settings
and views.

Small

Low

Medium

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this open,
undulating, rural landscape would be likely to have
significant adverse landscape and visual impact.

Low

Large

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this open,
undulating, rural landscape would be likely to have
significant adverse landscape and visual impact.

Landscape Parcel: LS2 – Lower Shorne east
Representative views

LS2a

LS2b

View LS2a: looking south-west towards Lower Shorne from public right of way NS156

View LS2b: looking west from Walmers Avenue on the edge of Higham; Tilbury is in the distance

Description

Area: 56ha

Gently undulating arable farmland, but with a distinct valley running up from north-west to south-east
through the parcel. Field boundaries are weak, so the landscape is very open. The A226 Gravesend Road
forms the southern edge of the parcel, with the settlement edge at Higham to the south-east. A spur of
high ground running north from the edge of Higham, defined by Chilton Hills Wood at its southern end,
contains the eastern side of the parcel. The northern edge follows weak field boundaries.
Several isolated buildings are located along Gravesend Road: a public house (The Copperfield) and one
dwelling close to Lower Shorne (Castlefield), and another dwelling, Shorne House, close to the edge of
Higham
This parcel is also assessed as HI6 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Higham.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The arable land use has no particular sensitivity, but there is some increased
sensitivity associated with the shallow valley, which is a distinctly separate
landform to the more even slope on which the defined settlement of Lower
Shorne is located.

Settlement form and
edge

The eastern edge of Lower Shorne is better contained than the western and
northern edges, with trees providing some screening.
The buildings within the parcel are set in well treed grounds, sitting isolated
within the open, arable farmland.

Settlement setting

The east side of Lower Shorne has a very open, arable setting, with expansive
views down to the Thames. The fields within this parcel provide physical
separation between Higham and Lower Shorne, and this area is important as a
setting for Higham, which has uninterrupted views over the North Kent
Marshes towards Tilbury.
Trees and hedgerows around the three properties within the parcel contribute
to visual separation between Lower Shorne and Higham.

Views

There are long views across the open landscape of this parcel from footpath
NS156 (see View LS2a above), from the edge of Higham (View LS2b) and
from higher ground to the south (e.g. footpath NS158 near The Warren).

Perceptual qualities

This is a rural, functioning, agricultural landscape with several intrusions,
including traffic noise from the A226, awareness of the presence of
development (given the proximity of settlements) and, in the distance, views
of pylons and Thames-side industry.

Cultural or historical
value

The Copperfield pub has been in existence (under different names) for at least
150 years, and although not a listed building it can be considered to have
some cultural heritage value.
Chilton Hills Wood is designated as ancient woodland.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Distinction between settlement on evenly sloping ground and valley landform running through
the parcel.
Reasonably strong hedgerow settlement edge, and absence of strong alternative settlement
boundaries to the east.
Sense of separation between Lower Shorne and Higham.
Contribution of this open landscape to long views.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• Any development extending eastwards from Lower
Shorne down into the shallow valley would be likely to
have significant adverse impact on the rural gap
between Lower Shorne and Higham, and on the latter’s
expansive setting.
• There is some limited potential to expand eastwards a
shorter distance out from Lower Shorne, but significant
adverse landscape effects could still potentially result
from such development. Infilling between the
settlement and The Copperfield would have limited
impact in terms of settlement setting and views, but
would be unlikely to relate well to the existing housing
at Lower Shorne in terms of settlement form and also
access. Hedgerow planting would be needed to help
define any new development edges in the open
farmland.
• Capacity for development would potentially lessen in the
event of development occurring to the west of Higham,
as the combination of development in both locations
would have a greater impact on the settlement gap (see
assessment for parcel HI6).

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: LS3 – Lower Shorne south
Representative views

LS3b

LS3a

View LS3a: looking north-east from Malthouse Lane on the edge of Shorne; buildings to the left are the Crown Garage
and a residential dwelling alongside, the defined settlement of Lower Shorne is centre-right

View LS3b: looking west across the parcel; Shorne sits on higher ground to the left of the view, houses at the
junction of Forge Lane and the Gravesend Road are centre-right and Lower Shorne is to the right

Description

Area: 21ha

This parcel is a mixture of medium-sized horse-grazed pasture and arable fields, mostly on gently
southward sloping land but with steeper slopes in the south, close to the edge of the defined settlement
of Shorne and beneath the wooded hill known as The Warren. The area is bounded by the A226
Gravesend Road to the north, a field edge and footpath to the east (NS156), Crown Lane (a well-hedged
pedestrian/cycle track) to the west and The Warren (a distinctive wooded hilltop) and the inset rural
settlement of Shorne to the south.
There is built development within the parcel immediately to the south of the Gravesend Road: a cluster
of residential dwellings and a telephone exchange on the eastern side of Forge Lane and a group of
buildings associated with a car business (formerly the Crown Inn) and Crown Cottage on the eastern
side of Crown Lane.
Further south within the parcel a number of buildings lie to either side of Forge Lane outside of the
defined settlement of Shorne. Some of these are listed, and all lie within the Shorne Conservation Area.
This parcel is also assessed as SH7 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Shorne.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Other than on the margins of Shorne, on the southern edge of the parcel,
slopes are relatively gentle. There is no particular landscape sensitivity
associated with the pasture and arable fields and their hedgerow boundaries;
the latter, other than that along Crown Lane, are not particularly strong
landscape features.

Settlement form and
edge

The A226 Gravesend Road is a busy route which marks a clear separation
between the defined settlement edge of Lower Shorne and the rest of this
parcel. There is modern development to the south of the road, but this is
associated with 19th century buildings locations: the former Crown Inn on the
corner of Crown Lane and a no longer extant farm complex at the corner of
Forge Lane.

Settlement setting

This area forms an important part of the setting of Shorne, providing
separation between the ridge-top settlement and development at Lower
Shorne associated with the busy Gravesend Road below. Existing
development to the south of the main road already has some adverse impact
in this respect, but screening vegetation limits the extent of this.

Views

There are open views from the higher ground around Shorne and Higham in
which these open fields contribute rural character. In longer views
southwards from north of Lower Shorne, the lower ground closer to the
Gravesend Road is less important compared with the higher slopes closer to
Shorne, but the open slopes contribute to rural character in passing views
from the Gravesend Road.

Perceptual qualities

The collection of older buildings that lie either side of Forge Lane within the
Shorne Conservation Area help to retain a historic and rural character of this
parcel, but passing traffic on the A226 and modern development at Lower
Shorne have an adverse impact which increases towards the northern parcel
edge.

Cultural or historical
value

There is no particular historic or cultural value associated with landscape
elements in the northern part of the parcel, adjacent to Lower Shorne, but
the retention of open farmland can be considered to contribute positively to
the rural setting of the Shorne Conservation Area, which extends into the
southern end of the parcel. There are a number of listed buildings in that part
of the Conservation Area that lies within the parcel including Little St
Katherine’s (Grade II Listed), St Katherine’s Chapel and House and Pipes
Place and walls (Grade II Listed)

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Separation between the parcel and the defined settlement of Lower Shorne by the A226
Gravesend Road.
Role of openness within this area in preserving the historic, rural setting of the northern edge of
the defined settlement of Shorne and maintaining separation from Lower Shorne.
Availability of views across the parcel from higher ground to the south, and from the A226, in
which a predominantly rural landscape character is experienced.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Any development within the parcel would be likely to
detract from the historic character of the northern edge
of the defined settlement of Shorne, and would also
reduce the clear distinction between the older ridge-top
settlement of Shorne and the more modern
development at Lower Shorne, to the detriment of rural
views. It would relate poorly to the existing defined
settlement edge at Lower Shorne due to separation by
the Gravesend Road. Adverse landscape effects would
be likely to be significant.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

MEOPHAM GREEN

Settlement description
The defined settlement of Meopham Green is located on the north slope of the North Downs chalk dip
slope, but very pronounced dry valleys running north-south to either side of the defined settlement
distinguish its topographical location. A ridge-top road, the A227, connects Meopham Green to other
principal settlements in the parish: Hook Green to the north and Culverstone Green to the south. The Kent
Downs AONB is located to the east of the settlement.
Two Conservation Areas are located within the village, one at The Street (which lies largely outside the
defined settlement), to the north, and one at Meopham Green, to the south. For the most part
development in between these two historic cores is modern in origin and has resulted in the merging of
two previously distinct hamlets. Meopham and Meopham Green remain separately named settlements on
maps and in signage (and are referenced separately within this assessment when distinguishing different
locations) but physically combine to form one defined settlement area known as Meopham Green.
Distinctive historical features include the Grade I listed church of St John the Baptist (north of the defined
settlement edge) and Meopham Green village green (Pitfield Green) and the nearby Grade II* listed
Meopham Windmill, which forms a prominent feature on the skyline.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Meopham within the Ash Downs character area, which overall is
assessed as being in good condition and of high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Meopham forms part of the Meopham Downs
character area. Key characteristics of this character area which are relevant to this study area are:
•
Gently undulating topography with a mixture of arable and pasture farmland
•
Neat pattern of small square fields in the south
•
Broader irregular shaped fields to the north
•
Narrow lanes and roads lined with hedgerows
•
Traditional architecture surrounding village greens provide local vernacular
The Landscape Character Assessment notes the traditional architecture surrounding the village green which provides a strong sense of place and local vernacular. This includes the unique and traditional
feature of the Meopham Windmill, located in the south of the defined settlement. The Borough Landscape
Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Meopham Downs as good, on the basis of its
traditional architecture, land use, coherent pattern of elements and lack of visual detractors. It rates
sensitivity as moderate, principally due to the screening influence of shaws, clumps and hedgerows and
the extent of modern development within the area, which has some impact on strength of character.
Assessment parcels
The area surrounding Meopham is subdivided into 6 assessment parcels, which have been set out using a
range of 500m from the defined settlement edge as a guideline for extents but amended to reflect
landform and landscape elements. Parcel MP1 includes land to the north of the defined settlement to
either side of the A227 Wrotham Road, separated from MP2 by Foxendown Lane. MP3 is a steep-sided dry
valley, defined by landform. MP4 is an area of flat land between the dry valley and the defined settlement
edge at Meopham Green, also including land between the defined settlement edge and Steele’s Lane. MP5
consists of land to either side of Wrotham Road, separated from MP4 by Steele’s Lane and from MP5 by
hedgerows bounding the orchards at Broomfield Farm. MP6 borders the western edge of most of the
defined settlement, separated from MP1 by Shipley Hills Road.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: MP1 – Meopham Green north
Representative views

MP1a

MP1b

View MP1a: looking north from Shipley Hills Road, with Shilling Shaw to the left and the tops of trees along the back of
the Helen Allison School (Hook Green) in the background.

View MP1b: looking north-west from field edge on The Street towards tree belt along Wrotham Road. The Church of St
John the Baptist is visible through trees to the right of the view.

Description

Area: 23ha

Centred on the Church of St John the Baptist, this parcel includes the grounds of Meopham Court, an
arable field adjacent to the defined settlement edge along The Street and Foxendown Lane, and a pasture
field and cemetery to the west of Wrotham Road and north of Shipley Hills Road. The parcel is for the
most part well contained by tree cover, with strong belts of trees forming the eastern and western
boundaries (Meadfield Shaw and Shilling Shaw respectively), and parts of the northern and southern
edges of the area.
The Street Conservation Area incorporates the church, Meopham Court and adjacent buildings, strips of
land to both sides of the Wrotham Road situated between the church and the defined settlement edge,
and a group of listed buildings around the junction of The Street and Wrotham Road.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
features

The landform, sloping gently downhill to the north, has no particular
sensitivity, but it is largely contained by belts of mature trees, which are
sensitive landscape elements. The church and adjacent buildings are also in a
well treed setting.

Settlement form and
edge

A dense woodland belt creates strong separation between the parcel and the
defined settlement edge along Foxendown Lane. The parcel edge is more
exposed adjacent to The Street.
That part of the parcel lying to the west of Wrotham Road is separated from
the defined settlement edge by the southern end of the Conservation Area,
which includes several listed buildings and also tree cover that creates strong
separation. A number of dwellings, set in well-treed surrounds, line Shipley
Hills Road to the south of the parcel.

Settlement setting

The field to the east of the Wrotham Road is an important element of the local
landscape, providing accessible open space within a contained, undeveloped
setting that contributes to the rural character of the Conservation Area.
The field to the west of the Wrotham Road similarly provides an undeveloped
but contained rural landscape which also contributes to the setting of the
conservation area.
The dispersed buildings, open spaces and trees within this parcel constitute the
major part of the gap between Meopham Green and Hook Green.

Views

There is strong visual containment due to the extent of tree cover within and
around the parcel. Public rights of way criss-cross the field to the east of the
Wrotham Road (NS173A, NS252, NS255 and NS255A), providing some
visibility through to the church and Meopham Court (although this is very
limited when trees are in leaf).

Perceptual qualities

The enclosed nature of this landscape, and presence of historic buildings, gives
it an historic character and sense of separation from modern development,
despite the volume of traffic using the Wrotham Road. The roads on the parcel
edge, Foxendown Lane, The Street and Shipley Hills Road, all have a rural
character and are therefore more tranquil.

Cultural or historical
value

The Conservation Area is occupied by buildings (e.g. the Grade I listed Church
of St John the Baptist) and surrounding landscape elements (e.g. tree belts
and graveyard) which would preclude any potential for housing development.
The Conservation Area Appraisal for The Street notes the importance of tree
belts and hedgerows in containing both the designated area and the
surrounding landscape which forms its wider setting. Enclosure limits the
extent of the direct setting of the church, but there is intervisibility with the
field to the west of Wrotham Road, to which the presence of the associated
graveyard and Grade II listed Church Cottages can be considered to add

sensitivity.
Listed buildings on The Street, including Well House and Dorrington Cottage
within the parcel bounds (both Grade II listed), add sensitivity to the adjacent
field.
Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

The Conservation Area and its setting, historic buildings and character.
Importance of the parcel as a setting to the defined settlement, and as part of the gap between
Meopham Green and Hook Green.
Rural character of the parcel, to which its sense of separation from the defined settlement due to
the extent of intervening tree cover contributes.
Public rights of way crossing the field to the east of Wrotham Road.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Any development within this area would be likely to have
significant adverse effects on the character and setting
of The Street Conservation Area and on the rural setting
of the northern end of Meopham.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: MP2 – Meopham Green north east
Representative views

MP2a

MP2b

View MP2a: looking south-west from Camer Park Road towards the settlement edge on Foxendown Lane.

View MP2b: looking south from Foxendown Lane at orchard on the eastern edge of the defined settlement.

Description

Area: 20ha

Land to the east of the defined settlement edge, consisting of a mixture of orchards, pasture and linear
roadside settlement to the south of Foxendown Lane and arable farmland to the north. Gentle slopes
down from this plateau area descend sharply into the steep-sided dry valley defined as parcel MP3 to the
south and south-east. To the north of Foxendown Lane the parcel is framed to the east by Camer Park
Road and adjacent woodland and to the west by Meadfield Shaw. A hedgerow marks the northern
boundary.
The area to the east of Camer Park Road and north of Foxendown Lane lies within the Kent Downs AONB,
and the southern edge of the parcel also marks the AONB boundary.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical character

Landform within the parcel is similar to that on which the defined settlement of
Meopham Green is located. There is no particular sensitivity associated with
the arable land to the north of Foxendown Lane but the orchard at Foxendown
Farm can be considered more sensitive (see ‘Cultural or historical value’
section below).

Settlement form and
edge

There is a fairly exposed edge to the defined settlement adjacent to the
Foxendown Farm orchard, along the backs of gardens (mostly on Hadley
Close), but the field to the north of the lane is more detached from the defined
settlement, being bounded to the west by Meadfield Shaw. Dwellings along
Foxendown Lane, which mostly date to the c.1930’s, have a semi-rural
character and are generally well screened by trees and hedgerows.

Settlement setting

Land use within the parcel contributes to the general rural character of
Meopham Green’s setting. Foxendown Farm and its orchard, aligned with
Meadfield Shaw to the north, mark a transition from a more contained
landscape to the west to a more open, agricultural landscape within this parcel.

Views

Visually this area is fairly contained, with only localised views to the houses on
Foxendown Lane from Camer Park Road, where it runs adjacent to the parcel
edge. There is little intervisibility between this parcel and the AONB, where
woodlands have a strong impact and views.

Perceptual qualities

Limited intervisibility with the defined settlement is to an extent offset by the
houses along Foxendown Lane, giving this area a semi-rural character.

Cultural or historical
value

Meadfield Shaw creates strong separation between the parcel and The Street
Conservation Area to the west, and there are no listed buildings in the locality.
However, increased traffic associated with any new development would
potentially have an impact on the rural character of The Street (which is part of
the Conservation Area at its western end).
There is some sensitivity associated with the orchard at Foxendown Farm.
Orchards, valued as a characteristic and traditional land use in the locality,
were once commonplace adjacent to settlements but have been much reduced
by settlement expansion and conversion to pasture or arable. Whilst this is not
a traditional orchard of ‘standard’ trees it has been in this use for at least 50
years.
Although the AONB wraps around the eastern and southern edges of the parcel
(with a very small overlap into the parcel) there is a strong distinction between
the ridge-top plateau area, which includes the defined settlement and this
parcel, and the narrow, steep-sided valleys and ridges which characterise this
part of the AONB.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•

Orchard land use at Foxendown Farm contributing to historic and rural character and, together
with Meadfield Shaw, creating a transition from a contained settlement landscape to a more open,
agricultural landscape.
Detachment of arable field to the north of Foxendown Lane from the defined settlement.
Potential landscape character impact on The Street Conservation Area resulting from increased
traffic flow.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

Development eastwards from the defined settlement
edge would not extend the settlement into a distinctly
different landscape, or expose it to sensitive views, but it
would have some potential for significant adverse effects
by negating the role played by Foxendown Farm and its
orchard in forming a traditional settlement edge. There
would also be potential indirect impact on the character
of The Street Conservation Area from increased traffic
movement. Mitigation measures to minimise impact on
the semi-rural character of the area around Foxendown
Farm, through development layout and landscaping,
would be required.
Development in the arable field to the north would
represent a significant expansion of the settlement out
from its core. If the area of the parcel to the south were
not developed it would be detached from the existing
defined settlement but if it were developed in
conjunction with that area it would represent a large
change in the extent of the settlement, with greater
potential for impact on the setting of the Conservation
Area, so significant adverse landscape effects would be
likely.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: MP3 – Meopham Green ‘Happy Valley’
Representative views

MP3a
MP3b

View MP3a: looking south along the valley from Whitehill Road

View MP3b: looking north-east from footpath NS258; houses on Cheyne Walk are just visible to left of view

Description

Area: 85ha

Parcel MP3 is a section of steep sided dry chalk valley, part of a much longer landform known as ‘Happy
Valley’, originating near Culverstone Green to the south and turning eastwards at Meopham Green before
eventually emerging into the valley of the River Medway at Cuxton. It abuts a short section of the defined
settlement edge of Meopham Green between Hadley Close and Whitehill Road but is separated from
Meopham Green by an area of ridge-top pasture. The valley floors and lower slopes are mostly grazed
pasture. In the northern half of the parcel, between Brimstone Hill and Whitehill Road, and at the
southern end, the steeper parcel slopes are largely wooded. Development within the parcel is limited to
farmsteads along Brimstone Hill and a farmstead, stables and several slope-side dwellings along Whitehill
Road. The northern half of the parcel, between Brimstone Hill and Whitehill Road, is designated as part of
the Kent Downs AONB.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical character

This valley is a very strong physical form, clearly distinct from the defined
settlement on higher ground to the west. A number of woodlands run along the
sloping valley sides, and to the south of Whitehill Road much of the valley-side
terrain, both wooded and open grassland, is designated as a Local Wildlife Site.
Land use is mostly pastoral but one of the valley-side fields below Meopham
Green is a vineyard.

Settlement form and
edge

The steep slopes and, where present, woodlands create a strong buffer to the
defined settlement.

Settlement setting

There is little intervisibility between the valley and the defined settlement, but
it is important in marking a clear distinction between the built-up area and the
more remote, rural, AONB landscape to the east.

Views

There are scenic views along the valley, with public rights of way running along
much of the valley floor (footpath NS258 in the northern section and byway
NS285 to the south) and crossing it in several places. From footpath NS258 at
the crest of the ridge near Meopham Green there are particularly long views
north-east towards a backdrop of industrial structures on the Medway around
Rochester.

Perceptual qualities

The combination of containment, separation from modern development and
attractive views gives the parcel strong perceptual qualities. “Dramatic
landform and views” is one of the “special characteristics and qualities” for
which the Kent Downs AONB was designated, and dry valleys are an example
of this.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known historical associations, and the valley does not form part
of the direct setting of either Meopham The Street or Meopham Green
Conservation Areas, but as a distinctive landscape feature with public access it
can be considered to have some cultural heritage value.
Two woodland blocks on the lower southern slopes of the valley – Nine Acre
Bank Shaw and another unnamed block just to the east of Whitehill Road – are
designated as ancient woodland, as are many of the woodlands on the parcel
boundaries above the valley (although not those on the slopes of Foxendown).

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Very distinctive landform, free from any significant modern development, contributing to local
landscape character, to the defined settlement’s wider setting and to the AONB.
Visual and physical separation from the defined settlement by steep slopes and woodland.
Strong views from settlement edge along the valley.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Any development spilling down into the valley would
mark a strong departure in settlement form, would relate
badly to existing settlement, and would intrude into a
very rural setting, affecting long, scenic views and
detracting from the character of the Kent Downs AONB.
Significant adverse landscape effects would therefore be
likely.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Small

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: MP4 – Meopham Green east
Representative views

MP4a

MP4b

View MP4a: looking south-west from footpath NS258 towards Meopham Green settlement edge

View MP4b: looking east across field between Pitfield Reservoir (covered) and Steele’s Lane

Description

Area: 16ha

This parcel consists of a number of small to medium-sized pasture fields wrapping around the eastern and
southern edge of the defined settlement at Meopham Green. To the east these fall away into the steepsided Happy Valley (parcel MP3) with little hedgerow containment, and to the south-east they are
enclosed by stronger tree cover, on field edges and along the north-south section of Steele’s Lane (an unmetalled track). The field to the south is flat, other than a raised, covered reservoir close to the eastern
edge (Pitfield Reservoir), and occupies the space between the defined settlement edge, the A227 and
Steele’s Lane. The latter has a hedgerow along its north side, with a number of trees, and mostly 20th
century houses (pre-WW2 with some later infilling) along the south side outside the parcel.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical character

There is sensitivity associated with the south-eastern part of the parcel, where
the land starts to slope more steeply down into the valley, but for the most
part the area is fairly flat. The mature hedgerows along Steele’s Lane and
nearby fields can be considered sensitive landscape elements. One of these
fields, and also the field to the north of footpath NS258, are designated as
Local Wildlife Sites. At the northern end of the latter, two of Meopham Lawn
Tennis Club’s five courts lies outside of the defined settlement area.

Settlement form and
edge

The eastern edge of Meopham Green is fairly exposed to the fields within this
parcel, with only garden hedging and trees to define the settlement boundary.
Large houses set in large gardens typify this edge, and three residential
gardens break the otherwise straight settlement edge, jutting out into the
pasture.
Strong field boundaries create greater separation between the defined
settlement and the fields to the south-east, adjacent to Steele’s Lane, but they
also separate the area from the open valley to the east.
The field forming the southern/western part of the parcel occupies the gap
between houses facing onto the village green, houses along the main road and
houses on Steele’s Lane. This development, together with the well-hedged
eastern section of Steele’s Lane and the A227 to the west, creates a contained
area, detached from the wider countryside. It is noted that a small part of the
defined parcel on the edge of this field is part of a private garden, contained by
tall conifers.

Settlement setting

Whereas most of Happy Valley is separated from Meopham by well-wooded
slopes, the area to the east of Meopham Green is open. The close proximity of
this part of the parcel to the defined settlement centre, and the footpath link to
the valley (NS258), increase the importance of the area as part of the
settlement’s rural setting.
The contained fields to the south-east are less important in terms of settlement
setting.
The containment of the field in which the covered Pitfield Reservoir is located
limits its contribution to the character of the defined settlement, but in
combination with the open land adjacent to Ifield Road to the west of the A227
it forms a gap which separates off a section of linear development to the south
of the defined settlement.

Views

Lack of development in the eastern part of the parcel preserves the rural
character of views from Happy Valley, which to the north of Whitehill Road is
within the Kent Downs AONB. There are scenic views along the valley from
footpath NS258 as it passes through the parcel. Elsewhere the landscape is
more contained.

Perceptual qualities

There is a clear settlement-edge influence on the eastern part of the parcel,
but the openness of the location and expansive views preserve a rural
character. Hedgerow containment of fields to the east of Steele’s Lane means

that these have a degree of separation from the defined settlement, and so
retain a rural character.
The Pitfield Reservoir field has a strong sense of being surrounded by
development, with the proximity of the main road, the reservoir mounding and
associated building, and the prominence of a number of modern houses,
detracting from landscape character. However, the preservation of an open
field, backed by trees, adjacent to the main road does contribute to the
preservation of a degree of rural character as perceived passing through the
settlement on the main road.
Cultural or historical
value

The Meopham Green Conservation Area includes many of the houses that back
onto the parcel. The Conservation Area Appraisal notes that most of the houses
backing onto the open fields to the east are modern (none are listed), but that
these fields form part of the landscape setting of the Conservation Area.
Elsewhere in the Conservation Area the primary focus of interest is around the
large village green.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•

Contribution of open fields to east of village to its rural setting, including the setting of the
Meopham Green Conservation Area, and to views along Happy Valley from close to the defined
settlement edge.
Contribution of openness within the parcel to rural character of Happy Valley, including that part
that lies within the Kent Downs AONB.
Rural character of area to east of Steele’s Lane, its sloping terrain and its separation from the
defined settlement by a strong hedgerow.
Contribution of field containing Pitfield Reservoir to marking a transition between the defined
settlement and the more sporadic development to the south, and contribution to rural character
as perceived from the A227.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

•

Development to the east of the settlement edge would
affect the setting of the Meopham Green conservation
area and would detract from the rural character of Happy
Valley and of the AONB. Significant adverse landscape
effects would be likely to result.
Development in the area to the east of Steele’s Lane
would be very detached from the defined settlement in
terms of separation by hedgerows and its sloping terrain,
which places it in a different landscape setting.
Significant adverse landscape effects would be likely to
result.
Development in the Pitfield Reservoir field would have
some adverse impact in terms of loss of rural character,
and would also close the gap between the defined
settlement to the north and Steele’s Lane, but the extent
to which this narrow belt of open land is perceived as a
gap, or considered to mark a change in settlement
character, is debatable. On balance, there would be
adverse landscape effects but these would be unlikely to
be significant.
Potential impact on the landscape character of Meopham
Green as a result of increased activity generated by new

housing could be a limiting factor on the acceptable scale
of any development.
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: MP5 – Meopham Green south
Representative views

MP5b

MP5a

View MP5a: looking north-east over pasture at The South Lodge

View MP5b: looking north-east from Ifield Road across orchard towards houses along the A227

Description

Area: 41ha

This parcel consists of land to either side of the A227, including residential development along the main
road and Steele’s Lane and several farmsteads. Most land is grazed pasture, or large residential
properties with extensive grounds, but to the north of Ifield Road Broomfield Farm has a large area of
orchard. This relatively flat ridge-top area is framed to east and west by dry valleys, the sides of which
are largely wooded. The northern edge of the orchard, contained by strong hedgerows, forms the
boundary of the parcel to the west of the A227, and Steele’s Road forms the northern boundary to the
east of the main road. Hedgerows form the southern boundaries of the parcel.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical character

The flat, ridge-top topography has no sensitivity to built development. There
is no particular sensitivity associated with the grazed pastures and
grasslands, but the area includes several small woodland blocks and some
mature hedgerows, which contribute to landscape character and containment
of settlement views. A higher level of sensitivity is also associated with the
orchard at Broomfield Farm (see ‘Cultural or historical value’ section below).

Settlement form and
edge

The parcel only abuts the defined settlement along the west side of the A227,
and on the south-western corner of Pitfield Drive. There is a hedgerow
boundary, but houses are still clearly visible above it.
A gap of a little over 50m, open farmland to the west and a pasture field to
the east, separates the defined settlement from houses to the south, within
the parcel. There is something of a phased transition through the parcel
along the A227: from large, isolated dwellings in large grounds, interspersed
with paddocks, in the south, to closer-set detached houses in the north
(signage indicating entry to Meopham Green coincides with the start of this
area), then to denser development in the defined settlement itself.

Settlement setting

Both the defined settlement edge and the houses within the parcel are well
contained in the wider landscape, by tree cover and landform, but gaps in
roadside development provide views to a wooded backdrop which enhance
the rural character of the settlement setting. The more open roadside
landscape in the southern part of the parcel around The South Lodge
contributes to the sense of a gap between Culverstone Green and Meopham
Green, with the hedgerow and woodland block to the north of it creating a
strong landscape feature.

Views

Several footpaths cross through the area, but views are typically contained by
tree cover.

Perceptual qualities

The A227 is a busy route, but it retains a rural character between
Culverstone Green and Meopham Green. Large open fields, such as those
around The South Lodge, contribute to this. Away from the main road the
tree-enclosed landscape typically has a more isolated, rural character.

Cultural or historical
value

There is some sensitivity associated with the orchard at Broomfield Farm.
Orchards, valued as a characteristic and traditional land use in the locality,
were once commonplace adjacent to settlements such as Meopham Green but
have been much reduced by settlement expansion and conversion to pasture
or arable. Whilst this is not a traditional orchard of ‘standard’ trees it has
been in this use for at least 50 years.
Leylands Orchard, Leylands Barn and Leylands Farm Cottage are Grade II
listed buildings located along the A227. They can be considered to make
some contribution to rural character, although tree cover limits their visibility.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Open fields adjacent to the A227, and presence of listed buildings, which help to retain rural
character along this route.
Contribution of woodland blocks and hedgerows to landscape character.
Landscape containment by tree cover, which helps to retain rural character and isolation from
settlement away from the main road.
Orchard land use at Broomfield Farm.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

Any development to the south of the ‘Meopham Green’
signs on the A227 would be likely to have a significant
adverse landscape impact in terms of the extent to
which it would expand development away from the
defined settlement and reduce the rural gap between
Meopham Green and Culverstone Green.
There may be some potential for increasing the depth
of development back from the main road, beyond
existing building curtilages into the open grassland to
the south of Ifield Road, but there would still be some
potential for significant adverse landscape effects, with
impact on rural character being the main concern. New
tree/hedgerow planting would be appropriate in this
area to assist with containing impact.
The visible defined settlement edge has some influence
on landscape character in the adjacent fields of
Broomfield Farm, and stronger hedgerows to the west
would limit the impact on any new development on the
wider landscape, but this is still a rural area and its
orchard land use is sensitive. Whilst significant adverse
landscape effects could still result, there would be
some potential for development that would have a
more limited adverse impact, particularly if it was of a
scale that did not result in substantial loss of orchard
land. New tree/hedgerow planting would be appropriate
in this area to assist with containing impact.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape
and visual impact.
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Large

Landscape Parcel: MP6 – Meopham Green west
Representative views

MP6b
MP6a

View MP6a: looking south-east from footpath NS258 at corner of Homefield Shaw, towards settlement edge along
Cricketers Drive and Pitfield Drive

View MP6b: looking south-east from footpath NS258 at corner of Homefield Shaw, towards Meopham School (partially
screened by hedgerow trees)

Description

Area: 89ha

This parcel abuts most of the western edge of the defined settlement of Meopham Green, comprising a
mixture of medium-sized pasture fields to the south and larger arable fields to the north. Field
boundaries are generally strong, even between arable fields, with a number of wooded shaws (e.g.
Pirville Grove, Homefield Shaw and Shilling Shaw) characterising the area. A dry valley splits the ridgetop plateau, starting as a shallow feature to the west of Lomer Farm but becoming more pronounced as
it dips down to the west along Shipley Hills Road and joins a longer north-south dry valley which marks
the western edge of the parcel.
The parcel contains two farmsteads: Lomer Farm is close to the defined settlement edge opposite the
village hall, and Clements Reach Farm is on the north side of Shipley Hills Road. A number of houses set
in large gardens line the southern side of Shipley Hills Road, between the farm and the A227 and outside
of the defined settlement. Also within the parcel is Meopham School, a large complex of buildings
(comprising leisure centre, doctor’s surgery, library and nursery school) together with playing fields
contained within a strong boundary hedgerow.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical character

The more steeply sloping valley sides in the north and west of the parcel have
a higher sensitivity than the gentle slopes to the south and east, closer to the
defined settlement edge. The pastoral and arable land uses are not
particularly sensitive, but the strong structure of shaws and hedgerows that
contain them is a distinctive feature of the local landscape.

Settlement form and
edge

The A227 marks the defined settlement edge in the northern part of
Meopham Green, where tree/hedgerow boundaries create a strong edge. The
presence of Meopham School compromises this boundary to an extent, but
other than at the entrance the school buildings and playing fields are
contained on all sides by strong boundary vegetation.
Further south, the defined settlement edge at Meopham Green extends
across the main road to include modern development on Cricketers Drive and
Pitfield Drive, which abut the fields in the south-eastern corner of the parcel.
These fields are very exposed to the settlement edge; there is some
boundary vegetation but the slope of the landform away from the settlement
increases visibility of houses.

Settlement setting

Homefield Shaw, the hedgerow along the back of the school and Shilling
Shaw to the north of Shipley Hills Road form a line to the west of which there
is a stronger rural character and detachment from the settlement, and the
line of ridge-top hedgerows and shaws to the west of this (Pirville Grove
being the largest) mark a further separation.
The field between the A227 and Lomer Farm is visible from the road over a
low hedgerow, contributing rural character to the immediate setting of
Meopham Green by providing a view through to the farm and its wooded
backdrop.

Views

Footpath NS258 and bridleway NS283 cross east-west through the parcel,
providing some visibility of the ridge-top settlement edge at distance but
hedges and shaws screen much of the intervening land. Meopham Windmill is
visible from the field adjacent to Cricketers Drive and Pitfield Close, but in the
context of modern housing development.

Perceptual qualities

Away from the settlement edge this area has a strong rural character, but
this is reduced where the settlement edge is more exposed, adjacent to
Cricketers Drive and Pitfield Drive, and where non-agricultural development
has occurred within the parcel, in the vicinity of Meopham School.

Cultural or historical
value

The north-eastern corner of the parcel, which includes The George Inn (Grade
II listed – part of a cluster of listed buildings at the junction of The Street and
Wrotham Road) and an attractive house and associated brick walling between

the pub and the corner of Shipley Hills Road, falls within The Street
Conservation Area.
Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•

Strong rural character to which shaws and mature hedgerows make an important contribution.
Sensitivity of steeper slopes in northern and western parts of the parcel.
Separation from defined settlement by the A227, in the northern part of the parcel (between The
George Inn and Lomer Farm).
Contribution of field between A227 and Lomer Farm to rural setting of Meopham.
Character of built environment in the Conservation Area at the north-east corner of the parcel.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

•

•

Medium-Low

Medium

•

•

Any development beyond the line of vegetation formed
by Homefield Shaw, the hedgerow at the back of the
school and Shilling Shaw would mark a significant
expansion of the settlement into an area with a strong
rural character, and so would be likely to have a
significant adverse impact on landscape. This would
particularly be the case where the landform is more
pronounced, towards the northern and western edges of
the parcel.
Development in the field between the Lomer Farm
buildings and the A227 would detract from the rural
setting of Meopham, but the extent to which this has
already been compromised by development in the
vicinity of the School means that the adverse landscape
effects of such development might not be considered
significant.
The hedged area containing Meopham School, the
leisure centre and other amenities is exposed to
development, so further development within this area
would be unlikely to have any significant additional
impact on landscape character.
The field adjacent to Cricketers Drive and Pitfield Drive
is exposed to modern development on two sides but is
also separated from the more rural landscape to the
west by Homefield Shaw. Whilst there would be some
adverse impact associated with development close to
Lomer Farm it would be unlikely that development in
this field would be considered to constitute a significant
adverse impact on landscape.
The field containing the school and other amenities is
characterised by low-rise, medium-scale buildings, so
further low-rise development of this scale would be
unlikely to have any significant additional impact on
landscape character.
Development of medium-scale buildings elsewhere
within this parcel would be likely to have significant
adverse landscape and visual impact.

Low

Large

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape
and visual impact.

Nuralite

Settlement description
The site forms a small parcel of industrial land (Nuralite and Beckley Hill Works) alongside the North Kent
Rail line to the north of Hoo Junction and the Thames and Medway Canal. The Nuralite site is located on
raised land just above, with the eastern part within, the floodplain, while Beckley Hill works is entirely
within the floodplain. The Shorne Marshes and Higham Bight RSPB Reserve to the north form part of the
larger South Thames Estuary and Marshes SSSI. To the south of the rail junction is an open large scale
arable farmland landscape. This area forms an isolated area of industrial development around the
canal/railway and separated from the adjacent farmland and marshland landscapes.

Previous assessment findings
In the Kent Landscape Assessment, the site is located on the northern boundary of the Hoo Peninsula
character area. This is mainly arable farmland on mostly gently sloping ground and is assessed as being
in poor condition and of moderate sensitivity. It is adjacent to the Eastern Thames Marshes character
area, which is primarily low lying grazing marsh and marshland, some converted to arable production.
This character area is in moderate condition and is of very high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, the site is located on the northern edge of the
Higham Arable Farmlands character area. The Borough Landscape Character Assessment identifies the
following key characteristics, which are relevant to this area:
•
Very gently undulating topography;
•
Views out to the marshes and the River Thames in the north;
•
Isolated farmsteads and scattered properties with locally distinct styles.
The condition of the landscape of the Higham Arable Farmlands character area is assessed as poor, due to
the fragmented land use and visual detractors including large pylons, rail siding and poly tunnels.
Sensitivity is assessed as moderate, due to a balance between locally distinctive houses/farms and
indistinct recent buildings with other landscape features such as hedgerows in poor condition.
It is on the boundary of the Shorne and Higham Marshes character area. The following key relevant
characteristics are identified for this area:
•
Flat grazing marsh with a lack of vegetation;
•
Sense of remoteness with extensive views across marshes;
•
Network of ditches and meandering waterways divide the marshes in an irregular pattern leaving
parcels of land of a medium scale;
•
No roads and limited development;
•
Features of historic interest including Shornemead Fort;
•
Extensive views across the River Thames and to higher ground to the south.
The condition of the landscape of the Shorne and Higham Marshes character area is assessed as good,
with sensitivity assessed as high. This is due to the intact landscape with few visual detractors and strong
ecological integrity, and the simple open landscape with traditional field patterns and lack of settlement.
The guidelines for this character area state that planning should ‘restrict development proposals that
encroach onto the marsh from the urban fringe surrounds, seeking opportunities to improve the
appearance of the urban edge.’

Assessment parcels
This site is identified as one assessment parcel, the boundaries defined by the industrial land use
contained within the area between the railway junction to the south, the line of the Thames and Medway
Canal to the north of the Nuralite site and a scrub woodland block to the north and east of the Beckley Hill
works.

Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
NI1
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Landscape Parcel: NI1 - Nuralite Site
Representative views

NI1b

NI1d

NI1c

NI1a

NI1a: Views of tipping and landfill from Thames and Medway canal (NCR1)

NI1b: Scrub regeneration on fringes screens the site

NI1c: Some large brick industrial buildings remain

NI1d: Views across the reed-filled Thames and Medway canal to warehouse sites

Description

Area: 24ha

The Nuralite site comprises a variety of industrial uses on an area of former asbestos works, south of the
Canal, with the Beckley Hill works, an area of small industrial units within a former quarry located to the
east of the Canal. These sites are accessed along Canal Road from Higham, a key part of the Gravesham
green infrastructure network (National Cycle Route 1) and linking to Gravesend. At Nuralite, buildings
include large brick warehouses and newer sheds in various states of repair. The Beckley Hill works
contains a series of small scale light industrial units. The development is contained and screened from the
wider area by regenerated tree and scrub growth on boundaries and on areas of former industrial landfill
at Nuralite, with extensive areas of regenerating scrub and woodland plus pools of open water to the
north of the Beckley Hill works. The Thames and Medway Canal is a distinctive feature, now a reed filled
course but still evident in the local landscape. Both sites are visible from Canal Road with signage and
associated traffic generation.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The parcel comprises the Nuralite site on slightly raised and human- made
topography (landfill) at the edge of the flood plain with the Beckley Hill works
in a former quarry and within the floodplain. Industrial land uses are contained
by regenerated trees and scrub on boundaries. The Thames and Medway
Canal and North Kent Rail Line form strong boundaries containing the industrial
area. The immediate landscape to the north of flat, open remote marshes of
high biodiversity value is highly sensitive. To the south the arable landscape is
separated from the sites by Hoo Junction.

Settlement form and
edge

The industrial areas are screened by regenerated tree and scrub on boundaries
and edges, although there are views in to areas of tipping and industrial

buildings, and signage from Canal Road. Overall these are contained sites
within an open sensitive marshland landscape.
Settlement setting

The area does not form a setting to any areas of settlement, although is part of
the setting of the vast open marshes to the north and form the immediate view
from part of the green infrastructure network along the Thames and Medway
Canal (National Cycle Route 1).

Views

There are very limited views into these secluded screened industrial sites.
Although there are views from receptors using the recreation network (NCR 1)
along the Thames and Medway Canal. Views of tipping and the various
industrial uses create a poor impression for users on these routes.

Perceptual qualities

Generally, a remote, inaccessible area of marshlands within which this site
provides a hub of noise and activity including traffic generation along Canal
Road and other local rural lanes.

Cultural or historical
value

Cultural and historical interest associated with the now disused Thames and
Medway Canal built in the mid nineteenth century to link the two rivers and
circumvent navigation around the treacherous Hoo Peninsula. To the north the
marshlands are a landscape with strong medieval origins and cultural
resonance (Dickens).

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•
•

Remoteness and tranquillity of the marshland landscape;
The character of the quiet rural roads ,including Canal Road which provide access to the site is
vulnerable to increased traffic generation;
High biodiversity interest of adjacent marshlands;
Screening and containment provided by regenerated woodland and scrub along boundaries;
Proximity of the site to the Green Infrastructure network and high sensitivity of visual receptors
along these routes.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Residential development on these industrial sites would
be likely to give rise to significant adverse landscape
and visual impacts due to their relative remoteness on
the edge of wider marshland landscape of high
biodiversity interest. The main constraint is the
additional requirement for new access roads, lighting
and infrastructure and consequent suburbanising
influence within the otherwise remote landscape, plus
the increased disturbance and activity that residential
development would bring.

Medium-Low

•

Some re-development of medium-scale buildings
warehouse type/industrial buildings within the existing
footprint could be undertaken without a significant
landscape and visual impact providing it does not
increase the level of activity of the site. They key
requirements would be to ensure that any
development:

Small

Medium

-

Respects the ‘remote’ marsh location in terms of

-

-

-

Medium-Low

Large

•

height, scale and colour, materials;
Does not overtop or result in removal of existing
scrub and woodland;
Does not result in substantial traffic generation and
congestion within this quiet remote setting and on
the local rural lane network;
Contributes to improvement and integration of the
site within the wider landscape, for example
planting along boundaries and enhancing
experience for users of adjacent recreation routes;
Respects the high biodiversity values of the
adjacent marshland landscape and does not result
in any activity that damages/pollutes watercourses,
etc.

Some re-development of limited large- scale
warehouse type industrial buildings within the existing
footprint may be appropriate on this site, providing it
does not increase the level of activity of the site. The
key requirements as set out for medium-scale
development, above, also apply.

Shorne and Shorne Ridgeway

Settlement description
Shorne is situated on an outlying spur of a longer north-east to south-west ridge. The assessment
covers the defined rural settlement of Shorne and also a slightly detached defined settlement area to the
south, Shorne Ridgeway. The present-day village developed as two separate areas: the main village
centred on The Street, occupying the southern side of a saddle of land lying between Shorne Hill (to the
west) and The Warren (to the east), and a smaller hamlet on the north slope of the saddle focused on
the medieval St Katherine’s Chapel. 20th century development has filled the gap between these areas,
and expanded development southwards towards another historical settlement focus, Chestnut Green,
but all three original centres retain sufficient historic interest to warrant Conservation Area status.
Several parts of the Shorne Conservation Area lie outside of the defined settlement and within parcels
assessed in this study: the area around St Katherine’s Chapel, including the buildings of Smith’s Farm,
and an area on Shorne Hill, on the western edge of the village, which includes the village green and Mill
House. Similarly the Chestnut Green Conservation Area also includes small parts of assessment parcels.
Shorne is noted for the extent of woodland in its vicinity, comprising an area collectively known as
Shorne Woods, to the south-west, and a number of woodland blocks to the east. Much of this is
designated as ancient woodland.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent’s Hoo Peninsula character area runs northward from the A226
Gravesend Road, and so includes all of the defined rural settlement area and two of the parcels defined
for this current assessment: HI1 and HI2. The Hoo Peninsula character area, which is principally arable
farmland on mostly gently sloping ground, is assessed as being in poor condition and of moderate
sensitivity. To the south of the A226 the Shorne character area, which is a largely wooded ridge, is
assessed as being in good condition but of very low sensitivity.
The Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment divides the study area into two on the same boundary,
with the Higham Arable Farmlands character area to the north and the Shorne Woodlands
character area to the south.
The following key characteristics of this character area are relevant to the Higham area, although the
“very gently undulating topography” is more typically steeper than that around Lower Higham, as it rises
up to the Shorne ridge:
•
Very gently undulating topography
•
Open arable farmland
•
Views out to the marshes and the River Thames in the north
•
Original Saxon village of Lower Higham and more recent development to the south
•
Isolated farmsteads and scattered materials and properties with locally distinct styles
•
Pockets of orchards and garden nurseries.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Higham Arable Farmlands
character area as poor, principally because intensive arable agriculture has resulted in a lack of
hedgerow boundaries, lack of maintenance of old orchards and consequently a weak functional unity.
Sensitivity is assessed as moderate: it is noted that “isolated properties and farmsteads provide local
distinctiveness, in contrast with more recent development within Higham and Lower Higham”, but that
landscape features and elements are typically “indistinct”, and sense of place is “weak”.
A number of the key characteristics of the Shorne Woodlands character area are also represented,
although this is a peripheral part of the area which to an extent a transition from the arable farmlands to
the north and doesn’t include any of the character area’s defined rural settlements:
•
Undulating topography
•
Chestnut coppice woodland
•
Strong sense of enclosure
•
Varied building style and age
•
Chequered brickwork and ornamental brickwork
•
Few highways with busier roads along character area boundaries.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Shorne Woodlands
character area as good, primarily due to the unifying effect of the woodland, but it is noted that
condition in the western part of the character area is better than that of the eastern part (in which the
Higham parcels lie), as a result of better woodland management. Sensitivity is assessed as moderate,
with low visibility offsetting the local distinctiveness that the woodlands provide.

Assessment parcels
Seven parcels have been defined, to encompass the defined settlements of both Shorne and Shorne
Ridgeway, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement edge as a guideline for extents but
amending to reflect landform and landscape elements.
Woodlands form the outer extent of the area considered in relation to potential expansion of Shorne to
the east: parcel SH1 lies between the A226 Gravesend Road and woods to the south of property
boundaries along Peartree Lane. SH2 is the area adjacent to the southern edge of the defined settlement
of Shorne and the eastern edge of the defined settlement of Shorne Ridgeway, separated from SH1 by
field boundaries. SH3 is the area to the south of Shorne Ridgeway and south of development along
Peartree Lane, bounded to the east and west by woodlands. SH4 is the area adjacent to the southwestern edge of the defined settlement of Shorne and the western edge of the defined settlement of
Shorne Ridgeway and is enclosed by the woodland which forms SH5. SH6 is farmland to the west of
Shorne, abutting a belt of woodland in SH5 to the south. Crown Lane separates SH6 from SH7 to the
north of Shorne, and a field-edge, footpath and a woodland block (The Warren) mark the boundary
between SH7 and SH1.
SH1 abuts the edge of Higham to the east and so is also assessed, with regard to development
extending out from Higham, as parcel HI5. SH7 is also assessed separately, with regard to potential
development south from Lower Shorne, as LS3.

Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: SH1 – Shorne east
Representative views

SH1a

SH1b

View SH1a: looking west from footpath NS156 towards settlement edge at Warren View (the parish church is visible
in the background)

View SH1b: looking south from footpath NS156; tree tops to left are around Overblow House, and those in the centre
are part of The Warren.

Description

Area: 67ha

This parcel consists of the undulating slopes and floor of the upper end of a valley, descending from high
ground at Shorne to the west, Shorne Ridgeway to the south and Court Wood / Peartree Lane to the
east. The valley continues northwards across the A226 Gravesend Road, which marks the northern edge
of the parcel, gradually fading into more gently undulating open fields.
Most of the land in the central area is in arable cultivation, but there is pasture adjacent to two outlying
dwellings on the edge of Higham, Starmore Wood to the south and The Warren, a tree-fringed area of
plantation woodland and former orchards on the eastern side of Shorne.
In addition to the two dwellings on the edge of Higham (Courtlands and The Manor House), Warren Farm
lies between The Warren and the edge of Shorne.
This parcel is also assessed as HI5 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Higham.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The parcel forms a distinctive arable farmland valley with undulating slopes,
less suited to built development than more uniform terrain. The wooded
areas on the valley margins are sensitive landscape features, with The
Warren being located on a hillock, increasing its prominence, and Starmore
Wood being designated Ancient Woodland. The Warren is linked to a
hedgerow which has an associated channel, ending in a tree-fringed pond on
the valley floor, whilst Starmore Wood is only narrowly separated from Cole
Wood, which in turns links to Court Wood to form a significant body of
Ancient Woodland.

Settlement form and
edge

Within Shorne, only a 150m frontage of the defined settlement, at Warren
View and Barndale Court, faces onto land within this parcel. Sloping uphill to
the south, this settlement edge is fairly exposed (see view SH1a). To the
north, Warren Farm marks the settlement edge, with the wooded hilltop
Warren, and the well-hedged Swiller’s Lane, forming a strong boundary
feature to the north and east. To the south of Warren View, a copse of
woodland set on a spur of high ground surrounding Overblow House (in
parcel SH2) marks a strong southern edge to Shorne.

Settlement setting

Most of the village is contained by wooded high ground, but the parcel is
important as part of the wider rural setting of both Shorne and Higham. Its
landform and woodland containment give it a character distinct from Shorne
and Higham, increasing its value in settlement separation.

Views

The surrounding villages are largely contained by landform and woodland, so
local views of this area are principally from the public rights of way which
cross it (NS156 and NS159). The sloping valley terrain provides some long,
framed views down over lower farmland and marshes to the Thames, and
also reciprocal views in which the rural, wooded character of this area is
evident.

Perceptual qualities

Traffic noise has an impact in the northern part of the parcel, and
development adjacent to the A226 Gravesend Road at Lower Shorne has an
adverse impact on rural character, but elsewhere the containment of
development by tree cover and the interest added by landform make this an
attractive, rural landscape.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no particular cultural heritage values within the parcel, other than
the value associated with the continuity of Ancient Woodland that applies to
Starmore Wood.
The side-valley marked by Swiller’s Lane, framed by The Warren to the north
and the wooded spur on which Overblow House is located to the south, can
be considered to form part of the wider setting of the Grade II* listed Church
of St Peter and St Paul in Shorne which is visible in views towards the
settlement from the valley – see view SH1a).

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•
•

The Warren and the woodland block around Overblow House mark a very strong settlement
edge, despite the lack of distinct boundary feature on the hillside in between. There is no
existing development on the east-facing slopes of the valley on which this parcel is centred.
Distinctly separate valley landform, largely screened from Shorne by woodland and retaining an
undeveloped rural character.
Long, woodland-framed views toward the Thames corridor.
The wider setting of the listed Church Of St Peter and St Paul in Shorne.
The settlement gap between Higham and Shorne.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Any development within the parcel would mark a
distinct expansion of Shorne beyond its historic,
contained setting and would adversely affect attractive,
framed northward views. Adverse landscape effects
would be likely to be significant.

Small
Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: SH2 – Shorne Ridgeway east
Representative views

SH2b

SH2a

View SH2a: looking east from footpath NS156 towards Starmore Wood and dwellings on Peartree Lane

View SH2b: looking north-west from footpath NS156 towards Tanyard Hill (with long view to Thames to right)

Description

Area: 19ha

This parcel consists mostly of open settlement and adjacent paddocks lying to the north of Peartree Lane
and east of Tanyard Hill, outside of the defined settlement, occupying the crest of the ridge along which
the parish of Shorne has evolved. A short line of denser dwellings on the north side of Peartree Lane
opposite the See Ho pub, Ridegway Bungalows, are part of the defined settlement. The north western
corner of the parcel is a spur of wooded ground surrounding Overblow House, and the eastern end is
marked by Cole Wood.
The paddock at the south western corner of the parcel is included within the Chestnut Green
Conservation Area.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Most of this area is relatively flat, ridge-top grazing land, which is not in itself
very sensitive to development. Adjacent development in Shorne Ridgeway
and along the ridgeway to the south is on similar terrain. A greater sensitivity
is associated with the northern fringes of the area, which in places slope
more steeply down into the valley network between Shorne and Higham, and
with the wooded areas noted in the description above.
There is no intervisibility between the parcel and the Kent Downs AONB,
which includes land to the south of Peartree Lane and west of Bowesden
Lane.

Settlement form and
edge

The bulk of the defined settlement lies to the west of Tanyard Hill, contained
by Woodlands Lane to the west and The Ridgeway to the south, with a small
number of houses located to the south of the parcel along The Ridgeway and
Peartree Lane. East of the See Ho pub and Ridgeway Bungalows, beyond the
defined settlement edge, dwellings are mostly large and set in well treed
surrounds.
The south western corner of the parcel, where only a few large properties are
located on the east side of Tanyard Hill, is framed on two sides by
development within the defined settlement but relatively strong, roadside
hedgerows separate the two areas. Ridgeway Bungalows are somewhat
isolated on the north side of Peartree Lane, representing a ribbon of denser
development that is slightly distinct from the rest of the defined settlement.

Settlement setting

These open, grazed fields and their wooded backdrop provide a rural setting
to settlement along the ridge top.

Views

Generally the flatter ridge-top terrain and surrounding woodlands
(particularly Starmore Wood, of the northern edge of the parcel) restrict long
views from this area, despite its elevated location, and likewise hide it from
long inward views. However, there is greater visual sensitivity associated with
the central part of the parcel, particularly the northern fringe, which provides
glimpsed long views of the Thames valley/estuary and reciprocal views
towards the parcel.
Principal receptors are users of the public footpath that runs north from the
junction of Peartree Lane and Bowesden Lane. There are limited public views
from the adjacent roads, which are generally well hedged.

Perceptual qualities

The combination of enclosure by woodland and glimpsed longer views
contributes to a sense of isolation from the wider landscape, and association
with local settlement which is open and rural in character. Visible
development along Peartree Lane, particularly the row of bungalows that
forms part of the defined settlement, has some adverse effect on these
qualities, but there is sufficient vegetation to limit the extent of this influence.
Intrusion from traffic on adjacent roads is limited by the strong roadside
hedgerows.

Cultural or historical

The Chestnut Green Conservation Area Appraisal notes the enclosed
character of the settlement, to which the surrounding fields and woodlands

value

contribute. The field at the south-west corner of the parcel is noted as
forming an east side setting to the core historic part of the conservation area,
where a row of Grade II listed cottages (Homewood Cottages) lie adjacent to
the village green with its notable chestnut trees, although the strong
screening impact of the roadside hedgerow which separates the parcel from
the settlement and green is also commented upon.
Both Cole Wood, part of which is in the parcel, and Starmore Wood, which
lies on its northern boundary, are ancient woodlands.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

•
•

Sense of separation from wider landscape, due to elevation and wooded surroundings.
Open space between the settlement edge and surrounding woodland is important as a rural
settlement and conservation area setting, in the context of its sense of relative isolation from the
wider landscape.
Woodlands at the northern and eastern ends of the parcel, which contribute to settlement
setting, and steeper slopes along the central northern edge, which are visually exposed.
Strong roadside hedgerows separate the parcel from the inset rural settlement, and the eastern
half of the parcel is remote from the inset rural settlement edge.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Development along Peartree Lane can be considered to
detract from perceptual qualities to an extent, but this
area still has a rural character and a sense of
separation. Significant adverse landscape impact would
be likely to result from any development in this area
beyond a very limited number of new dwellings
adjacent to Tanyard Hill or Peartree Lane. Development
would adversely affect the rural setting of Shorne
Ridgeway and would reduce the current sense of
rurality that exists despite the presence of some
modern development nearby.
• Proximity to the Chestnut Green Conservation Area,
which extends into the south-western part of the
parcel, adds sensitivity.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: SH3 – Shorne Ridgeway south east
Representative views

SH3b

SH3a

View SH3a: looking north from footpath NS161 towards Bowesden Lane, showing wooded character of landscape

View SH2b: looking north from Park Farm House towards the settlement edge off Bowesden Lane (this area is outside
of the defined settlement)

Description

Area: 46ha

The northern half of this parcel is occupied by dwellings outside the defined settlement, typically set
within large plots with substantial tree cover. The southern half is mostly open grassland, with some
remnant parkland oaks towards the western side and some grazed paddocks at the eastern end, bound
on three sides by woodland (Great Crabbles Wood and Dunbar’s Wood). The area is split east-west by
Bowesden Lane and contained by houses along The Ridgeway and Peartree Lane to the north and by
substantial woodland to the east (Brewers Wood) and west (Great Crabbles Wood). Park Pale Farm,
which is used as a storage depot and contractor’s yard, is located adjacent to the A2/M2 junction, which
forms the south-western boundary of the parcel, and Park Farm House lies close to Boysden Shaw, a
woodland belt which forms the south-eastern parcel edge.
All the land to the west of Bowesden Lane, and land to the south and west of the parcel, is designated as
part of the Kent Downs AONB.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

This area slopes fairly strongly down to the south and east, from high points
just to the south of The Ridgeway and Peartree Lane (the area known
historically as Furze Bank) and from Puckle Hill (just to the west of the
parcel), forming the northern side of the valley occupied by the A2 (Watling
Street).

Settlement form and
edge

Development within the parcel is dispersed in character and very distinct
from the defined settlement both in terms of character, topography and
physical separation. The defined settlement extends out northwards along the
ridge-top, and tree cover creates a strong separation between the houses in
the northern part of the parcel and the open fields to the south.

Settlement setting

The parcel presents a very wooded character, with very little of the housing
within it being visible from beyond the immediate area. This contributes to
the enclosed, somewhat isolated character of Shorne Ridgeway.

Views

The southward-sloping open grassland provides views across the A2 valley to
woodland in and around Cobham Park, but the extent of tree cover on both
sides of the valley means that public views from beyond the immediate area
are very limited. Principal receptors are the public footpaths that run northsouth between the edge of the inset settlement on Bowesden Lane and Park
Farm (NS161) and close to Great Crabbles Wood on the eastern side of the
parcel (NS160 and NS321).

Perceptual qualities

Within the wooded residential area, including the tree-fringed recreation
ground in the north-western corner, the parcel has a very contained
character. South of the existing residential area within the parcel, the
combination of sloping grassland and woodland surrounds make this an open
but contained landscape. Any sense of isolation or rural tranquillity, however,
is diminished by the visible and audible presence of the A2 and M2 junction,
and to a lesser extent HS1, and by the modern buildings and depot/storage
use of Park Farm.

Cultural or historical
value

The parkland character of the landscape, with grassland, large individual
trees and surrounding woodlands, ties in with the landscape of Cobham Park
to the south of the A2, which is Grade II* registered on Historic England’s
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens as part of the Repton landscape
surrounding the Grade I listed Cobham Hall. There are not thought to be any
significant views into the parcel from sensitive locations within the parkland
or gardens, but the largely undeveloped character of the parcel nonetheless
contributes to the setting of both the Park and the wider AONB.
The Chestnut Green Conservation Area borders the northern edge of the
parcel, and the recreation ground at the north-western corner is included
within it. The tree-enclosed recreation ground’s separation from the
settlement and from the wider landscape is noted in the Conservation Area

Appraisal as a positive characteristic.
Two dwelling on Peartree Lane, Bushylees Farm House and Well Cottage, are
Grade II listed but are well-screened from the rest of the parcel by trees.
Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Lack of relationship with the defined settlement of Shorne Ridgeway due to topography and tree
cover.
Proximity of the Chestnut Green Conservation Area places importance on preserving existing
landscape and settlement character.
Relationship with wooded areas on all sides, reflected in the area’s inclusion within the Kent
Downs AONB.
Parkland landscape character and relationship with registered parkland to the south of the A2.
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Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• Any development in the open grassland area would be
likely to represent a significant adverse impact on
landscape, due to its detachment from the settlement
core and its relationship with Cobham Park.
• The inclusion of the area within the Kent Downs AONB
reflects its importance as part of an undeveloped and
largely wooded belt of high ground, separating the
urban areas of Gravesham and Strood to the east, but
the extent of woodland enclosure offers some potential
for infill development to the south of The Ridgeway that
connects to the defined settlement but has little impact
on the character of the landscape. However, proximity
to the Chestnut Green Conservation Area places an
additional constraint on the extent of development that
could be accommodated without significant adverse
impact, and it is noted that the recreation ground at
the north-western corner of the parcel is included
within the Conservation Area boundary. Any such
development would need to minimise impact on views
from The Ridgeway, and any loss of tree cover would
be potentially significant given the important of
woodland in the local landscape and in the AONB as a
whole. Whilst some limited infill development could be
possible, sensitivities associated with the Conservation
Area mean that there is still some potential for
significant adverse landscape impact.
• Development further east, to the south of Peartree
Lane, would represent a more significant expansion of
the settlement away from the core triangle between
The Ridgeway, Tanyard Hill and Woodlands Lane, and
therefore have a greater adverse impact on rural
landscape character.

Small

Low

Medium

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

Large

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Landscape Parcel: SH4 – Shorne south west
Representative views

SH4a

SH4b

View SH4a: looking north towards the Church of St Peter and St Paul, in Shorne, from footpath NS168

View SH4b: looking east towards Shorne Ridgeway, from footpath NS168

Description

Area: 21ha

This parcel abuts the south-western edge of the inset rural settlement of Shorne and the north-western
edge of the inset rural settlement of Shorne Ridgeway, and is contained to the south and west by
Randall Wood. Individual dwellings set in large gardens lie within the parcel along Woodlands Lane and
the short stretch of Tanyard Hill that separates Shorne Ridgeway from Shorne. Fenn Wood sits
immediately to the west of these.
To the west of Fenn Wood, small, well-hedged fields lie to the south of the Church of St Pater and St
Paul, and the Old Parsonage (part of the garden of which lies within the parcel). A larger pasture field
forms the southern part of the parcel.
The landform is undulating, sloping moderately down to the west, south and east from the edge of
Shorne in the vicinity of the church and the northern edge of Fenn Wood. Slopes are shallower at the
southern end of the parcel, but a low ridge creates some separation between the eastern and western
halves.
The Kent Downs AONB boundary runs through the parcel, along the line of a public footpath (NS168)
that crosses east-west near the southern edge.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is some sensitivity associated with the undulating landform in this
parcel, and Fenn Wood and the woodlands bordering the parcel are sensitive
landscape elements.

Settlement form and
edge

Dwellings in large gardens with well treed boundaries, and the church to the
north, separate the parcel from the inset rural settlements, isolating the
parcel from denser residential development. The defined settlement of
Shorne Ridgeway is currently contained to the east of Woodlands Lane, and
dwellings on the east side of the road do typically have a more suburban
character than those to the west.

Settlement setting

The parcel is important in maintaining separation between Shorne Ridgeway
and Shorne. The sense of distinction between the two settlement areas along
Tanyard Hill is very limited, but Fenn Wood and the small, well-hedged fields
to the west maintain a significant gap.

Views

Surrounding tree cover means that the parcel is very enclosed within the
wider landscape, but footpath NS168 offers a tree-framed view northward
towards the church tower (see View SH4a), with a distant backdrop of rising
land beyond the Thames. This path also marks the edge of the AONB, adding
sensitivity in terms of contributing to its setting. The same footpath provides
views eastwards towards the settlement edge of Shorne Ridgeway (View
SH4b), in which only a couple of large, isolated houses are visible through the
trees. Footpath NS167 also provides views from the western edge of the
parcel.

Perceptual qualities

Landform, tree cover and the view towards the church give this area a scenic,
rural quality, lacking any urbanising influences.

Cultural or historical
value

The Church of St Peter and St Paul (Grade II* listed) and The Old Parsonage
(Grade II) both have a rural settlement-edge setting to which the western
half of the parcel contributes significantly. The Shorne Conservation Area
encompasses both buildings, and also the gardens of The Old Parsonage
which extend into the parcel (a large pond forms an attractive landscape
feature in this area), but no visual sensitivities are identified with regard to
the parcel in the Conservation Area Appraisal (2015).

Key sensitivities to development
•

•
•
•

Separation from residential development within the inset rural settlements of both Shorne and
Shorne Ridgeway, due to surrounding tree cover, and role of the undeveloped area in
maintaining separation between Shorne and Chestnut Green.
A rural character which contributes to the setting of the AONB, Shorne Conservation Area and
listed buildings within it.
The view towards the Church of St Peter and St Paul from public footpaths within the parcel.
Undulating topography.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• Any development in this parcel has potential to result
in significant adverse landscape effects, and the
western and northern parts of the parcel, which are the
most important in terms of settlement setting,
separation and historic character, are the most
important.
• There is some limited potential for development in the
eastern part of the field at the southern end of the
parcel. Whilst there would be a disconnection between
this area and the inset rural settlement, and still some
impact on views from the AONB edge, it would have
more limited adverse impact in relation to the Shorne
settlement edge, and it would be contained by trees
other than in localised views from within the parcel to
the west. There is nonetheless some potential for
significant adverse impact. Planting along the western
edge of any development, linking Fenn Wood to Randall
Wood, would be beneficial.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: SH5 – Shorne woodlands
Representative views

SH5a

SH5b

View SH5a: looking west over Shorne from the site of the village’s windmill

View SH5b: looking north along Woodlands Lane, from the edge of Randall Wood and Shorne Common Rough

Description

Area: 69ha

This parcel is almost entirely woodland, much of it Ancient, comprising Brewers Wood and Shorne
Common Rough (a remnant heathland area) to the south-west of Shorne Ridgeway, a large part of
Randall Wood (now part of Shorne Woods Country Park) to the west, which includes a narrower
extension arcing northwards to the edge of Shorne, and the smaller Cats Wood to the west of Shorne.
These wooded areas occupy undulating high ground, terminating to the north at the tree-fringed, opentopped Shorne Hill, formerly the site of a windmill, where steep slopes mark the western edge of the
parcel.
A few dwellings are located within well treed surrounds on Shorne Hill, and some enclosed grassland
nearby constitutes the Village Green (the scout hut is also situated here). A few isolated residential
properties are also located within Brewers Wood.
Most of the area lies within the northern tip of the Kent Downs AONB, which to the north of the A2 is
almost entirely comprised of woodland, and most of it is also designated a SSSI.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

As part of a larger area of wooded high ground to the west and south, which
constitutes an important element of the Kent Downs AONB, this undulating,
elevated, woodland can be considered sensitive to any built development.

Settlement form and
edge

This large parcel abuts the western edge of the defined settlement of Shorne
and the south western corner of the defined settlement of Shorne Ridgeway.
There is a sharp transition between suburban housing and woodland in the
latter (in the vicinity of Racefield Close), but to the east of Mill Hill Lane in
Shorne housing within the defined inset settlement is more rural and open in
character.

Settlement setting

These woodlands are the most distinctive element in the setting of Shorne
and Shorne Ridgeway, and as part of a broader, elevated wooded area
extending eastwards close to the edge of Gravesend they form part of the
backdrop to many settlements in the Borough.

Views

Within the woodlands views are very contained, but there are long vistas up
to these wooded hills from the north and west. A network of tracks, accessed
from the settlement edges and from the Shorne Woods Country Park car park
/ visitor centre (west of the parcel), provide public access.

Perceptual qualities

The influence of adjacent settlement on landscape character very rapidly
diminishes within the contained woodland environment, creating a sense of
isolation and tranquillity.

Cultural or historical
value

That part of the northern end of the parcel which surrounds Mill House and
the scout hall is designated as part of the Shorne Conservation Area, and part
of Shorne Common Rough and the woodland to the south of The Ridgeway
abuts the Chestnut Green Conservation Area.
Most of the woodland within this parcel is designated as Ancient Woodland,
some of it part of Shorne Woods Country Park, adding to its cultural and
historic sensitivity.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

A key element in the immediate setting of Shorne and Shorne Ridgeway, including the
conservation areas associated with both, and in the wider setting of Gravesend.
Part of a larger wooded area which is an important element of the Kent Downs AONB.
Cultural and historical value associated with Ancient Woodlands.
Sloping terrain to west of Shorne.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• There are no parts of the parcel that could be
developed without a high likelihood of significant
adverse impact on landscape. Any loss of woodland, or
the few small open areas that are associated with it,
would be significant within the AONB, and the narrower
belt of woodland on a steep slope to the north of the
AONB is very sensitive in terms of its role in containing
the western side of Shorne.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: SH6 – Shorne west
Representative views

LH3a

SH6a

View SH6a: looking east from Upper Ifield toward the wooded ridge along the western side of Shorne

View SH6b: looking north-west from footpath NS163 towards the eastern edge of Gravesend and Tilbury beyond

Description

Area: 136ha

To the west of Shorne, beyond the woodland belt that encloses the defined settlement, the landform
descends into a dry valley, with smaller, pasture fields close to Ifield Farm in the south-east of the parcel
and larger, arable fields to the north and west. The parcel is bounded to the north by the A226
Gravesend Road, which has several isolated rows of houses (built in the c.1930’s), to the west by
Southern Valley Golf Course on the edge of Gravesend and to the south by woodlands (within Shorne
Country Park). Aside from one house (Midfields) on the south side of the A226, the only dwellings within
the parcel are in the small hamlet of Upper Ifield, located close to the woodland edge along Shorne Ifield
Road.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

This is a very open landscape, subdivided only by weak hedgerows and
fences, forming the eastern side of a dry valley. The upper valley sides are
undulating and fairly steep in places, particularly on the western slope of
Shorne Hill.

Settlement form and
edge

This area is very distinct from Shorne, which is almost entirely screened from
view from the west by the wooded high ground that lies between the parcel
and the village (see View SH6a).
Upper Ifield is a discrete, small group of dwellings and converted farm
buildings set at the head of a shallow tributary valley running down into the
main north-east to south-west dry valley.
The house on the northern edge of the parcel (Midfields), although isolated
on the edge of an arable field, can be seen as forming part of a loose linear
grouping of about 25 dwellings, and a car dealer/garage, that extend out
along the Gravesham Road to the west of Shorne. There is only a small gap
between the eastern end of this line of houses and the more extensive
development at Lower Shorne, which is classified as an inset rural settlement.

Settlement setting

The parcel forms part of the wider rural setting of both Shorne (although
there is no direct intervisibility between the settlement and the farmed
landscape beyond its perimeter woodland ridge) and Gravesend.

Views

This open landscape provides a high degree of intervisibility between the
wooded upland fringe, the margins of Gravesend to the west and the
industrial areas across the Thames around Tilbury.

Perceptual qualities

Agricultural land use and a lack of extensive housing in the immediate area
give this area some rural character, but within the context of very evident
development to the north and west, the intrusion of traffic on the A226 and a
pylon line crossing the valley bottom.

Cultural or historical
value

This area has no known cultural or historic associations.
Baynards Cottage in Upper Ifield is Grade II listed but is in a contained
wooded setting.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Lack of relationship with development in Shorne.
The edge of the parcel closest to Shorne is also the steepest landform and is very visible in the
wider landscape.
Development towards the south of the parcel would diminish the setting of Upper Ifield.
Role of valley in providing separation between Gravesend and Shorne, and contributing to the
value of the wooded high ground to the south as part of Gravesend’s wider rural setting.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Medium-Low

• Any development close to the wooded southern or
eastern edges of the parcel, or in the open arable
landscape that forms the main body of the parcel,
would be isolated, widely visible and would diminish the
rural setting of Gravesend and Shorne. It would
therefore be likely to have a significant adverse effect
on landscape.
• Development along the northern edge of the parcel
would have less impact in terms of physical and natural
landscape character, and perceptual qualities, but
would not relate well to the defined settlements either
at Shorne or Lower Shorne. Key concerns would be
impact on the settlement gap between Gravesend and
Shorne and potential impact on the northern setting of
Shorne, in particular the Conservation Area..

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: SH7 – Shorne north
Representative views

SH7b

SH7a

View SH7a: looking west across the parcel; Shorne sits on higher ground to the south (left of the view) and houses at
the junction of Forge Lane and the Gravesend Road are visible to the north (right)

View SH7b: looking south-west towards Shorne from the junction of Forge Lane and the Gravesend Road

Description

Area: 21ha

This parcel is a mixture of medium-sized horse-grazed pasture and arable fields, mostly on gently
southward sloping land but with steeper slopes in the south, close to the edge of Shorne and beneath
the wooded hill known as The Warren. The area is bounded by the A226 Gravesend Road to the north, a
field edge and footpath to the east (NS156), Crown Lane (a well-hedged pedestrian/cycle track) to the
west and The Warren and the inset rural settlement of Shorne to the south.
There is built development extending north into the parcel to either side of Forge Lane and mostly within
the Shorne Conservation Area. There is also a cluster of dwellings around the junction of Forge Lane and
the Gravesham Road and a group of buildings associated with a car business on the corner of
Gravesham Road and Crown Lane.
This parcel is also assessed as LS3 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Lower Shorne.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is sensitivity associated with the steeper slopes adjacent to the defined
settlement edge and The Warren, and with tree cover in the southern part of
the parcel between the Warren and the inset settlement edge.

Settlement form and
edge

Development with an open, varied character occupies the area within the
parcel close to the defined settlement edge to either side of Forge Lane.
Beyond this to the east and west the parcel abuts modern estate housing, but
the aforementioned slopes and tree cover form a strong settlement edge.

Settlement setting

This area forms an important part of the setting of Shorne, providing
separation between the ridge-top settlement and development associated
with the busy Gravesend Road below.

Views

There are open views from the settlement edge down across the lower chalk
slopes and marshes and river beyond. Similarly there are views from many
locations up towards the wooded ridge-end on which Shorne is located, in
which the open slopes below the settlement form an important visual
element.

Perceptual qualities

Traffic noise and modern development at Lower Shorne have an adverse
impact, but the collection of older buildings within the Conservation Area help
to retain a historic and rural character.

Cultural or historical
value

As noted above, the older buildings that lie within the parcel adjacent to the
defined settlement edge, including Little St Katherine’s (Grade II*), St
Katherine’s Chapel and House and Pipes Place (Grade II Listed) and the
buildings of Smith’s Farm, contribute to landscape character. Their historical
separation from settlement in the vicinity of the church has been lost as a
result more 20th century infill, but they are nonetheless important in terms of
the character of the settlement as a whole.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

•

Steeper terrain adjacent to define settlement edge, and tree cover between the defined
settlement edge and The Warren.
Historic, rural character of the northern edge of the village, outside of the defined settlement,
reflected in the inclusion of the area to either side of Forge Lane within the Shorne Conservation
Area.
Role of this sloping terrain in the setting of Shorne, including separation from Lower Shorne, and
in views up towards the wooded ridge from lower land to the north.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Any development within the parcel would be likely to
detract from the historic character of the northern edge
of Shorne, relate poorly with the existing settlement
edge, detract from the setting of the village in terms of
separation between the ridge-top village and modern
development near the main road at Lower Shorne, and
increase the extent of visible development in both local
and longer views from the north. Adverse landscape
effects would be likely to be significant.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

SOLE STREET

Settlement description
Historically a linear hamlet along Sole Street, in the parish of Cobham, the village has developed in the
20th century into a nucleated settlement. It is located on the immediate edge of the North Downs AONB,
with the designated landscape boundary including those dwellings lying to the east of the Sole Street
road. The defined settlement is bounded by the railway line to the south and by woodland to the west,
with older dwellings on the Sole Street road. The defined settlement – predominantly post war housing,
comprising of semi-detached properties and bungalows – is mostly located to the west of the main
village road, but a close of 1960’s houses (Greenlands), two terraces of dwellings and a few larger
properties in grounds lie to the east.
The village links to several outlying hamlets: Round Street to the north and Gold Street to the east, and
there is a small amount of development to the south of the railway line – all out-with the defined
settlement area.
The settlement is located at the base of the chalk dip slope of the downs, a predominantly flat landform
with some gently undulating slopes to the west and the east.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Sole Street at the confluence of three large character areas:
Southfleet Arable Lands to the west of Sole Street, Luddesdown West Kent Downs to the east and the
Ash Downs character area beyond the railway to the south of the defined settlement boundary. The
landscape around Sole Street is therefore likely to be transitional between the three.
•
•
•

The Southfleet Arable Lands are assessed as being of poor condition and moderate sensitivity.
Luddesdown West Kent Downs is assessed as being of good condition and high sensitivity.
Ash Downs is assessed as being of good condition and high sensitivity.

Two character areas defined in the Gravesham Borough Landscape Character Assessment are relevant:
Istead Arable Farmland LCA includes the area to the north of the railway line and the east of the
settlement and the Meopham Downs LCA lies to the west and the south.
Key
•
•
•

characteristics of the Istead Arable Farmland LCA relevant to the Sole Street area are:
Gently undulating topography with open arable fields
Orchards to the east
Fields divided by tracks, roads and occasional hedgerows.

Key characteristics of the Meopham Downs LCA relevant to the Sole Street area are:
•
Gently undulating topography with a mixture of arable and pasture farmland
•
Narrow lanes and roads lined with hedgerows.
Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of Istead Arable Farmlands LCA as poor due to
an incoherent pattern of elements, and Meopham Downs is assessed as having a good condition due to
more coherent element with few visual detractors. The guidelines state that the landscape of Meopham
Downs should be conserved and reinforced, whereas Istead Arable Farmlands has opportunity to restore
and create.
Assessment parcels
Four parcels have been defined around Sole Street, using a range of 500m from the defined settlement
edge as a guideline for extent but amending to reflect landform and landscape elements.
Parcel SS1 is separated from SS4 by the railway line and from SS2 by Millfield Shaw and a change in
land use from paddocks to orchards. The railway line again provides separation between the orchards in
SS2 and arable farmland in SS3, and Camer Road separates SS3 and SS4.
Parcel SS4 encompasses a section of the 500m zone around Hook Green and SS2 encompasses a
section of the 500m zone surrounding Cobham. Sensitivity to development extending out from Hook
Green and Cobham is considered separately under the assessments for those settlements (as parcels
HG2 and CO4 respectively).

Development capacity ratings for parcels
only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: SS1 – Sole Street north west
Representative views

SS1b

SS1a

View SS1a: looking west from footpath NS304 to the north of White Post Lane

View SS1b: looking south/south-east from footpath NS30 to the south of Copt Hall Road

Description

Parcel area: 76ha

The parcel covers the land to the west, north west and north east of Sole Street. The outer edge of the
parcel is defined by Copt Hall Road to the north west, White Post Lane defines part of the western
boundary and the railway forms the southern boundary. The boundary vegetation alongside the railway
is particularly dense. The western edge of Sole Street is enclosed by a belt of woodland while the north
western edge is more exposed with fields and larger detached properties on the northern side of White
Post Lane.
The landscape is gently undulating, generally sloping downhill to the north from Sole Street to Copt Hall
Road but with several valleys cutting into the slope. It consists of medium-scale and small-scale pasture
fields bound by hedgerows and woodland. Many of the fields have been divided into paddocks for horse
grazing, particularly to the south-east of Copt Hall Road adjacent to Cranbourne Farm and to the east of
Round Street. Fields immediately to the west of the defined settlement are bounded by woodland
(Sallows Shaw, Dark Sallows and Broadfield Shaw) and have a more enclosed character.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There are no particular sensitivities associated with the gently sloping
landform.
The field patterns are mostly medium scale, many have been broken down
into smaller fenced paddocks, altering the historic field pattern.
Field boundaries are generally low hedgerows and fencing that contribute to
the open character of the parcel.
The western edge of Sole Street is bound by woodland (Sallows Shaw, Dark
Sallows and Broadfield Shaw), a relatively rare feature within the local
landscape. The fields enclosed by this woodland are distinctive in terms of
their geometric form, but their visual contribution to local landscape character
is limited by their containment.

Settlement form and
edge

The western edge of Sole Street is closely bound by woodland that forms a
distinct edge.
The north western boundary along White Post Lane is more exposed than the
western edge. Ribbon development along Round Street and housing to the
north of White Post Lane spread beyond the defined settlement boundary,
forming a less distinct edge.

Settlement setting

The western side of Sole Street has a generally contained character, with
topography and tree cover contributing to limit its direct relationship with its
surroundings and enhancing the rural character of its wider setting.
The woodland to the west of the settlement and the vegetation along the
railway restrict intervisibility and provide enclosure, contributing to rural
character and to separation between Sole Street and Hook Green. If
development extended significantly to the west there would be a perceived
reduction in the settlement gap.
The pastoral landscape to the north, framed by woodland and hedgerows,
provides a rural setting for dwellings on the northern edge of the settlement,
along White Post Lane, but has no direct relationship with most of the
settlement.

Views

The fields within the parcel are generally open in nature, particularly those to
the east, though the occasional wooded boundaries and landform undulations
restrict long distance views from the several public rights of way that pass
through the fields around Cranbourne Farm, and from White Post Lane.
The Wealdway long distance route follows well-treed hedgerows between Sole
Street and Copt Hall Lane; it has no visual relationship with the settlement
and it provides limited views of the wider parcel area. The limited area within
its field of view is therefore sensitive. There are limited views into the parcel
from the wider landscape, and no significant views from within the AONB

(e.g. from Camer Park or Gold Street).
Perceptual qualities

A landscape of few detracting features, except occasional agricultural
buildings. The landscape is perceived as relatively tranquil and rural from the
settlement edge and from the surrounding local roads and footpaths.
The railway line is screened from view but the passing trains are perceptible
when in close proximity to the line. Traffic on the lanes is also perceptible
from some locations, but these are not busy roads.

Cultural or historical
value

The landscape has no particular cultural or historic associations. There are no
ancient woodlands in the parcel, although the fields to the west of the
settlement that are enclosed by woodland are shown in a similar form on
Victorian OS mapping, when Sole Street was mostly still undeveloped.
The only listed building within the parcel is Blackhorse Cottage (Grade II) on
Round Street, to the north-west of Sole Street. The area around the property,
which dates to the 15th century, has been largely undeveloped so the house
contributes to the historic, rural character of this area.

Key sensitivities
•
•

The rural and tranquil character of the area, as perceived from local roads and footpaths
Woodland to the west of the settlement forms a distinct edge, contributing to the generally
contained character of the settlement and to the rural character of its surrounding area.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small
•

•

•

Most of the parcel is very rural in character and lacks a
strong relationship with the existing defined rural
settlement area, making it likely that widespread
development would result in significant adverse
landscape effects.
The enclosed nature of the field to the west of Sallows
Shaw offers some potential for development. The
absence of settlement influence within this area at
present means that there would still be some potential
for significant adverse effects, but the contained nature
of the area would also minimise the visual extent of
adverse effects. Woodland forms a barrier between the
settlement edge and this field, but the field is physically
close to existing houses and so might not be perceived
as being strongly separated from the existing village.
Anything more than a minimal loss of tree cover would
be likely to result in significant adverse landscape
effects.
The field contained by Broadfield Shaw and Dark
Sallows has a greater sense of separation from the
defined settlement, being to the north of White Post
Lane, so development here would be likely to have a
significant adverse effect of landscape character.
The fields immediately to the north of White Post Lane
and to the west of Round Street may be suitable for
smaller scale development that reflects the existing

scale and density of housing within Sole Street. The
weaker settlement edge in this location, and presence
of modern housing along two sides of the area, make it
less sensitive, and viewed from the north of the parcel
development within the field, though visible, would be
viewed as part of the existing settlement. The planting
of trees and shrubs to strengthen existing field
boundaries would reduce visual impact, so overall it
would be unlikely that significant adverse landscape
effects would result from appropriate development.
Medium-Low

•

Medium

•

Low

Large

•

Across most of the parcel there would be a high
likelihood of significant adverse effects resulting from
this scale of development, but the enclosed fields to the
west of the settlement could accommodate small scale
commercial or industrial units with very limited visual
impact. The character of such development would still
detract from rural settlement character, particularly as
the Wealdway passes through this area, but landscape
buffers and potentially also rerouting through woodland
could to a degree offset adverse effects.
Development resulting in a significant increase in traffic
generation would be likely to be detrimental to the rural
character of the road network (e.g. White Post Lane),
increasing the likelihood of significant adverse
landscape effects.
Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Landscape Parcel: SS2 – Sole Street north east
Representative views

SS2b

SS2a

View SS2a: Looking south-west from Gold Street towards Sole Street (remnant orchard trees visible to left)

View SS2b: Looking east from within the orchard (footpath NS185) towards the line of pylons that cross the
landscape. Orchards are often edged by formal, pleached fruit trees.

Parcel description

Parcel area: 101ha

The parcel is located to the north and the east of Sole Street. The landscape is predominantly utilised as
commercial orchards, with one area of former orchard, to the south of Gold Street adjacent to the Sole
Street defined settlement edge, now used as pasture land. Two pylon lines cut across the area from
north west to south east. The majority of the area – all of the land to the east of Sole Street (the road) –
is within the Kent Downs AONB.
Boundaries are defined by its use as a commercial orchard, and the two defined settlement edges of
Cobham to the north east and Sole Street to the west. The southern boundary is formed by the railway
line and associated vegetation.
This parcel is also assessed as CO4 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Cobham.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The topography is slightly undulating, gradually falling to the south towards
the railway line and Henley Street.
Land use makes a strong contribution to local landscape character, with fruit
trees often enclosed by formal pleached fruit trees creating a coherent
landscape. These are not traditional orchards, but fruit growing is recognised
as a characteristic land use in the area. Local concentrations of orchards are
noted as an element which contributes to the farmed landscape being
considered one of the special characteristics/qualities of the Kent Downs
AONB.
The only area not managed as orchard is horse pasture adjacent to the
settlement edge, to the south and west of Gold Street, which was in past use
as a traditional orchard and has some remaining standard trees, principally in
the central and southern parts of the pasture. Fences subdivide the area.

Settlement form and
edge

The eastern settlement edge lies adjacent to the area of old orchard/ pasture
described above. Greenlands is clearly a development which extends into the
former orchard area, with only garden boundaries onto the field beyond,
whereas other dwellings, a mixture of old and modern, lie adjacent to Sole
Street (the road) and typically have more mature rear boundaries. The
c.100m of Sole Street to the south of Gold Street has no development to the
east. A large clump of trees to the north of Greenlands, the orchard remnants
and roadside and garden trees combine to soften and break up the
settlement edge, and give it a wooded character. The few dwellings along
Gold Street are similarly set in well treed surroundings, and so do not detract
from rural character.
The northern edge of the defined settlement, on Round Street, abuts the
commercial orchard area, and a strong block of trees continues the distinction
between dwellings and orchard to the east, along the back of buildings on
Gold Street (outside of the defined settlement)).

Settlement setting

The landscape in the northern part of the parcel plays an important role in
maintaining a gap between Cobham and Sole Street, particularly as perceived
along the Sole Street road and by walkers on footpaths between the two
settlements.
Fruit growing makes a positive contribution to the character of the
settlement, representing continuity of historic land use of the area and
contributing to sense of place.

Views

Public rights of way – NS185 and NS187 – pass through the parcel, but the
landscape is sheltered and enclosed due to the screening effect of the rows of
fruit trees and the pleached fruit trees that bound the orchards and lanes.
There are some funnelled long views out, such as southwards to the rising
slopes of the chalk downs, but no wider views other than across the grazed
pastures between Gold Street and Sole Street where, as noted above, the
settlement edge has a well-treed character.

Perceptual qualities

From within the orchards the enclosed landscape character and lack of
association with settlement give a sense of isolation, although locally this is
affected by traffic noise (at peak times) and trains, and the two lines of large
pylons crossing the landscape are detracting features.

Cultural or historical
value

The orchards are of no historic value in themselves – they were planted in
the latter part of the 20th century on former arable land - but the fruit trees in
this area represent the largest area of orchard cultivation in the Borough.
Orchards have strong cultural association with the Kentish landscape, and
were until the post-war period commonplace in the immediate vicinity of
settlements such as Sole Street and Cobham. They are also noted as a
characteristic land use within the Kent Downs AONB.

Key sensitivities
•
•
•
•
•

The rural and agricultural character of this area, to which orchards contribute significantly,
forming a distinctive setting to the eastern and northern sides of Sole Street.
The importance of orchards in the context of local landscape character and as a characteristic
element of the farmed landscape in the Kent Downs AONB.
The rural separation between the settlements of Cobham and Sole Street.
The rural character of the settlement edge adjacent to this parcel, to which tree cover makes an
important contribution.
Remnant old orchard trees.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

•

Significant adverse landscape effects would be likely to
result from any development of areas in commercial use
as orchards, due to their contribution to local landscape
character and to the landscape character of the AONB.
The area to the west of Sole Street (road), to the north
of Round Street, lies outside of the AONB but is
sensitive in terms of it contribution to the gap between
Sole Street and Cobham.
Development of the grazed pasture adjacent to the
eastern edge of the defined settlement that has
significant numbers of old orchard trees remaining
would also be likely to represent a significant adverse
landscape impact, in terms of cultural heritage and also
for the contribution of these trees to softening the
settlement edge along Greenlands.
Development to the north of the above, along the
c.100m stretch of Sole Street (road) that fronts onto
open paddocks with no orchard remnants, would be
likely to detract from the wooded, rural character of this
settlement edge. However the presence of Greenlands
to the south does reduce sensitivity a little in this area:
limited development of dwellings styled to respect the
rural character of the locality could potentially be
achieved without significant adverse effects, if
associated with sufficient tree planting to soften the
developed edge.

Low

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape and
visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: SS3 – Sole Street south east
Representative views

SS3b

SS3a

View SS3a: looking south-west from public footpath that crosses the railway, Camerfield woodland, within Camer
Park is visible on the south western boundary of the field

View SS3b: looking west along the railway line towards Camer Road

Parcel description

Parcel area: 34ha

The parcel consists principally of a single large arable field, with boundaries defined by the railway line to
the north, Camer Park to the west and Gold Street to the east. Other arable fields and fruit trees lie to
the south. Two detached dwellings, a pasture field and a barn sit in well hedged surrounds between the
arable field and Camer Road, to the west. A pub (The Cock Inn) and an adjacent dwelling adjoin the
south eastern corner of the field, marking the western end of Henley Street. A pylon line runs across the
area from west to south east.
The land is entirely within the Kent Downs AONB.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The land is part of the chalk dip slope that generally rises southward, but in
this area it falls south and eastwards locally toward Henley Street. Slopes are
gentle, but a little steeper to the south east. The landscape is mostly open in
character to the north and the east, though the ridge line to the south
encloses views in this direction, as does the woodland that bounds Camer
Park to the west. The arable land use is less sensitive than the orchards to
the north of the railway line.

Settlement form and
edge

The defined settlement of Sole Street lies entirely to the north of the railway
line, with just a few, well-spread buildings located to the south in and
adjacent to this parcel. Tree cover along the railway corridor, and between
the buildings within the parcel and the arable field, creates visual as well as
physical separation from Sole Street.

Settlement setting

This farmland contributes to the broader rural setting of Sole Street, but it
has only a limited role as a direct settlement setting. It contributes to
separation between Sole Street and Henley Street, although landform is also
important in this respect.

Views

The principal visual receptors are users of public footpaths: NS190, NS191
and NS223 which cross through the parcel and NS242, the Wealdway long
distance trail, runs around the south western edge. The landscape in this
location is open, giving rise to mid-long distance views in most directions,
with a high level of intervisibility with the Kent Downs AONB. Views of houses
within Sole Street are very limited, so character is very rural.
There are passing views into the parcel from Gold Street, from between the
railway line and The Cock Inn, in which trees along the western edge of the
field form the skyline.

Perceptual qualities

The parcel is perceived as rural, although peak-time traffic reduces
tranquillity and although the railway line is not visible, due to being bounded
by vegetation, passing trains are audible.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known cultural or historic associations within the parcel itself
but it contributes to the rural setting of Camer Park, a County Park within the
AONB, although strong tree boundaries limit direct intervisibility.

Key sensitivities
•
•
•
•

Rural character due to lack of intervisibility with settlement.
Physical separation from Sole Street by the railway line
Contribution to the separation of Sole Street, Henley Street and Camer Park, and to the rural
setting of the Camer parkland.
Open character with a high level of intervisibility with the surrounding landscape of the Kent
Downs AONB – appreciated from a number of rights of way including the Wealdway long
distance route.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-Low

Landscape constraints

•

Small
•

•

Development within the arable field would represent a
clear expansion beyond existing settlement form into a
rural AONB landscape, and would reduce separation
between Sole Street, Henley Street and Camer. It would
be likely to have significant adverse landscape impact.
The well-contained area between Camer Road and the
arable field could potential accommodate several more
dwellings in similar extensive settings to those already
there, but development of a density that would be
perceived as expansion of Sole Street would be likely to
have significant adverse effects, and development that
reduced the perception of a gap between Sole Street
and Camer Park would do likewise.
It would be important to limit loss of the high
hedgerows that screen much of the area from Camer
Road, and to plant boundary vegetation where it is
currently lacking.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Large

Landscape Parcel: SS4 – Sole Street south west
Representative views

SS4a

SS4b

View SS4a: looking north-east from the woodland block to the south of the railway line. The view is of the highly
wooded railway line edge to the Railway Inn to the south of Sole Street.

View SS4b: looking north east along Camer Road, opposite Camer Park Barn.

Parcel description

Parcel area: 56ha

This parcel consists of one large, arable field to the north/east of Norwood Lane, a smaller hedged area
between the edge of Hook Green and the arable field, and a smaller arable field to the south/west. The
parcel slopes gently uphill southwards and contains three shaws (Blundell’s Shaw in the centre-north, a
smaller, unnamed block to the south and Churchway Wood to the south-west). A pylon line cuts across
the larger field, near its north-eastern corner.
The large field is bounded to the north by the railway line, which has a strong tree boundary in the
eastern part of the parcel but a weaker one towards the western end. Trees prevent any intervisibility
between Hook Green and Sole Street, aside from the several buildings (including the railway station and
Railway Inn) which lie to the south of the railway line in the latter.
Camer Road, which borders the south-eastern edge of the parcel, marks a change in landscape
character, with estate buildings and parkland trees within Camer Park visible. Camer Road is also the
boundary of the Kent Downs AONB.
This parcel is also assessed as HG2 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Hook Green.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is no particular sensitivity associated with the landform within the
parcel as it is mostly flat, gently sloping up to the south, but the three shaws,
although relatively small, are prominent landscape features. Functionally they
do not play a significant screening role, as trees to the east close to the
railway line block views between Hook Green and Sole Street, but they are
characteristic features in the local landscape which contribute to scenic value.

Settlement form and
edge

The parcel is physically separated from the defined settlement edge by the
railway line, and the vegetation that abuts the railway line is a distinct visual
boundary feature that defines the southern edge of the settlement.
The railway station and the Railway Inn, within the north eastern corner of
the parcel, and two dwellings across Camer Road in parcel SS3, are the only
buildings to the south of the railway line. The pub is prominent and can be
considered to mark a gateway into the village.

Settlement setting

There is restricted visibility of these fields from the defined settlement due to
trees that bound the railway line, but the parcel forms part of its wider rural
setting. The parcel is important in providing separation from the defined
settlement of Hook Green, many houses in which (e.g. on Fairview Gardens
and Tradescant Drive) are visible across the open, arable landscape, and
from the Camer Park estate (which lies within the AONB, and is only a short
walk from Sole Street via pavement along Camer Road).

Views

Views from Sole Street are blocked by vegetation bounding the railway but,
as noted above, the parcel is open to residential views from Hook Green and
from several dwellings at Camer. There are clear views across the area from
Camer Road, which links Sole Street and Hook Green. The Country Park area
at Camer does not have any intervisibility with this area.

Perceptual qualities

The settlement edge of Hook Green is visible, but with decreasing influence
further east in the parcel. Trains are audible and the pylons are a detracting
feature, but the character of the parcel is still open and rural, with trees
forming much of the visual backdrop on all sides.

Cultural or historical
value

There are no known cultural or historic associations within the parcel, but the
open, undeveloped space between Sole Street and Camer contributes to the
historic, rural character of the Camer Park estate, in which several Grade II
listed buildings have views in this direction.

Key sensitivities
•
•

•
•

Limited visual and physical relationship with Sole Street.
An open, rural character, to which the shaws make a significant contribution, which contributes
to the setting of Hook Green but more importantly to the estate hamlet of Camer, set within the
Kent Downs AONB
Contribution to separation of Sole Street from Hook Green and Camer Park.
Clear views from public footpaths and local roads crossing and bounding the parcel.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

The absence of any potential boundary features within
this open field means that any development would
stand out as marking an expansion of Sole Street to the
south of the railway line, and would be likely to have a
significant adverse effect on landscape character.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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THREE CRUTCHES

Settlement description
Three Crutches is the name given to a small linear defined settlement located in Higham Parish
immediately to the north of Strood (which lies within Medway Council’s administrative area) but
separated from it by the A2 and the mature trees which line it.
Three Crutches lies on Old Watling Street (the main road before the construction of the A2/M2 junction).
The settlement developed around a roadside pub called The Three Crutches, and Crutches Farm, located
just to the west of the junction of the A2 with Crutches Lane. Three Crutches expanded eastwards along
the A2 in the first half of the 20th century and northwards along Crutches Lane in the latter half of the
century.
The pub dates to the 17th Century and there are two Grade II listed buildings associated with Crutches
Farm (Crutches Gate Cottage and the Farmhouse). The Kent Downs AONB boundary is close to the
settlement, to the north-west of the A289 and south of the M2.
Previous assessment findings
The Landscape Assessment of Kent places Three Crutches adjacent to the Shorne character area, which
overall is assessed as being in good condition and of very low sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Three Crutches forms part of the Higham Arable
Farmlands character area. Of the key characteristics identified for this character area only “very gently
undulating topography” is relevant to the parcels defined around Three Crutches.
The settlement at Three Crutches isn’t referred to specifically, being considered as an extension of the
larger settlement of Strood. The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the
Higham Arable Farmlands as poor, on the basis of visually distracting features including pylons, rail
sidings and poly tunnels, weak ecological integrity and intensive agriculture. It rates sensitivity as
moderate, principally due to the locally distinctive isolated buildings and farmsteads of traditional
vernacular and historic hedgerows which are impacted upon by indistinct modern development within
the area, which dilutes the strength of character.
Assessment parcels
Two parcels are assessed in terms of potential development out from either the defined settlement of
Three Crutches or from the edge of Strood. These parcels have been set out using a range of 500m from
the defined settlement edge of Three Crutches and 1km from Strood as a guideline for extents, but
amended to reflect landform and landscape elements.
One parcel represents the area contained by the A2 to the south, A289 to the north and A226 to the
east, and the other covers areas to the south of the M2 and west of the A289.
Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: CR1
Representative views

CR1a

CR1b

View CR1a: looking south from Crutches Lane near Gad’s Hill School, towards Strood (left) and Three Crutches
(right).

View CR1b: looking north from the dead end of Old Watling Street at Three Crutches; Great Crabbles Wood (left) and
woodland on Gads Hill and Telegraph Hill (right) are in the background.

Description

Area: 122ha

An area of rough pasture occupies the space between the defined settlement edge at Three Crutches,
along Old Watling Street and Crutches Lane, A289 and a slip road connecting the A289 to the M2. To the
east of Crutches Lane the parcel consists of a large expanse of arable farmland with no internal
boundary vegetation, terminating to the north-east at the A226 Gravesend Road. The roadside edges of
the parcel are well contained by trees, including planted embankments up to the roads along the A289
and M2 slip-road, but the Borough boundary within the arable farmland, although reasonably well treed,
has gaps.
The landform is moderately sloping northwards down from a ridge which descends from Cobham Park
and from just to the south of Three Crutches runs north-east through the parcel and along the Borough
boundary. To the south of the ridge the farmland slopes more gently downhill toward the A2, where a
sports ground next marks the parcel edge between Three Crutches and the Borough boundary. Aside
from the sports ground buildings, the only other buildings within the parcel are those at the nearby
Chapter Farm and at Crutches Farm adjacent to the defined settlement edge at Three Crutches.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

There is no sensitivity associated with the moderately sloping landform and
farmland/pasture land cover.

Settlement form and
edge

The settlement of Three Crutches historically sat on the northern crest of a
ridge but has in modern times expanded downhill northwards on Crutches
Lane. Hedgerows and tree cover soften the settlement edge around the older
part of the defined settlement, but the later development on Crutches Lane is
very exposed, and prominent in the landscape.

Settlement setting

Historically, Strood was located to the east of the A226, but 20th century
development, mostly post-War, has progressed westwards and northwards.
The valley of which the parcel forms the southern/eastern side is important in
maintaining a gap between Higham and Strood, preserving the rural setting
of the former.
Although Three Crutches is separated from post-War expansion of Strood
only by the A2, there is still some sense of separation in views across the
valley from the edge of Higham/Gadshill (see View CR1a). Trees along the A2
form a high point to the south of Three Crutches, screening that area of
Strood to its south, and tree cover around Chapter Farm, the sports ground
and on Rede Common (a wooded hill just to the south of the A2) preserve a
visual gap between Three Crutches and the visible edge of Strood at the
estate to the north of Rede Court Road.

Views

As noted above, there are expansive views across the valley between this
parcel and the wooded ridge around Higham (to the north), but tree cover on
the valley sides and floor limit views from off-road public rights of way.
Crutches Lane close to Gad’s Hill School provides the best views (View CR1a),
and there are longer glimpsed views from Hermitage Road to the east of
Higham. From Bowesden Lane the tops of buildings at Three Crutches are
visible above leafless trees (see View CR2b) but visibility is very limited in
summer. There are no public rights of way within the parcel.

Perceptual qualities

Traffic is well hidden from view by tree cover, but the containment of the
parcel by the M2, A289, A226 and A2 means there is noise. However, there is
still a strong sense of openness to the east of Crutches Lane, where there are
long views across the open, arable farmland and over the valley towards the
wooded ridge at Higham. The area of pasture to the west of Crutches Lane is
less expansive but still has some visibility of the wooded slopes and ridge to
the north (View CR1b). This parcel therefore retains some rural character
despite the detrimental effects of development within Three Crutches and the
expansion of Strood.

Cultural or historical
value

The parcel has no known cultural or historic associations. There may at one
time have been a significant view from Gad’s Hill Place, Charles Dickens’
former home, but trees now obscure this.
The two Grade II listed buildings on Old Watling Street, within the defined
settlement of Three Crutches (Crutches Gate Cottage and Farmhouse), have
no significant visual relationship with this assessment parcel.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•

The mostly undeveloped, north-facing slopes of the parcel, which are important in preserving the
rural character of the gap between Higham and Strood.
Separation between Three Crutches and Strood along the higher ground around Chapter Farm.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Medium-low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Small

•

Strood forms part of a large urban area, with no
significant gaps between it and Rochester, Chatham,
Gillingham and Rainham to the east. There is therefore
considerable sensitivity associated with an expansion
further northward/eastwards that would be visible from
the Higham area, and in particular with development
that would extend over the ridge and into the valley
towards the Wainscott Bypass (A289). Any expansion
of Strood would be likely to have this effect, but further
development of Three Crutches either downhill
northwards or east towards the visible edge of Strood
would also be perceived as reducing this important
gap.
The only location in which some development could
potentially be delivered without significant adverse
landscape effects is the area of pasture to the west of
the centre of Three Crutches. This is contained by the
defined settlement edges to the south and east, and by
the road junction to the west, and Great Crabbles
Wood to the east of A289, provides visual screening in
views across the valley from Crutches Lane.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape
and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: CR2
Representative views

CR2b

CR2a

View CR2a: looking south-east from access to Knights Place Farm

View CR2b: looking south-east from Bowesden Lane at developing woodland to north of A289, with houses in Three
Crutches visible on the skyline.

Description

Area: 90ha

The tree-lined M2 and A289 form the eastern edge of this parcel. Around and to the south of the
junction of these two routes and the A2, the parcel consists of a mixture of roadside woodland buffer
planting, plantation woodland, ancient woodland remnants (Cole Wood) and grazing pastures associated
with Knights Place Farm Equestrian Centre. The farm buildings, and two neighbouring cottages, are
located towards the south-west of the parcel beyond the HS1 railway line (which is hidden from view in a
cutting). The natural landform, altered by road earthworks, and to create covered reservoirs alongside
the M2, is undulating but rises generally southwards towards Broad Oak Wood ancient woodland.
Woodland planting within this area, although disturbed by infrastructure development, is visually
contiguous with the expansive wooded area of Cobham Park, and with Broad Oak Wood to the south,
and all form part of the Kent Downs AONB.
To the north of the M2/A2/A289 junction the parcel includes buffer planting along the Wainscott Bypass
(A289) and a pasture field to south of Boysden Shaw, both located along the valley floor.
Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

The undulating landform to the southern part of the parcel is more sensitive
than the evenly sloping land on which the defined settlements of Three
Crutches and Strood are located.
The developing woodlands within the site, together with older woodland
remnants, have a functional role in screening the major roads, junction and
HS1 cutting within the wider landscape.
There is no land-use sensitivity associated with the paddocks at Knights Place
Farm.
To the north of the A289 there is very limited space for development, taking
into consideration the presence of buffer woodland and floodplain on the
valley floor.

Settlement form and
edge

The M2 and A289, with associated slip roads and roadside planting, form a
strong physical barrier to the defined settlements at Strood and Three
Crutches.

Settlement setting

The parcel has little role in the direct setting of Strood or Three Crutches, as
tree belts alongside M2 and A289 form a visual barrier.
Woodland provides a backdrop to views across valley from south of Shorne
Ridgeway and new planting south-east of Boysden Shaw is also part of this
wooded outlook.

Views

Viewed from the roads passing through the parcel the landscape is rural, with
undulating grassland between young roadside trees and a backdrop of
ancient woodlands to the north (Great Crabbles Wood) and south (Broad Oak
Wood).
There are also views from footpath NS182, which passes through Cobham
Park and ends at the A2, with pavement linking to Strood.

Perceptual qualities

There is disturbance from road and rail, in terms of noise and light pollution,
but woodland provides some visual containment (and will increasingly as it
develops). The impression from adjacent roads is of a very wooded
landscape, and Knights Place Farm has a wooded, rural setting.

Cultural or historical
value

Knights Place Farmhouse is Grade II listed, but this area has no known
cultural or historic associations relating to its landscape setting. There is
some sensitivity associated with the remaining fragments of ancient
woodland (Cole Wood).

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

Separation from Strood and Three Crutches by the M2, A2 and A289, and fragmenting impact of
roads and HS1.
Wooded character of landscape experienced from M2, A2 and A289, integrating with AONB
woodlands.
Screening value of woodland, and sensitivity associated with remaining ancient woodland
fragments.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

The M2 marks a strong edge to Strood and Three
Crutches, and also a change into a well wooded, upland
landscape. Access within the parcel is hampered by the
presence of the M2, A289 and HS1, so any
development in this area would be isolated and would
also be an encroachment on the woodlands which are a
significant element of the AONB in this area.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this landscape
would be likely to have significant adverse landscape
and visual impact.
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Vigo

Settlement description
Vigo is located on the plateau immediately to the north of the steep escarpment of the Kent Downs
forming the highest part of the Borough. It is a modern settlement contained within a wooded setting on
land previously used as an army training camp in the Second World War and subsequently providing
temporary housing for people displaced by the blitz. The camp was redeveloped as a modern housing
estate in the 1960’s with housing set within short cul de sacs, with new roads and infrastructure installed
contained by a perimeter access road. The core of the village accessed from Harvel Road provides local
amenities including a school, library, meeting rooms, pub and shops. It is wholly within the Kent Downs
AONB and is dominated by its wooded setting, including substantial areas of ancient woodland and
coppice. The AONB boundary runs to Harvel Road on the perimeter of the village and extends over land
to the south and east of the village. There is extensive recreational access within the woodland including
Trosley Country Park on the scarp and the North Downs Way National Trail.

Previous assessment findings
In the Landscape Assessment of Kent, Vigo is within the Luddesdown - West Kent Downs character
area, which overall is assessed as being in good condition and of high sensitivity. To the north of the
village, beyond the main area of woodland, the area falls within the Ash Downs character area, which
has a similar good condition and high sensitivity.
In the Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment, Vigo village and its fringes to the south and east lie
within the Vigo Scarptop Woodlands character area. Key characteristics relevant to this area include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relatively level topography;
Large areas of uninterrupted dense native coppice woodland;
Built form uncharacteristic of local traditional architecture;
Non-native species mixed with woodland in the residential areas;
A mixture of arable and pasture farmland;
Limited views generally across the landscape due to dense woodland and housing.

The condition of the Vigo Scarptop Woodlands is assessed to be moderate, including a coherent level of
visual unity and consistent topography, despite some detractors. The sensitivity is stated to be low, as a
result of the combined effect of the distinct and historic woodlands and recent indistinct buildings.
The area to the immediate north of the village is within the larger Meopham Downs character area (to
the west) and Harvel Wooded Downs (to the east).
Key characteristics identified for the Meopham Downs which are relevant to the Vigo assessment area
are:
•
Gently undulating topography with a mixture of arable and pasture farmland;
•
Neat pattern of small square fields in the south;
•
Narrow lanes and roads lined with hedgerows.
The Borough Landscape Character Assessment assesses the condition of the Meopham Downs as good, on
the basis of its traditional architecture, land use, coherent pattern of elements and lack of visual
detractors. It rates sensitivity as moderate, principally due to the screening influence of shaws, clumps
and hedgerows and the extent of modern development within the area, which has some impact on
strength of character.
Key characteristics identified for the Harvel Wooded Downs which are relevant to the Vigo assessment
area are:
•
Varied topography with steep valley sides and plateaux;
•
Ancient woodland, chestnut coppice and small paddocks and pasture;
•
Occasional traditional farmsteads.
The overall condition of the Harvel Wooded Downs is considered to be moderate, but this is recognised as
a balance between the poorer condition of many of the plotlands which lie to the north (notably
Culverstone Valley) and the stronger ‘cultural integrity’ of the area to the east of this, focused on Harvel
village itself (which is outside of the Vigo assessment area). Sensitivity is assessed as moderate.

Assessment parcels
Five assessment parcels have been defined around Vigo, using a nominal 500m from the defined
settlement edge as a guideline for extent, but amended to reflect landform and landscape elements,
including rights of way, woodland edges, field boundaries and roads.
VI2 is distinct from VI1 as a result of its greater density of woodland cover. To the north east VI3 is an
open agricultural plateau south of Harvel, forming a very different landscape to the woodlands
surrounding Vigo. To the east, VI4 is wholly wooded forming part of the extensive Whitehorse Wood; and
to the south VI5 is an area of steep wooded scarp extending from the Vigo perimeter road to the Borough
boundary.
To the north and east of the settlement, parcels VI1 and V12 are also assessed with regard to potential
development out from Culverstone Green (as parcels CG4 and CG3 respectively).
Development capacity ratings for parcels
(*should only be used in conjunction with detailed parcel assessments)
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Landscape Parcel: VI1 – Vigo north west
Representative views

VG1b

VG1a

View VG1a: View from public footpath NS278 across the paddocks at Barnfield Farm to the western wooded edge of
Vigo, with development visible through the bare winter trees.

View VG1b: View across Barnfield Farm paddocks from the Wrotham Road (A1227) showing Vigo enclosed and almost
entirely screened by woodland.

Description

Area: 43ha

The parcel lies to the east of the A227 Wrotham Road north of the western end of Vigo and extends
northwards to the edge of Culverstone Green. It forms an area of open rural land in views from the road.
North of Vigo the landscape comprises an area of mixed poor quality farmland including small
stables/equestrian buildings, paddocks and ad hoc temporary and permanent development. To the north,
on the edge of Culverstone Green, it includes a large expanse of recreation land/playing fields. The
settlement of Vigo is contained in views from the road by the backdrop of woodland (at Twelve Acre Wood
within parcel VI2) and a block of mixed woodland at the southern corner of this parcel. Vigo is separate
and lies south of the the wooded perimeter road (Harvel Road). Harvel Road also forms the boundary of
the Kent Downs AONB, with the settlement and main areas of woodland lying within the designation.
This parcel is also assessed as CG4 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Culverstone Green.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An area of relatively flat plateau land extending northwards from the scarp. In
terms of land cover there is no particular sensitivities associated with paddocks,
equestrian plus various scattered temporary and permanent developments
sheds to the north of Vigo and large expanses of mown grass at the recreation
ground. Mature hedgerow trees, and the trees along the A227 and at Twelve
Acre Wood, provide visual interest and are of greater sensitivity.

Settlement form and
edge

Vigo village is well integrated in its woodland setting and has no direct
relationship with this area, and is barely visible from the A227 being screened
by trees and woodland, and belts of trees along Harvel Lane.

Settlement setting

Vigo village has a distinct wooded setting and strong containment – a character
which does not extend into this area.
The rural landscape, while not of especially high quality in its own right, is
important in providing a rural ‘gap’ between the settlements of Vigo and
Culverstone Green when viewed from the A227. The woodland framing the
north of Vigo village forms an extension of the scarp top woodlands of the Kent
Downs AONB. Harvel Lane forms a boundary between the wooded character of
the AONB scarp and the open farmland beyond which extends to Culverstone
Green.

Views

A mixed area in terms of openness and enclosure. The parcel itself is relatively
open but contained by the backdrop of woodland in adjacent areas, notably on
the edge of Vigo (e.g. parcel VI2 and along Harvel Lane to the south). Visual
receptors include people on the A227 and as noted above, it is visually
important as the gap maintaining the sense of a rural landscape south of
Culverstone Green. It is on the immediate edge and of the AONB; although the
wooded character means that there are limited views to/from the AONB. Visual
receptors also include walkers on the public footpaths that cross this area.

Perceptual qualities

The land is not scenic or an especially high quality landscape, with any sense of
tranquillity, although it does provide a rural gap/break in views from the A227.
It lies on the immediate edge of the AONB, although views in/out are largely
screened by woodland.

Cultural or historical
value

No known historic, cultural values especially associated with this area.

Key sensitivities to development
•

•

•

The role of the parcel is providing a rural setting and maintaining separation between Vido and
Culverstone Green, particularly in views from the A227. Areas of such open land are important so that
settlements are not perceived as continuous linear development;
The strong sense of separation of this area from the woodland setting of Vigo village. This area of
open farmland and paddocks is of a very different character to the wooded Vigo village. Harvel Road
forms a strong settlement boundary between these two areas;
Potential sensitivities relating to the edge of the AONB, but recognising that views in and out of the
AONB are largely screened by woodland.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

There is no capacity for development in relation to the
edge of Vigo village. Vigo is wholly contained within
woodland to the south of Harvel Road which forms a robust
wooded boundary. The creation of a new settlement in the
open paddock landscape north of Harvel Road would be of
an entirely different form and character to Vigo and appear
as a separate settlement in open countryside – it would
also reduce the rural gap between Vigo and Culverstone
Green and sense of separation of settlements, particularly
in views from the A227, where Vigo is currently screened
within woodland, enhancing the perception of a rural
landscape extending up to the wooded scarp.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact in the area on the edge of
Vigo.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: VI2 Vigo north
Representative views

VG2a

VG2b

View VG2a: View from footpath NS273 close to Tiger’s Hall Farm from open clearing looking south to the enclosed
wooded edge of Vigo.

View VG2b: View from footpath NS273 within Twelve Acre Wood to Harvel Road with residential development at Vigo in
its wooded setting to the south of the road,

Description

Area: 30ha

The parcel lies immediately to the north of Vigo village, comprising the wooded landscape north of Harvel
Road and the area around Admers Wood, which extends into the centre of the village, including the school
and associated playing fields, plus other local services. It forms an enclosed, wooded setting to Vigo.
Large woodland blocks include Twelve Acre Wood, Fowler’s Stone Wood and Admers Wood, much of which
is ancient woodland, plus an area of paddocks at Tiger’s Hall Farm. It is on the boundary of the AONB
which lies to the south encompassing the whole of Vigo, with the AONB designation extending to include
the small area north of Vigo at Admers Wood. The area contributes to the wooded character of the scarp
top.
This parcel is also assessed as CG3 when considering sensitivity to the expansion of Culverstone Green.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

A small scale undulating landform, at the scarp edge with a dry valley cutting
the dip slope and running to the north. It is predominantly wooded with ancient
woodland (pre 1810) and chestnut coppice forming large scale blocks enclosing
the settlement of Vigo, with some smaller paddock fields. This enclosed
contained landscape with ancient woodland cover is sensitive.

Settlement form and
edge

The wooded area encloses Vigo, with a well wooded edge along Harvel Road
which forms the northern edge of the settlement. To the north, a row of more
modern development fronts onto Whitepost Road – relating to extension of
development at Culverstone Green.

Settlement setting

The area plays an important role in maintaining the wooded setting of Vigo and
sense of separation from Culverstone Green, plus forming the wooded backdrop
to views from the A227. The area is directly on the edge (and partly within) the
AONB and the strong woodland character contributes to its setting.

Views

An enclosed landscape with views limited by woodland blocks, although the
woodland itself is a valued feature in views. Visual receptors include viewers
from the A227, where this area forms a wooded backdrop and screens the
settlement creating the perception of a wooded landscape extending to the
scarp top. Visual receptors also include people using local rights of way across
the area. It is on the immediate edge and partly within the AONB, although the
wooded character means that there are limited views into this area. The
woodland edge forms part of its setting and integrates Vigo.

Perceptual qualities

The area has a scenic value, by virtue of the interlocking blocks of woodland
and strong enclosure, which also enhance perceived tranquillity, despite the
proximity of adjacent settlements. The wooded character links to the scarp top
woodlands of the AONB and contributes to its special qualities.

Cultural or historical
value

Cultural and historic values relate to the areas of ancient woodland.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•

The rural character of the area and role in providing separation from the extended edge of
development at Culverstone Green along Whitepost Lane and the wooded settlement at Vigo;
Large blocks of woodland, some of which is ancient, that provide containment and screen views of
adjacent settlement at Vigo creating the perception of a more rural landscape;
The essential wooded setting to Vigo and the AONB – notably creating the sense of a wooded
landscape extending to the scarp.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development
Low

Development and mitigation potential

•

Development of small scale residential development in this
rural landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
-

Small

-

-

Any further extension of Vigo to the north of Havel Road
would mark a step change, potentially amalgamating
the two distinct settlements of Vigo and Culverstone
Green across Whitepost Lane;
Any extension of Vigo within this parcel would likely
entail loss of the valued ancient woodland resource
which forms part of the distinctive setting of Vigo;
Loss of woodland in this parcel would potentially; open
up views to settlement at Vigo and impact on the
perceived rural character on the edge of the AONB, as
well as rural views from the A227.

•

If at any point the school playing fields, which lie to the
south of Harvel Road, were released, a small amount of
development in keeping with the character and low density
of the existing settlement at Vigo might be acceptable in
this location. It would be critical to ensure existing
woodland was protected and new screening planting
created to help integrate any development

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: VI3 – Vigo north east
Representative views

VI3a

VI3b

View VI3a: looking south west from White Horse Lane towards Swanswood Farm, smaller fields within AONB and
wooded setting

View VI3b: looking north-west from Harvel Road (to the north of Sparrowhaugh Farm) towards Peascod Shaw, showing
the importance of the wooded dry valleys in rural views

Description

Area: 58ha

An area of relatively large scale open plateau top land above the distinct wooded valley. The open arable
land contained within large scale fields, with small blocks of woodland at St. Edmund’s Grove and Deer
Spring which provide variety and diversity, along with the hedgerow boundaries and mature trees. A
byway crosses the landscape forming a wooded ‘holloway’. The open landscape provides panoramic long
distance views including towards the Thames Estuary. It is crossed by narrow rural lanes at Harvel Lane
and Harvel Road. To the east of Harvel Road, the landscape is within the Kent Downs AONB and is a
smaller scale landscape of fields, paddocks and a sports field enclosed by woodland.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

An elevated, largely open arable landscape on the dip slope plateau, with
wooded valleys to the east and west. The open elevated land offers long views
to the north. Key landscape features are the woodland blocks and ancient
byway. The landscape has a strong rural character.

Settlement form and
edge

A very short edge of Vigo Village is contained behind a thick hedgerow
boundary at the southern-most end of the parcel at the area bounded by
Harvel Road, although there is no visual relation with the parcel. The area
forms a distinct rural landscape between Vigo, set within the scarp woodland,
and Harvel on the open plateau to the north.

Settlement setting

This is a distinctly different rural landscape to the contained woodland
settlement of Vigo. It does not contribute to the character of Vigo as there is
no visual relationship between the settlement and this landscape, with the
settlement being wholly contained south of the wooded Havel Lane.

Views

A prominent exposed plateau offering long views out, notably to the north
towards the Thames Estuary. Visual receptors include those travelling along
the narrow rural lanes and network of rights of way that cross the landscape.
Currently receptors experience very rural views with no views to
development/settlement edges in this area. The parcel is partly within and
forms a rural setting to the AONB.

Perceptual qualities

This is a relatively intact landscape with some scenic qualities. It has a level of
rural tranquillity due to the absence of development, although long views to
the Thames Estuary mean it is not perceived as remote.

Cultural or historical
value

No designated features of cultural or historic interest. Although the wooded
byway is an important landscape feature crossing the area, forming part of the
Wealdway and linking to the North Downs Way.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

The open, exposed landscape means that any development within this parcel would be highly
visible;
A lack of visual relationship with existing settlements of Harvel or Vigo means that any
development here would be perceived as a new settlement in open countryside;
Although the area adjoins a short edge of Vigo, this is a distinct settlement contained by woodland
and very different in character to the open agricultural landscape to the north of Harvel Road;
The relatively rural and tranquil character of the landscape as experienced from the network of
lanes and rights of way, and its role as part of the AONB and its rural setting.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

•

Small scale development in this rural landscape would be
likely to have significant adverse landscape and visual
impact. The parcel has no relationship with any existing
settlement edges of Vigo, so that any development here
would be perceived as a new settlement in open
countryside. It would change the current character as a
rural, tranquil landscape, within a network of narrow
lanes.

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Small

Medium

Large

Landscape Parcel: VI4 – Vigo east
Representative views

VI4a

VI4b

View VI4a: View from Commority Road showing eastern edge of Vigo in its woodland setting

View VI4b: Woodland edge on Commority Road, ancient woodland providing important biodiversity, recreation and
landscape resource

Description

Area: 38ha

The parcel comprises a single large block of ancient semi-natural coppice woodland, named as Fivewent
woods, Hawsdown Wood, Lodge Wood and Goldings Wood. The woodland block extends across a
substantial area to the east of the parcel creating a strongly wooded landscape. It is wholly ancient
coppice woodland and entirely within the Kent Downs AONB contributing to its special qualities.
The parcel is located to the east of Commority Road which bounds the eastern edge of Vigo. Footpath
access to the woodland facilitates local recreational use and there are access links to the adjacent Trosley
Country Park, The Wealdway, and the Pilgrims Way/North Downs Way on the scarp edge.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Part of extensive area of ancient semi-natural woodland characteristic of the
relatively flat scarp top of the Kent Downs AONB, and therefore highly
sensitive.

Settlement form and
edge

The woodland adjoins the eastern edge of Vigo. Commority Road, the
perimeter road on the settlement edge marks an abrupt boundary between
residential development and adjacent woodland.

Settlement setting

The woodland wholly contains this part of Vigo and forms part of the distinctive
woodland setting of the settlement. It is wholly within the AONB.

Views

There are views from Commority Road to the characteristic woodland
landscape and setting of Vigo. The extensive network of paths and tracks
within the woodland create opportunities for local woodland views where the
adjacent housing is wholly screened by tree cover. The area also provides the
woodland setting to the Wealdway linking the Thames Estuary to the North
Downs.

Perceptual qualities

A very rural, tranquil ‘ancient’ landscape in close proximity to the settlement.
The extensive area of woodland means that a sense of tranquillity pervades
despite recreational use. The woodlands are one of the special qualities of the
Kent Downs AONB.

Cultural or historical
value

The ancient woodland is of historic and cultural value.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Ancient woodland forming a distinct part of the AONB landscape contributing to its special qualities
as well as valued for historic, cultural and biodiversity interest;
The area is an important local recreational resource with rights of way and tracks linking into the
wider network including the Wealdway, North Downs Way and Trosley Country Park;
Commority Road forms a strong boundary between the settlement of Vigo to the west and the
rural wooded landscape to the east;
The area forms part of the distinctive wooded setting of Vigo.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Small scale residential development in this wooded rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact. The parcel is a wholly rural
wooded landscape containing the eastern edge of Vigo.
The ancient woodland has cultural, historical, landscape
and recreational values and forms a part of the Kent
Downs AONB contributing to its special qualities.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.
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Landscape Parcel: VI5 – Vigo south
Representative views

VI5a
VI5b

View VI5a: Looking south from Waterlow Road to the ancient woodland, forming part of Trosley Country Park on the
southern edge of the settlement

View VI5b: Waterlow Road is bound by woodland to the south, and remnant woodland to the north contains the
settlement of Vigo

Description

Area: 19ha

The parcel extends from the southern edge of the settlement of Vigo, marked by Waterlow Road to the
borough boundary. It comprises a large area of ancient and semi-natural coppice woodland running along
the top of the scarp, creating a strong wooded landscape and containment to Vigo. It also includes a
small area of open space associated with the core of Vigo to the north of Waterlow Road. The area is
entirely within the Kent Downs AONB contributing to its special qualities.
Footpath access into the woodland facilitates local recreational use and there are access links to the
adjacent Trosley Country Park, The Wealdway, and the Pilgrims Way/North Downs Way on the scarp edge.

Assessment Criterion

Sensitivity description

Physical and natural
character

Ancient woodland continuous with the top of the scarp, and forming a
distinctive feature and contributing to the special qualities of the Kent Downs
AONB.

Settlement form and
edge

The southern edge of Vigo is bounded by Waterlow Road and its wooded
margins, which forms a strong boundary. The settlement is ‘inward- focussed’
and does not front onto the road. The exception being at the core of the
village (Eskine Road) where an area of open space (grassland surrounded by
scrub and trees) is located between the developed boundary and the road.

Settlement setting

The woodland wholly contains this part of Vigo and forms part of the distinctive
woodland setting of the settlement. The settlement and adjacent woodland are
wholly within the AONB.

Views

An enclosed, contained wooded landscape providing the woodland view and
setting from Waterlow Road. The extensive network of paths and tracks within
the woodland create opportunities for local woodland views where the adjacent
housing is wholly screened by tree cover. The area also provides the woodland
setting to the North Downs Way which runs along the scarp top.

Perceptual qualities

A rural, ‘ancient’ landscape in close proximity to the settlement. It is part of
Trosely Country Park and has an important recreation function. The large area
of woodland means that a sense of relative tranquillity prevails within the area
despite proximity to settlement and recreational use. The characteristic scarp
top woodland also contributes to the special qualities of the AONB.

Cultural or historical
value

The ancient woodland has important historic and cultural values.

Key sensitivities to development
•
•
•
•

Ancient woodland forming a distinct part of the AONB landscape contributing to its special qualities
as well as valued for historic, cultural and biodiversity interest;
The area is an important local recreational resource with rights of way and tracks linking into the
wider network including the North Downs Way and Trosley Country Park;
Waterlow Road forms a strong boundary between the settlement of Vigo to the north and the
surrounding rural wooded landscape;
The area forms part of the distinctive wooded setting of Vigo.

Development scenario

Overall sensitivity assessment
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Development scenario

Capacity for
development

Development and mitigation potential

Low

• Small scale residential development in this wooded rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact. The parcel is a wholly rural
wooded landscape containing the southern edge of Vigo.
The ancient woodland has cultural, historical, landscape
and recreational values and forms a part of the Kent
Downs AONB contributing to its special qualities. The area
of open space in the core of the village has a recreation
function and provides a buffer between the village core
and the adjacent woodland.

Small

Low

•

Development of medium-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Low

•

Development of large-scale buildings in this rural
landscape would be likely to have significant adverse
landscape and visual impact.

Medium

Large
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